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Introduction.

No attempts have been made as for as I know to calculate special formulae for

the standai'd deviations of fraternal and parental correlation coefficients. The

usual formula for tlie standard deviation of a correlation coefficient* which is

deduced on the supposition that the values of the same variable are mutually

uncorrelated is generally used also for this case, although it is only correct for a

* Vide Pearson and Filon; Phil. Trans. Vol. 191 a, p. 229, 1898.
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2 Fraternal and Parental Correlation Coefficients

fraternal correlation coefificient calculated from only two siblings of each family and

for a jmrental correlation coefficient when only one offspring value from each

fixmily enters into the calculation. When the material of observation, as is usually

the case in investigations of inheritance in higher mammals, consists of families of

varying size, and correlation tables are used in which the same weight is given to

each observed pair of siblings or pair of parent and oftspring, without regard to the

size of the family, a rational treatment of the probable error is excluded at the

outset. With material in hand which makes it possible to examine numerous

siblings, it is most reasonable to confine the investigation to a constant number of

offspring from each fixmily. In this case the deduction of formulae for the standard

deviations of the two correlation coefficients does not present special difficulties, and

this problem will be solved here.

We shall suppose that each group of q siblings belongs to the same litter or

that from other reasons their order of birth is indifferent. Then each pair of

siblings or each pair of parent and offspring ought to take a like part in the

calculation, and q siblings give rise to \q{(i — \) pair of brothers and q pair of

parent and offspring which all of them are entered in the calculation.

The fraternal correlation can thus be calculated either fi-om a correlation table

which is made symmetrical so that it contains q{q—\) entries from each fraternity

or by the formula quoted p. 10 which gives an identical result.

I. Fraternal Correlation.

Although this investigation aims especially at fraternal correlation it concerns

of course other calculations of correlation in which the material consists of classes

of equal size inside which the individuals are mutually correlated, all of them

forming like parts. In the following we shall thei'efore name a group of siblings

a class.

Suppose we have a material consisting of q individuals from each of n classes

inside which the individuals are correlated while individuals from different classes

are uncorrelated. We can then consider such a material as one of many possible

samples of the same nature and size drawn from a population consisting of classes

of individuals correlated as mentioned. It is therefore possible to face the problem

of finding the law of errors for the mean value, the standard deviation of the

character concerned and further for the correlation coefficient inside a class, supposing

tliat these are all calculated from a sample like the one now considered.

Let the sample be 7/1, y.,, y.,^... y,„j with mean value y and standard deviation a.

No special notation will be introduced for individuals of the same class, but summa-

tion of products is indicated by S when all factors of the product belong to the

same class, and by S when factors of the same pioduct belong to two or more

classes. The summati(ins always extend to all n classes.
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(a) The Mean Value.

For the sample in hand wc have

The mean value of y for a great number of samples coincides, according to the

suppositions, with the mean of the population and this we choose for the zei'o point

of y. The squared standard deviation of v/ is therefore found simply by squaring

the expression above, suniming for all the samples imagined and taking the mean
value of the result. We thus find

where a bar above a summation indicates that the mean value has to be taken

of the sums for all samples, i.e. for the population. Let the standard deviation

of the population be s and the correlation coefficient for individuals of the same

class r, we then have

S (2/1^) = nqs'

and t (2/12/2)
= ^nq (q-l) rs-.

As individuals of different classes are uncorrected S (2/12/2) is equal to 0, and

accordingly we find

crjf = ~{l+{q-l)r}* (1).

This contains « and r for the population, which are, as a rule, only known from

the sample in hand. It will be seen in the following, what is the approximation

obtained by putting s and r equal to the values found from the sample.

(b) The Mean Value of cr-

—

the presiniiptive Standard Deviation.

For our sample we find

'^-'=^^^(:y^)-Tr (2).

By taking the mean of a- for a great number of samples we find from this,

remembering that the mean of 2/^ equals o--",

.J. = 4l_l±<£^-^,
\ nq J ^ '

When we take the value found foro-- as an approximation to cr-, we find accord-

ingly the. presumptive value of the standard deviation of the population by the

formula

„o-^ = s- = a'^

nq-\l+(q-l)r} '

which for ?^ = 0 or g = 1 takes the form known for uncorrelated observations.

* Vide Comptes-Rendiis des Trav. du Lab. Carhberg, Vol. xiv. No. 11, 1921, Copenhagen, p. .32.

1—2



Fraternal and Parental Correlation Coefficients

For the S.D. of y we find by introducing s in (1)

""^
n<i-\l'+{q-l)rY

(c) The hitandard Deviation of &-.

The S.D. of the & of our sample is found from o-^'^'^ = o-* - {&-)-, where the latter

term is already known. From (2) we find for the calculation of cr^

n^a^ = (nq -1)2 (yr) - 22 {m,) -2S{y,yd (4).

and from this

nya^ = {nq - If (2 {y^')T + 4 (2 (y^y,))' + 4 {S iy,y,)y +

- 4 (nq -1)2 (y,') 2 {y,y^ - 4 (nq -1)2 (2/1^) 5f
(^/.^Z^) + 82 (y,y,) S (t/.t/,) .

. .(5).

For the calculation of the mean values contained in this equation, the six pro-

ducts of product sums must be examined. We find

(2 (y,')r- = 2 (y/) + 22 (y^y^) + 2S (y.^yi)

(2 (y,y.;)f = 2 (yr2//) + 22 (y^^y,y,) + 62 (yMl/^) + (yMyd'
s s

- (i/f ) S (yiyd = 2 (y.'y;) + 2 (y^^y./y,) + S (y,'y,y,)

...(6).

When the multiplication of products containing the factor S(yiy.^ is carried out,

it is clear that we need not consider such sums of products where the product con-

tains a factor which is uncorrelated with all the other factors of the product,

because the mean values of such product sums are 0. In the products 2 [y^) 8 (y-^y^

and 2 (y^y-^ S(y^y.2) all the sums ofproducts are of this kind, the factors being distri-

buted either in two classes of which one contains 3 and the other 1 factor or in

three classes with respectively 2, 1 and 1 in each.

We therefore find

iViy^^f = S iy'y^') + 28 (y.Hj^y,) + 4S (y.WM) + «i\

l(y,^)S(y,y.^ =a,
' ^

^^^^

^{yiy2)S(y,y.^^a.j,

where the mean values of the a's for the population are 0.

Let us denote the product moment corresponding to yi^y-i^yz^yi'^ by finmpq if

all factors belong to the same class and in the opposite case let us insert ' ' or ' s
'

as denoting different or same class.

* In the sums ,S' all factors of a product are supposed to belong to different classes except those which

are denoted by an 's' inserted between them, as belonging to the same class.
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We find then

=\nq{q-l)

My^.¥i) =lnq{q-l) (q - 2) /3,3„

2 2/32/4) = 4^nq {q-\){q- 2) {q - 3) Y

I '/i (n-

S (2/l^!/22/3)
-= i {n -l)qHq-l)/3,,,

ds

S (2/1^22/32/4) = in (h - 1) ^2^? - 1)'-'A 1 1 1

Till now no suppositions have been made as to the law of distribution of the

y's, but m the following calculation we shall suppose that tite distribution is normal

and the correlation between individuals of the same class normal.

For the general case of normal correlation between n variables the product

moments have been determined by Sverker Bergstrom *. Taking the standard

deviations as units of the variable and denoting the correlation coefficients by

?-i2, r^..., where for instance r'as means the correlation coefficient between the 2nd

and 3rd variable of a product moment /S'ntnpq, he finds the following formulae for

the product moments of the 4th order :

/s; =3 \

/S'k =2rS, + l i (9).

/S'aii =2ri2ri3 + n.,

/3 mi — '''l2''34 + ''l3''24 T ''14 ''23
'

Substituting our special values for the correlation coefficient we find

13, =3s^ ^

Ai =3rs^

= (2r"'+ l)s*

= )•(! + 2?')s*

= 2r-s'

and further

A2

/^iiii (10).

/32 2 =s*
d

^3 1 1
= rs'

d s

iSi 1 1 V
s 1/ s

We are now by means of (8) and (10) in a position to evaluate the mean values

of the products put down under (6) and (7).

* Vide S. Bergstrom : Biometrika, Vol. xii. 1918, p. 177.
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We find

^nq[nq + ^ + 2{q-l)r-}s'

X^{y.y-2)f = hnq (9-1) (1 + 2 (g - 2) r + [\nq - 1) + g^- 3^+ 3] r'']

2 (2/1-) S (y^) = 1 (9 - 1) [»r/ + 4 + 2 (9 - 2) r} rs'
\ (11).

(^(3/12/2))^ =ln(n-l)g^{l+(9-l)?f

S(2/i=)^(3/,2/.) =0 and 2"(y^)^C^) - 0

The calculation of a* may now be continued. We find, by substituting the

above mean values in (5),

n-g^o^ = \n-(f - 1 - 2 {i}q + 1) (9 - 1) r + (g - 1) [2nq -{q- 1)] r=}.

Fi"om (3) is found

v"q" {a-)- = s* [n-q- - ^»q +1-2 (nq -l){q- l)r + (q- If ?-^|,

and accordingly

_ 2s''
a\,. = cr^ - (cr"^y =~ {uq - 1 _ 2 (9 - 1) r + (9 - 1) {iiq - g + l)r%

or arranged according to powers of nq

= 11^ +
- -4 "

This formula for the s.D. of the squared standard deviations is thus exact^

supposing that the correlation be normal.

??(/

For great values of » or rather of — ,
- , ,

- we may consider the S.D. of a
" l+(9-l)r-

differential, so that

(7- = tr" + 8(t'' = cr" + 2o"8cr.

From 8a- = 2aSa we find by squaring and taking mean value for a great number

of samples,

cr'v = 4o-'-o-o.'-,

and by substituting the value of av, omitting the last term,

or, as with the accurac}' obtainable we have

,s" = cr-,

it follows that : o-^- = 1 1 + (<? — 1) '"'l-zuq •
'-^

We notice when comparmg this formula with (1) that only for ?• = 1 and r = 0

does the rule

hold good.
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The fraternal correlation coefficient p for the present sample is, when all the

^q{q — 1) pairs of siblings are used for the calculation, defined by

where

n

.(13).
nq (q-l)'

To determine the s.D. of p one requires in addition to cr'v, the s.D. of IT and the

product moment for 11 and crl

(d) Mean Value and Standard Deviation of the Product Moment TT.

Taking mean value of (13) for a great number of samples we find as

2 iyiyd = inq (q - l)rs^ and (if) = af,

1U^sUr [l + (,y_l)r] (14).

[
nq

)

For calculating the mean value of Tl- (13) may be written

nY' (g _ 1) n = - (g - 1) S (yr) + 2 (nq - ? + 1) S (y,.V=) - 2 (g - 1) S (y,y.^ . . .(15),

from which follows

nY (q - ly = iq - 1)^2 (y^^)}' + 4 (nq - q + 1)= (S (y^y,))' +

- 4 (g - 1) (nq - ry + 1) S (y-') 1 (y,y,) + 4 (g - \r(8(y,y,)r,

the mean values of the two products being 0 according to (11). Substituting the

rest of the values from (11) we find

(q - l)n''q-n- = {2nq -(q-l) + 2r [nq (q - 8) - (q - If]

+ r^ [hV/ (q-D- 2nq (q-2)- (q - l^']) (IG),

and by squaring (14) is found

(q - 1) 7iYiW = {q-l- 2r [nq (q-l)-(q- If]

+ r"'[nhf(q-l)- 2nq(q - lY + (q - 1>'']|.

By subtraction of this equation from (16) we arrive at

2s'

nq(q-l)
{

nq
9. - iq-n-

vq

+ r-

or arranged according to nq

2s'

cf - 32 + 3 -
(q-iy

nq

which may also be written

1 + 2r (q-2) + r"- (f/ - ^ + 3)
9-1
nq

[l+r(2-l)]4,
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(e) The Product Moment, H-na^, of Yl and a'-.

By multiplication of (4) and (15) and taking mean value for a great number of

samples we find for the mean value of the product lia-

(q - 1) Ua"- - - (nq -l){q- 1) (2 (2/f))= - 4(ng ~q + l)(^ {y,y,)y

+ 2 [n^ - nq^ + 2{q- 1)] 2 (y,^) t {y,y.^ + 4 (g - 1) (^ {y,y,)f,

the mean values of the two products being zero according to (11). Introducing the

rest of the mean values from (11), we have

nY = {- nq-l + r [n-cf - nq (g - 4) - 2 (^ - 1 ;] + r" [nq {q - 3) -(q- I)-]}.

From (3) and (14) is found

nY-^-^' = s' {-nq+l + r [n-q- - nq^ + ^ (q
-

'i)] + [-"?(? " 1) + (? - 1)']!-

As Un.2=Ua'-U .a\

it follows from the two foregoing e(|uations that

nn.. = |~ (- 1 + 2r [nq -(q-l)] + r^ [,uj (q-2)-(q-l)%

or Hn..: = ^ |r [2 + {q- 2) r] - [1 + (q - 1) r]j (18).

( f) The Standard Deviation of tlie Fraternal Correlation Coefficient.

If the sample is great in proportion to {q — \)r the errors of 11 and cr^ can be

treated as differentials and we have for the correlation coefficient calculated froin a

sample

n + sn n 1 n . „

P = -o + —, OIJ — - OCT-,
(T' + Ocr- a~ o- (cr-)-

r-— [l + (fy-l)r}
, _ iJ nq '

and p =
l-~ (l + (fi-l)r}'

nq 1 ' i

and therefore neglecting the term containing ~- which according to these supposi-

tions cannot be evaluated

^ p = r.

Fi-om hp = ^- Isn — ^,Scr-| we find by squaring and forming mean value
cr-

When the values from (3), (12), (14), (17) and (18) are introduced in this

formula and the terms containing the higher power of are neglected, we get

9 9)-2 4r2< = - -

[
[1 + V (7 - 2)? + (? - 1 )} + ^- \l+{q-l) r^] -^ [2 + (r/ - 2) r],

nqiq — l) / J
; I i ' nq
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from which is found

nq(q-l)
l^l+riq-2)-rHq-l)Y-

and

For q = 2 this formula coincides with the usual formula for the standard

deviation of a correlation coefficient calculated from two series of values of two

variables corresponding in pairs, the values of each series being mutually iincorre-

lated.

(g) Numerical Evaluation of the Formula for the s.D. of a Fraternal

Correlation Coefficient.

The number, N, of observed pairs of observations being equal to ^nq(q — I) the

formula (19) may also be written

7~N'
a,= —^j{l-r){l + (q-l}r]

Comparing materials of observations with different number of siblings q, we

see that for the calculation of fraternal correlation information of each available

pair of siblings has a value inversely proportional to {l+(q — l)r}\ The ratio

= I ; —— ) serves as a measure for the value which must be attributed to
^ \l + {q-l)rj ^

information of an observed pair among q siblings, supposed that all of the i^S'C'i"!)

pair of siblings are used for the calculation, and supposed that the value of infor-

mation of a pair of siblings for q = 2 is put equal to 1. On the other hand —

indicates the ratio between the numbers of pairs of siblings which are required for

obtaining the same accuracy in the correlation coefficient in the case of q and in

the case of two siblings from each fomily. Table I gives the numerical values of v

for different values of r and q.

TABLE I.

1 + 7-

l + {q-l)rj

3 r = 0-l 0"2 0-3 0^4 0-7 0^8 0-9

2 1-000 rooo 1 •ooo rooo rooo rooo 1 -000 1-000 1-000

3 •840 •735 •660 •605 •563 •529 •502 •479 •460

4 •716 •563 •468 •406 •360 •327 •301 -280 •264

5 •617 •444 •349 •290 •250 •221 •200 -184 •171

6 •538 •360 •270 •218 •184 •160 •143 •130 •119

7 •473 298 •216 •170 •141 •121 •107 -096 •088

8 •419 •250 •176 •136 •111 •(J95 •083 •074 •068

9 •373 •213 •146 •111 •090 •076 •066 •059 •054

10 •335 •184 •123 •093 •074 •063 •054 •048 •044
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We notice that for values of r somewhat greater than 0"5, such as are usually

found for mammals, has already decreased to about ^ and to about \ . By
giving the same weight to each pair of siblings when forming fraternal correlation

tables from a material consisting of fraternities of different size, we therefore fail

very largely to pay due regard to the observations. With material under conside-

ration, as for example anthropometric data, which according to its nature consists of

small groups of siblings of varying number, and which is not so numerous that we
can afford to omit observations from the calculation to make q constant for all

fraternities, the rational proceeding must be to sort the material according to the

number of siblings and calculate the correlation coefficient of each group separately.

It is then possible to effect considerable saving of time and labour in the

investigation of correlation by avoiding the forming of fraternal correlation tables

and using instead the formula

where aq is the directly calculated S.D. for mean v^alues of fraternities. The results

found by the formula are identical with those of the defining formula, so that the

only objection to this method of calculation is the lack of opportunity to examine

the shape of the regression curve.

From the correlation coefficients found for different values of gf, it is finally

possible with knowledge of their S.D.'s to calculate a mean value of the fraternal

correlation coefficient and its S.D.

In investigations of inheritance with animals with numerous offspring, where a

great number of siblings are available, we have to face the problem of deciding

what number of siblings it is profitable to employ for the investigation.

We shall state provisionally the problem as follows : with which value of q do

we, provided the number of examined offspring individuals {nq) be fixed, obtain the

most accurately determined fraternal correlation coefficient ? Or in other words for

which value of q 'l?,

(1 + ?' — 1)}- a minimum ?

q-l

* Vide K. Smith, Comptes-Rendus cles Trav. dit Lab. Carhlt. Vol. xiv. No. 11, 1921, p. 8, where the

formula is deduced for the special case q = 10.

t In the memoir quoted it is shewn (p. 29) that the above formula may also be written

'•=1-
q-l CT^

ay,q being the squared s.d. inside fraternities of q siblings and being calculated as a mean of such

values obtained from each of the n fraternities. We may here instead of o-/,, introduce the pre-

sumptive S.D. inside a fraternity pcrf that is the s.d. we expect to find in fraternities consisting of

a great number of siblings. The relation is

1 2

'^"^/"^^l
''•9'

• SO that we find r= 1 - ^'"^'x- ,

which shews that the value of r arrived at must be expected to be independent of (7.
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The condition of minimum is

Corresponding to the vahies i, J and § for r the vahies of q are 5, 4, 8

and |.

In examining the question of the most profitable number of siblings, attention

must also be paid to the determination of the parental correlation and the question

will therefore be further discussed in the following section. Besides it cannot be left

out of consideration that, as a rule, it will be easier to examine the same number

of individuals distributed among a smaller than among a greater number of frater-

nities. When regard only is had to fraternal correlation, the values of q obtained

above must therefore be considered the minimum values.

For a more detailed illustration of the variation of the S.D. of the fraternal

correlation coefficient with the number of siblings Table II has been calculated.

The table gives the values of the S.D. for 1000 observations distributed among from

500 to 100 fraternities, the sizes of which therefore vary from 2 to 10.

TABLE II.

The Standard Deviation of a Fraternal Correlation Coefficient

calculated from 1000 observed, Individuals.

1 r= h r= 4

2 •0419 •0398 •0335 •0286

3 •03.56 0.351 •0316 •0278

4 •0339 •0344 •0323 •0289

5 •0335 0348 •0335 •0304

6 •0337 •0356 •0350 •0320

7 0342 •0365 •0365 •0.336

8 •0349 •0376 •0380 •0.352

9 •0356 •0387 •0395 •0367

10 •0363 •0-398 •0410 •0382

The table does not show a rapid increase of the S.D. when the number of siblings

increases beyond the most profitable number found above. But a comparison of the

values for q = 5 and for g = 10 still shows that the latter are respectively 8°/„,

147o, 22°/^ and 25 7o gi'eater than the former, so that when there are 10 siblings

in each fraternity respectively 187o, 31%, 50°/^ and 58 "/^ more individuals are

required to obtain the same accuracy than when there are only 5 siblings fi-om each

family.

(Ii) Application of the Formula, to previous Calculations of Correlation.

In an investigation* concerning the characters, number of vertebrae ('Vert.'),

number of rays in the pectoral fins (' Pd.' and ' Ps.') and number of pigment spots

(' Pigm.') in Zoarces viviparus from the station Nakkehage in Isefjord, Denmark,

* K. Smith, Comi)tes-Rendm des Trav. dn Lah. Cnrhlierri, Vol. xiv. No. 11, 1921.
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the fraternal correlation coefficient was calculated for 6 (for pigment spot only 5)

samples from different years consisting of fraternities of TO siblings. In this case

the probable error of the fraternal correlation coefficient is according to (19)

, , 0-67449 X n X

'

P.E.(r)= (1 _,.)(! +9r).
v45?i

Table III gives for each sample the values of n, v and P.E. (?), as well as v for

all the samples each weighted according to the s.D.

TABLE III.

Fraternal Correlation.

Year when
sample
taken

Vert. Pd. Pigm.

n r ±p.E. n r±p.E. ?-± P.E.

1914 138 0-4590 + -0238 132 0-3169+ -0231

1915 168 0-4693+ -0215 174 0-4196+ -0211 75 0-3175+ -0306

1916 123 0-5108 ± -0248 122 0-3985 + -0251 87 0-3418+ 0289
1917 177 0-4715 + -0209 176 0-3634+ 0206 127 0-4112 + -0247

1918 153 0-4801 + -0225 156 0-3329+ -0215 113 0-3074+ -0247

1919 98 0-4066 ±-0281 98 0-2893 ± -0260 86 0-3722 ± -0296

Fi'om total

samples
0-4G89 ± -0095 0-3564 ±-0092 0-3517 ±0122

For the mean values of r probable errors have previously been calculated based

on the 6 or 5 values found. These probable errors had for

Vert. Pd. and Pigm. respectively

the values 0-0094 0-0137 and 0-0128,

which for Vert, and Pigm. agree extremely well with the theoretical values now

found, while for Pd. the error had been estimated somewhat too great.

II. Parental Correlation.

I'or investigation of parental correlation we have a sample consisting as above

of offspring values y^, 2/3 ynq distributed in n classes with q in each, and

in addition, containing for each class an observed parental value x. We aim at

finding the correlation between x and i/'s of the same class.

Let the parental correlation be r^ and the s.D. for *'s s in the population which

we may imagine that the sample represents, and let us choose the mean value of

the population as zero point for x.

The parental correlation coefficient is from the sample determined by
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where a is the S.D. of x calculated from the sample, and Il^y is the product moment

for X and y determined by

X\^„ = ~%{xiy,)-xy (20).
•

-
- mi

As in the previous section 2 denotes a sum of products each of which consists

of factors from the same class. In the sums H each product contains factors from

at least two classes, and when two factors belong to the same class it is indicated

by an ' s ' inserted between them.

For evaluation of the standard deviation of py the S.D. of n^;,;, o" and a are

required, as well as the product moments for each pair of these three functions.

(a) Mean Value and Standard Deviation of the Product Moment 11,,-,,.

The equation (20) may also be written

= 2 {x,y,)-^S {x,y,) (21).

By taking the mean value for a great number of samples we therefore tind

Yi,,j=^T.,ss (22).

From (21) we find by squaring and taking mean value

nV = ('^ - 1)' (S («i3/i))= + - 2 (7. - 1) t{x,y,)ii{x,y,) . . .(23).

Together with the determination of the mean values occurring here, we shall

determine the other mean values of products required for the evaluation of cr^ . They

are such as arise from multiplication of S (^i^i) and Six^y^) with each of the two

groups S(yi''^), X(y^y.^), S (y^y^) and 1{x{-), Six^Xo) and also those which contain a

fixctoj- of each of the two latter groups. As in the foregoing section, we need,

however, not consider products of a 2 and an S, because such products may be

developed into sums of products all containing a factor uncorrelated with all the

other factors of the product, from which it follows that the mean value for a

great number of samples is zero for each of these sums of products. It remains

to determine the following products :

(2 («i2/i))' = 2 + 22 {x,"y,y.) + 28 (x, y,x^ y.,)

s s

(S (x,y,)y = S {x^-y,") + 28 (x-'y, 2/o) + 2;? {x, y,x. y.^ + €,

Ji S S

2 {x,y^) 2 (yr) = 2 (x,y,') + 2 {x,y,'y,) + 8 (x, y,y.?)
S

S {a^iyO t {y,y^) = ^ {^hyi'V'i) + 32 {x,y,y,y,) + 8 (x, y,y., y.)
s s

S {x,y,) S {y,y.) = S (x, ?/i?/2-) + 28 (x, y,y, y,) + e,

s s s

^{x,y,)%{xl) = - (*'i'i/i) + 8 (xi'xo y,)

S (^'i^/i) S {x^x.,)

s

= 8 {xi'Xo yi) + e.i

s

2(^,^)2(2/r) = t(x{-y,^) + 8{x,''y,')

2 {x,^)t{y,y„) = 2 (x,-y,y.^ + 8 {x{'y, y.^

S {x,x.;) S (7j,y,)

s

= 8{Xi ?/i«,,y-2) + e4

y (24).
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€i, e.,, e-. and are sums, the means of which are 0. The product moments

arc, as in the previous section, denoted by /3 and the indices concerning " w's " are

placed in front of /3, for instance — S i^^y^) is denoted by .j/83. We thus find for

the mean values of the sums occurring in (24)

:

2 {x;%y.;) = Inq {q-l)

^ (a-i2/i'2/2) 1)1/3.1

S {.x^y^y^yi) = Inq (q - 1) {q - 2) i/^j;

S {a,\^x.,y^)

s

S (xi'yi")

11 (n-l)qo^
d s

n (n — l)q 2^2

8{x,Hj,y2) =-\n{n-\)q{q-l).,fi,.
d s

S {x, y.x., yo) = I71 (n-l)q-, ,/3i 1*

s s d s d

S{oc^y^y.l) ^n{n -l)q\/3, ^

s s d

.(25).

S («i y,y2 y,)=^n{n - 1) q- (q -1)^/3,,,
» s d A- j

From Bergstrom's formulae (9) we find, when introducing r^„ r and 0 for the

correlation coefficients and remembering that in his formulae « and s' are taken as

units for y and x

:

,13, = Svps'-'s ^

,132 =(2r/+l)sV

(27-/ + r) s'^s-./3n

1/33

1/8-31

1^111

.i/3i
d s

202
d

./81:
d s

R
d s d.

= Svp s's^

= + 2r) sV

(26).

1^1 2 = ''>sV

! ^1 1 1 — TVpS
n d s )

* In this single case the notation fails, as it ought to be indicated that the first x and the last y
belong to the same class.

1
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Applying (25) and (20) we find for the mean values of the products under

(24) the following values :

{T(oc,y,)y- = nq [q {n + 1)7-/ + l+{q- 1) r] s's"- ^

(S (x]y\)y =nq(n-l) [qr^^ + 1 + (g - 1) r} sV
t {x,y,) 2 (yi') = nq [nq +2 + 2{q- l)r} 7>sV

2 (a;,y,) 2 {y,y^) = inq (r^ - 1) {2 + {nq + 2q - 2) ?•] />sV

S («i2/i) S {y,y.,) = n (/? - 1) 3= {1 + (*7 - 1) r} j^sV

2 («i2/i) 2 («i'^) = nq (n + 2) y^^s'-'s

S (a-'i^/i) (a-'ia-'o) = n (n — 1) qr^s '^s

im.

2 («i^) 2 (yi^) = nq (n + 2?-/)

2 {x{') 2 (yi 2/,) = Inq (q-1) {2r/ + 7ir} s'-s"

S {w.x^} S (y, y.,) = \n {n - 1 ) q-r/s'-s-

We may now continue the calculation of W'xy Introducing the mean values

in (23), we get

n^q U%j = {n-l) {nqr/ +' 1 + ((/ - 1 ) r} sV.

From (22) we find

n^q (Uxyf = (n -If qr^'s"'s\

and when this equation is subtracted from the foregoing

— — fl — 1_

<T\i,y = n\., - (n,,)^ = [qi-; +i + r{q-\)\ s^s^-

(b) The Product Moment, Hn^^, o--, of Yl^y and a-.

Multiplication of (4) and (21) gives

n., . a"- = (nq - 1) (n -1)2 (yr) 2 (w,yO - 2 (n - 1) 2 (x.y,) 2 {y,y,)

.(28).

+ 2S(a-,y,)8{y,y.^ + y„

where 71 consists of terms S x 2, the mean values of which are zero.

Taking the mean value and applying (27) we therefore find

nY H-ry . a- = (h - 1) {nq {nq + 1) + rnq {q - l)j sV,

For U^y . we get from (3) and (22)

^^'tlUcy . = {n - 1) ?v [nq {nq - 1) - rnq {q - 1)} s's^

and accordingly from the two latter equations

2 {n - 1)
(29).
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(c) The Product Moment, Hn^^,,'., ofU.,,, and a'-\

For g'-' we obtain, from the formulae (4), (3) and (12), which concern a\ by
substituting x for y and putting q equal to 1 :

n — \ 2
:

(^1^2) (30),

1 „ 2(n-l) ,and ct\; = '
s *

(32).

By multiplication of (21) and (30) we get

n^q . a'-^ = (n -lyl {x,y,) t (.xr) + 2S {x,y,) S (x,x,) + 7,

,

for which the mean value by application of (27) is found to be

71' n.,.y . a'- = (n^- — 1) ?'^s'''s.

From (22) and (31) follows

li- Thy .
0-'- = (n -ly- Tps'^s,

so that

^u,r,,.a'' = n^,, . a'" - U^if . o-'-' = ^^^^—-^^rps'^s (33).

(d) The Product Moment, U^,^^.,, of a- and a"i

For the product a'-a'- we find by multiplying (4) and (30)

:

^1^5VV^ = [nq - 1) {n -1)2 t {y{') -2{n-l)% (x,^) 2 (y,y^

+ 4>S {os.os,} S (jj,y,) + y,.

The mean value of 73 is zero, and therefore by taking the mean value and

using (27) we get

n'q <tV- = (n - 1) {nq - 1 + 2g?-/ - {q -l)r] sV,

and when from this is subtracted

n-q a" a'- — (n — 1) [nq — l—{q — l) r] s'"s^,

we arrive at

2 (n - 1)
n^-2„'2 = ^ rj/s'-s- (34).

(e) The Standard Deviation of the Parental Correlation Coefficient.

For the logarithm of the parental correlation coefficient calculated from our

sample we have

lf*g Pp = log n.,y - "I log or- -
-I
log (r'\

For great values of n, which allow us to treat the deviations of a'-, a" and U^y

from their mean values as differentials, it follows from the above equation by

differentiation that

2
'—

" 2

Pp H^y a- cr'^
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With the accuracy here employed, which exchides the determination of terms

containing the higher power of -
, we have

Pi' = pp = 1=^— = •

From (35) we find by squaring and taking the mean value for a great number

of samples

0-- = r.
iiii ,,ct2 Tin /.o'i

. ,
rio

which by introducing the values from (3), (12), (22), (28), (29), (31), (32), (33) and

(34) and neglecting the term containing the higher power of - leads to

-^{l + (7-l)r;-^'''^' + '^,

or a"-^^^ = |] + (ry - 1) r - '| [,y + 3 + (ry - 1) r (1 - r)] + qr^

which may be written

-V='^-«-^(l-'-)il-V^^--1 (36).
P" n nq ^ '{ ^2

The first term is the usual expression obtained for q = 1. From this, for q >1,

one must subtract a term which for given values of ?• and fj, increases with q.

(/ ) The Standard Deviattuii of the Slopes of the Regression Curves.

We shall finally add the formulae of the s.D. of the slope of the regression curves

for the calculation of which we have all the material ready. The regression

coefficients are determined by

Ho:*/ 1

«p = —V anci o« = —ira ' a-

By differentiation, squaring and taking mean value, we find

1^ - 2
i(n,,)^ {o-f an],,

and a corresponding equation for o-^^.

From these we find by introducing the S.D. and product moments

'^'"f
"

»?7^ {1 + »• (7
-

1) -
*

/J

and a\ = ^^[l+r {q - 1) - fyr/ + 2 (ry - 1 ) r/ (1 - ry}.

* Vide K. Smith, I.e., pp. 6, 7, where the same formiUa is deduced in a different form, containing

(Tq instead of r. The two expressions are easily seen to be identical when the term is neglected.

Biometrika xiv 2
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(g) Nu merical Evaluation of the Formula for the s.D. of a Parental

Correlation Coefficient.

We shall first examine how valuable a material consisting of n groups of q
siblings with corresponding parental values is compared with 7}q pairs of values from

different families. Denoting the s.D.'s of pp calculated from the two materials by

a-^p^ and a^p^^ we find by applying (36)

< = = g_Li£)_ _ ^37).

q (1 - r/)^ - _ 1) (1 _ |l -
}

This ratio indicates the value of an observed pair, when the parental value also

occurs combined with {q — 1) other offspring values, in proportion to the value of an

observed pair when the parental value only occurs once in the calculation.

The numerical values of (37) are, for values of rp and r, fairly well representative

of the values met with in investigations of inheritance given in Table IV.

TABLE IV.

^'1 ='^\pp ' ^%Pv

1
rp=-3 >-,= ^4

r=-4 r=-5 r=-6

1 1-000 rooo rooo
2 •735 •698 •666

3 •581 •536 •499

4 •481 •4.35 •399

5 •410 •366 •332

6 •357 •316 •285

7 •316 •278 •249

8 •284 •248 •221

9 •258 •224 •199

10 •236 •204 •181

It appears that entering into the same parental correlation table families with

numbers of offspring varying from, for example, 1 to 5 the same weight is given

to pairs of observations which according to Table IV ought to vary in weight from

Ito 1

It is therefore a more rational proceeding to sort the families according to the

number of offspring and deal with each group separately. The work may then be

shortened by calculating the correlation coefficient between the parental value

and the mean for the offspring from which the pai'ental correlation for individuals is

obtained by multiplying with —
,
Oq being as above (see ^{g)) the s.D. for means

of fraternities of q individuals. It is then possible to calculate the correlation

coefficient with s.D. for each group of families and finally calculate a mean value

for the correlation coefficient.
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In investigations of inheritance with animals with numerous offspring it is as

a rule easier to provide information of a given number of individuals among

a small number of families than to examine the same number of individuals if

they belong to a larger number of families. The labour required is therefore not

proportional to the number of individuals and it must be estimated for the

individual materials whether the encumbrance of dealing with a relatively large

number of families is duly compensated for by the reduction of the number of

individuals hereby permissible.

It does not seem at the outset probable, but it may be possible, that, even in

cases in which parent and offspring arc equally easily available for investigation,

a shortening of labour, that is, a diminution of the total number of observed

individuals, may be obtainable by examining several offspring individuals of each

family. We will therefore examine for which value of q, a'^^^ is a minimum

when n{q + 1) is put equal to a constant h. We find the condition

= 0,

from which follows

3- /•

"2
I

(1- V)^-(l-r) 1
" 2

To obtain a survey we introduce a few sets of values for r^, and / for which we

give the result in Table V.

TABLE V.

'V r

0-20 0-25 1-8

0-30 0-40 1-3

0-50 0-60 ro

It will be seen, that for sufficiently small values of /• and Vp it is profitable to

examine several siblings of each family in those cases where the examination of

an offspring individual requires the same labour as that of a parent.

As a guide for the choice of the number of offspring in the more frequently

occurring case when it is easier to provide data of offspring than of parent, we

give in Table VI for some values of and r the number of observations which,

for varying values of f/. yield the same accuracy in the parental correlation

coefficient as 1000 parents with 1000 offspring.

It appears from the table that while the number of offspring increases evenly

with increasing q the number of parents decreases more and more slowly, so that

the compensation obtained in this way for the increased total number of offspring

2—2
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tends to be very small for increasing q. Already by increasing q from 5 to 6 we

find, for r^='3 and ?• = '4, that to outweigh the augmentation of 360 in the

number of offspring, we only get a diminution of 21 in the number of parents.

TABLE VI.

Number of Parental and Offspring Individuals luliich for varying q
yield the same Accuracy to pp.

3 rp = •4 "5

r= 4 r= •5 ?•= •6

0288 •0266 •0237

'1

Number of Number of Number of Number of Number of Number of

Parents Offspring Parents Offspring Parents Offspring

1 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
2 680 1360 717 1433 751 1502
3 573 1720 622 1866 668 2004
4 520 2081 575 2299 627 2507
5 488 2441 546 2732 602 3009
6 467 2801 528 3166

-
585 3511

7 452 3161 514 3599 573 4013
8 440 3522 504 4032 565 4516
9 431 3882 496 4465 558 5018
10 424 4242 490 4898 552 5520

For fraternal correlation we have found (see Table II) that the most profitable

number of offspring was 3—4 for the values of r now considered, and that a

somewhat greater number was not substantially opposed to economy of work.

Whether the number ought to be increased beyond 3—4 or confined to even

fewer offspring individuals from each family depends in each investigation upon

the relative difliculty of observing parents and offspring.

{h) Application of the Formula to previous Calculations of Correlation.

For the investigation of Zoarces viviparus mentioned in the previous section,

in which 10 offspring individuals were examined for each mother, we have

according to (36) the following formula for the probable error of the maternal

correlation coefficient

:

^, , 0-67449 9,, ,r ,3-r1li
P.E. (.,) = -^-^ |(i - r^y - --^ (1 - .) ^1

-

In Table VII are found the values of for the three characters examined as

well as their probable errors calculated from this formula. Giving each of these

values of its due weight we have calculated a mean value and its probable

error.
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TABLE VII.

Maternal Correlation.

Year when
sample
taken

Vert. Pd. Pigm.

r,,±p.E. ±P.E.

1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919

0-3513+ -0343

0-4375 + -0281

0-4139 + -0355

0-3775 + -0298

0-4382 + -0298

0-3674 ± -0378

0-2409 + -0332

0-3215 + -0.303

0-2116 + -0387

0-2824 + -0293

0-2928 + -0298

0-1851 ±-0387

0-3762+ -0381

0-3622 + -0373

0-3722 + -0.332

0-3710+ -0308

0-3380 ± -0398

From total

samples
0-4021 ±-0131 0-2654 ±-0133 0-,3654 + -0158

It appears that these probable errors agree extremely well with those originally

calculated* on the basis of the .5 or 6 values of the correlation coefficient obtained

from 5 or 6 samples.

Summary.

In the first section we dealt with fraternal correlation and a formula was deduced

for the standard deviation of the fraternal correlation coefficient for the case when

the material of observation consists of equal numbeis of offspring from each family

and when each available pair of siblings is introduced into the calculation. The

formula is calculated on the supposition of normal distribution and normal fraternal

correlation.

It is shewn by means of the formula that forming fraternal correlation tables

for fraternities of different numbers and giving each pair of observations the same

weight we disturb very highly the distribution of weight which the observations

must claim according to their nature. We find further from the formula that

when the number of observed offspring from each family may be freely chosen

the best determination of fraternal correlation from a given number of observations

is obtained by taking (^1+ offspring individuals from each family (/• = frater.

corr. coeft".).

In the second section we deduce, also supposing normal distribution and

normal correlation, the s.D. of the parental correlation coefficient calculated from a

material comprising equal numbers of offspring from each family. The formula

shews that forming parental correlation tables of a material consisting of families

of different sizes we also in an unfortunate manner disturb the due distribution

of weight among the pairs of observation. It is shewn that if observations of

* Vide I.e., p. 24, Table 6.
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parents are as easily produced as those of offspring it is, for determination of

parental correlation, only for small values of the corr. coeffs., for instance rp<\
and r < jj,

profitable to include more than one offspring individual from each

family in the calculation. For the case more frequently occurring, when the

observation of parents represents more labour or greater cost than that of offspring,

we have for certain vahies of Vp and r and varying sizes of fraternities calculated

such numbers of parents and of offspring which yield the same accuracy to the

parental correlation as 1000 parents with coi-responding 1000 offspring. Table VI

shews that when the number of siblings exceeds 4—5, there is not much gained

by increasing it.

Considering both fraternal and parental correlation we may therefore generally

conclude that an essential increase in the nmnber of offspring beyond 1 + ^
, i.e. in

practice 3—4, is only then to be recommended, when it causes a relatively in-

significant increase in labour.

This research has been- occasioned by the investigations of inheritance carried

out by the Cai'lsberg Laboratorium Kobenhavn and I am much indebted to

Dr. Joh.s. tSchmidt for the interest he has taken in my work.
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I. Introduction.

Starting from Bessel's discovery, in the early part of the last century, of the

existence of a definite relative personal equation for two observers recording

transits by the eye and ear method, there has been a continuous discussion among

astronomers on the errors which such personal equations may introduce, and on

the methods of eliminating them or correcting for them*. In such discussions

it has been the usual practice to take the yearly mean personal equation, whether

relative or absolute, of different observers and to use this mean personal equation

as the basis of any correction to be applied to observations made in that year.

From a comparison of the yearly means it is aduiitted that there may be gradual

secular changes in personal equation, but it is found that for experienced observers

there is usually very little variation. In text-books on Practical Astronomy brief

mention of the subject is usually made, and the conclusion drawn is that for an

observer in normal health, the personal equation in any one type of observation

will remain sensibly constant for " shoi't periods " of time ; an exact definition of

the words "short period" is not and clearly cannot be attempted f. It is further

assumed that variations from the personal equation ai-e due to accidental errors

and may be taken as randomly distributed in accordance with the Gaussian Law.

With the recent introduction of photography and mechanical methods of record,

the interest of the astronomer in the subject has to some extent diminished, but

there are many fields of scientific observation where the human element cannot be

eliminated, and in the modern researches of the psychologist we find a study is

made of problems of this type for their own interest and for the light which they

may throw on the working of the human machine.

One very important aspect of the problem of personal equation, and of par-

ticular import to the astronomer, was discussed in detail in a paper entitled " On
the Mathematical Theory of Errors of Judgment, with Special Reference to the

Personal Equation," published in the Phil. Trans. (Vol. 198 a, p. 235). In this

case various series c>f experiments were cai-ried out simultaneously by three

observers under identical conditions and it was found that there was a marked

correlation between the variations in absolute personal equation of the different

observers. This in itself was sufficient to show that the judgments of any one

observer were not randomly distributed about his mean personal equation. The

purpose of tlio present paper is to discuss the variations in judgment of one ob-

server, and to inquire how far the evidence of four or five experiments suggests

that the theory of personal equation and of errors of judgment, as usually accepted,

requires modification.

The subject is a large one, and much beyond the scope of a single paper ; but

by making careful inquiries of this type with the help of statistical methods, it

* For example, Monthly Notices, Vol. xl. 1880, pp. 75, 165, 302 (Discnssion of Greeuwich Obser-

vations of the Moon); Monthly Notices, Vol. xliv. 1884, pp. 1 and 39 (Greenwicb Observations of the

Sun) ;
Monthly Notices, Vol. lvii. 1897, p. 504 (General Discussion of relative personal Equations).

t For example, in Campbell's Elements of Practical Astronomy, 1899, p. 157 ;
Young's General

A^tionomy, Revised Edn. § 114, and Chauvenet's Spherical and Practical Astronomy, 4th Edn. ii. p. 189.
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may be possible to construct a more generalised theory of errors of judgment

than that which has hitherto been adopted, and although the practical corrections

which such a theory will impose may not be large, yet a more detailed knowledge

of the nature of the variations and perhaps some insight into the psychological

and physiological factors which underlie them, will give the observer a clearer

idea of the precautions to be taken to avoid error and a greater justification for

confidence in his results.

II. Generalised Theory of Personal Equation.

Before proceeding to the reduction of the Experiments which have been carried

out, I will consider whether it is not possible to make a very general, and yet

simple, analysis of personal equation. Let us suppose that we have a large number,

iV^, of observations, which have been made in separate groups, or at what may be

termed separate sessions. For the astronomer, a session will be a night's work
;

for the physicist or psychologist, one continuous set of readings or observations.

Any particular observation y may be designated (1) by t, a function of the time

when it was recorded, measured from some fixed epoch, or (2) by the number of

the session in which it was made, and t, the time of record measured from the

coTnmencement of that session. E.g. an observation made in the pth session may
be written either as i/^ or j,yf. We will suppose that the secular change can be

represented by the function </> (t), but in addition to this change there may
be another of a different t3'pe which may be termed the sessional change, and

will be represented by the function The fundamental difference between

a secular and sessional change is this : if there is a break of some hours or perhaps

days between two series of observations, the sessional change of the first scries

will have no influence on the judgments of the second series, while the secular

change will continue from series to series. The sessional change is thus peculiar

to its own session or series of observations, although it is very possible that the

same type of change may be repeated in session after session ; it may be a change

resulting simply from fatigue or pei'haps from more complex causes. Figure 3

(p. 4G) provides a good illustration of secular and sessional changes ; the centres of

the small circles represent the mean values of twenty different series of observations,

and it will be seen that the general tendency is for a drop in mean judgment

from left to right of the diagram ; this is the secular change. The sessional

changes are represented by the continuous lines drawn through the centres of

the circles, and the slope of these lines is on the whole seen to be very constant

throughout the twenty series. In this case the secular and sessional changes are

acting in the same direction, but they may well act in opposite directions.

We have thus seen that an observation y may be expressed in the form

2/ = </.(t)+./;(o + f, (i),

where Yt is the residual after the removal of secular and sessional changes. The
duration of the session is likely to be so short compared with the period over

which the secular change is measured, that t may be taken as practically constant
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for any one session, and <^ (t^) may be described as the secular term in the ob-

servations of the jijth session. It remains therefor'e to consider the function /p (f).

Supposing that there were n observations made in a session, it would of

coui se be possible to fit an (?; — l)th order parabola on which all the observations

would lie, so that the values of Yf would all be zero, but such a curve would be

entirely useless. If the observations are made at finite intervals so that we can

imagine that one may be interpolated between two others, owing to the mass of

random errors to which each judgment is subject, we should not for a moment

expect that the interpolated error would lie on, or even close to the (?i — l)th

order parabola. A curve of far lower order would probably give a much better fit.

If the sessional change is a sign of some physiological change of state which is

affecting the observer's judgment, it is natural to suppose that it can be repre-

sented fairly ch^sely by some simple curve—a low order parabola if not a straight

line, or perhaps, if periodic, a sine curve. Suppose that in a practical case, a

first or second order parabola has been fitted to the observations of a session ; then

it will be easy to test whether the residuals Yt follow a Gaussian distribution;

a simple practically sufficient, if not theoretically sufficient test would be to find

whether

2 (7t) = 0, S (F,«) = 0 (ii)

M4 5;(>V)
approximately.

But there is a further possibility ; it may be found that although the relations

(ii) and (iii) hold approximately, the F,'s are not randomly distributed in time,

and that there is in fact a correlation between the successive values of Yt, so that

S(F,1V,)

't Hi-
^'l'^ - /«"-^ V - ^ ^

for perhaps several positive integral values of h from 1 upwards.

To emphasise the importance of the different terms in the relation

vVt = 4> (Tp) +fp{t) + Yi (i) bis,

let us take the case of an astronomer who makes a number of observations, often

at man}^ days' interval. He will take a mean

T/ = mean
(f>

(t^,) + mean f^j (t),

but he must not suppose that the quantities

pVt -y = 4> i'Tp) - mean ^ (t^) + /^, (t) - mean/^, (t) + F,

follow a Gaussian distribution. It will be only a part of the expression that does

so, the Ff's, and it is possible that even these may not be true.

Further it is clear that successive values of — y will not be independent

;

correlation will arise from the inclusion of both the secular and sessional terms,
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and perhaps too from a relationship between the successive YfS. There may be no

large scale sessional change, and it may be possible to correct for a secular change

in personal equation, but even then the mean of a small number " 771
" of successive

observations, subject to its probable error •6745 /y/^ will not be a satisfactory

approximation to the true value of the quantity observed, if these "iu" observations

are correlated. Suppose for example that the points in Figure 14 (p. 76) represent a

series of successive observations which have been corrected for any secular change

in personal equation ; the linear sessional change is small and has been represented

by the continuous straight line, while the dotted straight line represents the mean
value of the 68 observations. Yet many sets of 10 consecutive observations could

be taken, the difference between the mean of which and that of the whole 63

would be far greater than would be anticipated from the value of the probable error

calculated from the expression above. This is because the observations are not

randomly distributed in time.

In addition to secular and sessional changes in the value of an estimation, there

may be similar changes in the standard deviation; the judgments may become

more erratic or less so. A sessional change giving an increase in standard deviation

would suggest the effect of fatigue ; and secular change decreasing the standard

deviation might be the indication of increased accuracy with experience. An
example of secular change in personal equation and standard deviation is illustrated

in the diagram on p. 84; the details of this will be discussed more fully in the

reduction of Experiment D, but it is here sufficient to say that the central curve

represents the smoothed personal equation, while the distance between any point

on this curve and either of the outer curves gives the smoothed standard deviation

at that point or period in the series of observations. It will be seen that the

standard deviation inci-eases in the later observations.

It would be out of p'lace at this point to enter further into the details of

variation in personal e<iuation and correlation of judgments, but I think that

enough has been said to indicate the general lines of enquiry. In choosing the

experiments which will be described in the following sections, the aim has been

to select those in which there was likely to be considerable variation in judgment,

and where consequently the secular and sessional changes, if present, woidd be

clearly recognizable and the correlation of successive judgments easy to measure_

It was also important that the errors in measurement should be small compared

with the variations in judgment.

It may of course be urged that the experiments should have been carried out

by an observer who was unaware of the lines of enquiry and therefore not liable to

bias of any form, but this was not practicable, and in fact none of the reductions

had been completed nor the general theory developed before all the experiments

had been carried out, and I do not think that the observations could have been

affected by any conscious or unconscious prejudice.
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III. The Experiments.

The present paper is based on the reduction of the following Experiments

:

A. Estimation of the value of a Third, or Trisection Experiment.

B. Estimation of the value of a Half, or Bisection Experiment.

C. Estimation of Time, by counting of Ten Seconds.

D. Estimation of Ten Seconds without intermediate counting.

E. Some repeated measurements of fine structure in a Stellar Spectrum,

with a Zeiss Comparator.

The first four Experiments were carried out by the writer in accordance with a

uniform scheme ; each Experiment was divided into 20 series of 63 observations,

making 1260 observations in all. Only one series (or 63 observations) was done

at a sitting to avoid as far as possible the effect of fatigue ; in the case of

Experiments A and B the sequence of the series was much broken, spreading

over some weeks, but G and D were carried out within four consecutive days.

The dates of the series are given with the detailed discussion of the observations

below.

(a) Experiments A and B.

Figure 1 is a copy of one of the printed forms used for these experiments ; the

longer line was used for A ; distance between inner edges of bounding marks 7'53

inches ; the shorter line was used for B ; distance between inner edges of bounding

marks 5'94 inches.

The lines were on the same form simpl}' for convenience in printing, etc. and

that not used was concealed while the observation on the other was being made

;

a fresh line was used for each of the 1260 observations. In carrying out a series

a pile of 63 forms was placed on a table slightly tilted up towards the observer,

and straight in front of him, with a good light coming from the left-hand side, the

pencil being in his right hand. He then made a short pencil stroke across the line

at the point which he estimated was one-third way along the line from the left-

hand end (Experiment A), or at the point which he considered to bisect the line

(Experiment B). He then turned the form over, face downwards at his side, and

proceeded to deal with the next form in the same manner, continuing until the 63

were finished*. The pencil stroke was made after a rapid eye estimate, the aim

being to record the first impression of third or half formed upon seeing the fresh

line, and to avoid hesitation ; the average time taken in going through a series of

63 observations was 5 minutes 40 seconds for Trisection, 5 minutes 22 seconds for

Bisection, or 5'4 seconds and 5"1 seconds respectively between judgments.

To avoid bias, it would have been desirable to complete all the observations of

an experiment before commencing the measurement of any of the series, but

* Actually in Experiments A and L'< 70 forms were marked in each series ; the first 7 were to enable

the observer to "get his eye in," and the measures of them were not used at all in the reduction.
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from considerations of time and as all the forms

were not printed at the commencement this was

not done. In some cases therefore a series was

measured directly after it had been marked, and

if the observer happened to remember that its

estimates were considerably too large or too

small, his judgment would almost certainly be

influenced when marking the next succeeding

series; the correlation of judgments within this

second series would hardly be altered, but any

natural secular change which had been occur-

ring from series to series might be broken*.

The measures of the observations were made

with a ruler divided to fiftieth's of an inch, so

that readings could be taken to one hundredth

of an inch with fair accuracy.

(b) Experiments C and D.

These two experiments were carried out with

the help of a chronograph. The instrument

was run by clockwork, and had a paper tape on

^ which records could be made independently by

.tb two pens worked by small electromagnets. One
^ pen was put in circuit with a second's pendulum,

a platinum pointer at the end of which made

contact at each swing through the vertical

position by cutting through a bead of mercury,

the other pen was connected with a tapping

key. The rate of the driving clock was not

quite uniform, and the pendulum second-marks

on the tape were therefore necessary in reckon-

ing the intervals between the marks made by

the other pen, corresponding to taps of the key.

As the estimate in both experiments was one

of 10 seconds, it was found that except for a

few cases in Experiment D-f, the true value of

the time interval between the taps could be

represented with sufficient accuracy bythe factor

e/p, where,

* See p. 49, remark in Table I, regarding Series IX

and X.

f In Experiment D, some of the estimates had values

nearer 20 seconds than 10 seconds, and here half the dis-

tance on the tape between the nearest corresponding 20

seconds was taken for p.
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e was the distance measured on the tape between consecutive marks of the

key.

p the length on the tape of the nearest corresponding 10 seconds recorded by the

pcnduhim pen.

Had the pendulum been beating exactly one second, 10 x - seconds would

have been the true length of the estimate
;
actually the period as found by com-

jiarison for a long run Avith a watch was,

before Experiments G and D ( 6th December) 1"020 seconds

after „ „ (16th „ • ) 1-019

so that the length of estimate with sufficient accuracy is 10'2 x seconds. It is

the factor - that will be used throughout the reductions.
P

^

,_ P ,

r\ i\ l\ t\ ;^ ^ 1^ in f\ !\ i\ r\

L_r-i I l_r

h c a

Fig. 2. Shows a small piece of tape, and tlie points from which the measurements were made.

If the amplitude of the pendulum was rather small, it was sometimes notice-

able that the intervals between the second marks were alternately longer and

shorter; this was due cither to slight deformation in the shape of the mercury

bead or (what is really the same thing) from the centre of the bead not having

been placed exactly under the equilibrium position of the platinum pointer. But

in taking for measurement the even number of 10 seconds, such errors would be

inappreciable.

In both experiments the beginning and end of the estimate were, recorded by

sharp taps on the key (at a and b respectively in Figure 2); a long drawn tap

(c in figure) then followed to make a break before the next estimate was recorded.

The interval between the h tap of one observation and the a tap of the following

varied from l^ to 2^ seconds. This method of record soon became quite auto-

matic, and very few mistaps occurred.

The measurem(;j^its on the tape were made from the sharp beginnings of the

marks, which correspond to the making of the electric contact at the beginning of

the tap on the key.

In Experiment G the counting was sotto voce," the first tap being made on

the count "nought," the last on "ten"; in order that the counts might be quite

uniform the word " sen " was used instead of the two-syllabled " seven." The

counting was usually done in step to a slight beat of the thumb on the key (not

hard enough, of course, to make contact), and it was fairly easy to keep the

attention concentrated during the counts. In Experiment D there was no counting

and it was far harder to keep one's mind fixed ; in foct the mental effort required

was quite noticeable, and I found that a greater interval of rest was required
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between each series than for C. It is mainly by reference to the passing of

external events, to changes the duration of which we can infer from previous

experience, that we estimate any but the shortest intervals of time. In the

counting 'experiment, the second-intervals between each of the 10 counts which

made up the observation were comparatively short, and the beating of the thumb

or fingers became almost mechanical ; the interval of course varied but was not

subject to violent fluctuations. But while most people are able to estimate a

second interval with fair accuracy, it would need very much practice to estimate a

10 second interval, and in my case I found it quite impossible to concentrate

attention for 10 seconds, solely on the passing of time. I soon found myself

imagining that I saw the seconds' hand of a watch, passing usually from the

position where 60 is marked on the dial to the 10; but it was not another case of

counting, for I did not note the passing of each individual second mark, only

having a vague idea of the position of the 5 second division line. If I tried to

think of nothing, my thoughts probably wandered on to other subjects, imtil

I came up with a start, and realising that I had very little idea of how long

before I had pressed the key to start the observation, pressed it to finish, with

the greatest uncertainty. To keep attention fixed, it appeared that I must try to

record the stages of the passage of 10 seconds, and this I was doing vaguely on

the imaginary clock face, but I must say that the seconds' hand was very re-

fractory, at times appearing to stojj or even move backwards, and was often so

slow that I had to close the observation before it reached the 10 second mark.

I have given the above description at some length in order to shew that there

was an essential difference between Experiments C and i), which is borne out by

the figures of the reduction given later in this paper. The observer with tlie key

sat in a separate room where the beats of the chronogi'apli could not be heard.

Experiment D was actually carried out in the week previous to C ; before starting,

a few trials at estimating 10 seconds had been made with a watch, but these were

not repeated after the commencement. Again, some 10 second counts were made
with a watch before starting on C, but no comparison with a watch or clock was

made during the course of the experiment. The measuring up of G and D was

left until both experiments were completed, so that the chance of some bias

to the judgment, which occurred in the case of A and B was avoided.

(c) Experiment E.

This consists of nine series of readings made with a Zeiss Comparator at the

Solar Physics Observatory, Cambridge, on photographic plates of the spectrum of

Nova Aquilae III. The readings were taken in the first j)lace in order to calculate

the Probable Errors of the measurements of certain types of structure featuring in

the broad emission bands, and each series consists of readings taken from 51

consecutive settings on a particular marking, either a maximum or the edge of a

maximum. Although the number of readings is not sufficient for any great

weight to be attached to the results, they are, I think, of sufficient interest to be

included. In the instrument used, the plate to be measured is fixed to a slide.
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which is moved horizontally in a greased slot by pressure with the hand ; the

measurer looks through one eyepiece and pushes the slide until the feature on the

plate of which he is wishing to measure the position, comes under a cross wire in

the focus of the eyepiece ; then looking through a second eyepiece at the scale

attached to the slide, he takes the reading, the last two figures of which are read

from a graduated wheel attached to a micrometer screw-head. In making a measure-

ment there are therefore two adjustments :

(1) The setting of the marking in the plate under the cross wire in the first

eyepiece.

(2) The shifting of two very close parallel wires by a micrometer screw in the

second eyepiece, until a line of division on the scale appears to lie exactly in the

centre between them.

Far the greater source of error arises from the hrst setting, particularly if the

marking on the plate is not clear cut. In taking a series of measurements, the

observer should always move the slide from the same direction-—that is he should

always push it or always pull it, until he thinks that the marking is bisected or

" edged " by the cross wire, and then he should stop ; if he obviously overshoots

the mark he should start again, and not hesitatingly move the slide backwards

and forwards in search of what he thinks may be the best setting. By shifting the

slide into position from the same direction, the measures may be all subject to a

fairly constant personal equation due to " over push " or " under push," " over

pull " or " under pull " of the slide, but this effect may be eliminated by reversing

the plate in the instrument, making a fresh series of measures, and taking the

mean of the two. In this particular set of readings the slide was always " pulled
"

into its final position.

{d) It is hoped that the results of some further experiments of a different type

in estimating length which were kindly undertaken for me by Mr E. A. Milne of

Trinity College, and Mr L. J. Comrie of St John's College, Cambridge, will be

included in a future paper.

IV. Terminology.

Experiments A, B, C and D were arranged in accordance with a uniform

scheme, each Experiment being divided into 20 " series " consisting of 63 obser-

vations. The series will be designated by the Roman numerals I, II...XX in the

order in which they were carried out, and the 63 observations* in a series by the

letters

y-i, •yt--- ym-

In dealing with each Experiment one of the first objects will be to ascertain

whether there is any correlation between successive judgments, and the manner in

which this correlation, if existent, fells off as the interval between the judgments

correlated is increased. To obtain these coefficients of correlation it is necessary

* The first 7 observations, see footnote, p. 28, being always disregarded.
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to divide the observations of each series into " groups," and thus we have the

50 observations

^1 ; ^2, ••• Vm form Group 1 with mean and standard deviation a^,

y^.y-i, 2/51 „ „ 2 „ „ d, „ „ „ 0-2,

yk , yk+i, Vm+k-i „ >, „ „ dk „ „ „ o-fc,

Vu, 2/15. ••• y&i n „ 14 „ „ du „ „ „ 0-14.

By "the correlation of successive judgments at intervals of one," I shall under-

stand the correlation of the 50 observations of Group 1 of a series with the 50

corresponding observations of Group) 2 of that series ; this will be expressed

as pi. Similarly "the correlation of successive judgments at intervals of k" or pk,

is the correlation of the corresponding observations in Groups 1 and k + 1. In feet

Pk IS given by
\ 50

5Q
- IhUf+k - dAk+i

Pk = — ^iv).
0-1-0-^+1

When these constants are to be referred to souk,' particular series, say the

^th, the prefix p will be placed before them, e.g. , ^aj^, j,pk, etc.

A comparison of the d's, cr's and p's of the different series will be instructive,

but as each of these constants has been calculated from 50 observations only, to

obtain quantities with smaller probable errors we must combine the observations

of the 20 series. Thus we shall obtain

= i- 2 k = ^ S {du) (v),
mu „, ill ,„

where = 50, the number in a group,

m — 20, the number of series,

and % indicates summation for all 20 series.

= — S (pkCTiak+i + dA+i) - D,Dk+i.

Pk=^ ^ (pkcr, (Tk+,) + -t (A - d,) (A+i - dk+,) in view of (v) . .
.(vi).

Putting k = 0, in (vi) we have as the square of the standard deviation

and similarly

m «, m

S\^, = ^t{a\^,)+~tiD,^,-dk,,)
fit jn f'f' ni

.(vii),

Biometrika xiv
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and finally the coefficient of correlation is given by

Rfc = (viii).

and are the mean and standard deviation of the combined observations

—

1000 in all—of the 20 Groups k, while is the correlation between the 1000

observations in the 20 Groups 1 and the corresponding 1000 observations in

the 20 Groups A-'+l, where it must be remembered that owing to the break

between each series the 50th observation in Series I is correlated with the

(50 + /i;)th observation in that series, and not with the ^th in Series II, etc.

It will be seen from the equations (vi) and (viii) that it is possible for R^

to have a large value even though the coefficients of correlation of successive

judgments for the separate series are negligible. For though 2 (pi cr, o-jt^i) may be
m

zero for /I'^^j, let us say, where p may perhaps be 3 or 4, it is clear that the co-

efficients for the combined series, Rjt, will not vanish as h increases unless

S(A-c?i)(A-+:-f4+i)

Lk = n-^ * 0.

In fact if Lk (and therefore R^) does not vanish for values of k for which the

pt's of the individual series vanish, this is a sign of the existence of a secular

change running through the series ; the means of the separate series differ

significantly from the moan of the combined 1000 observations, that is to say they

differ significantly from each other. Now it is important to obtain a measure of

the correlation of successive judgments, when freed from this secular term. First

I define Sk by the relation

("<)•

(??i = 20, S indicating summation for the 20 series) ; it is the standard deviation
m

of the 1000 observations in the combined Groups k after the secular change has

been removed. Then R^' is given by

— 1 (pko-io-k+i)

'Jl *J k+1

this is the correlation of successive judgments freed from secular change; before

correlating the observations we are in fact fitting the series means together, by

subtracting i^i — A from the observations of the 1st Group of Series I, ]C?2 —

A

from the 2nd Group and so on, and again subtracting idt+i — from the obser-

vations of the (k + l)th Group of Series I, etc.

Again it may be desirable to examine the residuals after a sessional change

has been removed from the observations of each series, in addition to the general

secular term. Suppose that an observation in the ^th Series can be expressed in

the form introduced on page 25

pyt = (j> (Tp) +fp(t) + ,,rt (i) bis,
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where 0 (r^,) represents the secular term which we take as constant for aill the

observations of the ^th Series, and fp{t) gives the sessional change, then 8^' will

be the standard deviation of the 1000 residuals in the twenty 1st Groups, Sk' of

the 1000 residuals in the twenty kth. Groups, etc., so that

the mean of the residuals being zero, and m = 20, n = 50 again ; while the corre-

lation of the successive residuals at intervals of k, after the removal of secular and

sessional terms, or R^." will be given by

--2i(F,F,+,)
R-t = oTT^TT (Xll).

Table of Constants.

In the following table definitions are given of the most important of the

constants referred to in the preceding section and of others to be introduced

in the sequel.

1. The ^th Group of the /)th Series consists of the 50 observations

As each Series consists of 63 observations, there are 14< Groups in each of the

20 Series,

n will often be used for 50, the number of observations in a Group,

m „ „ 20 „ „ Series.

2. The crude Observatioiiti.

(a) For the jjth Series.

d -= mean of the whole 63 observations.

pdk = mean of observations in kth Group.

pO-/; = standard deviation of observations in kth Group.

pPk = coefficient of correlation between corresponding observations of Groups 1

and k+1, i.e. between p-iji and pi/k+\, plIi and ^T/t+o, etc.

pCTs = standard deviation of the first forward differences of the observations in

Group 1, i.e. of py,- py^, py, - py^.-.py,^ - py,o-

p6 = slope of the straight line y — pdi = — '^

^) ^^'^^"^'^ "best" the

50 observations py^, py.2, ... pyt, ••• i)yn of Group 1.

pCTj;' = standard deviation of residuals left after the ordinates of this " best

"

fitting straight line have been subtracted from the observations of Group k.

pPk = coefficient of correlation between these residuals of Group 1 and Group

k+\.
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In the reduction of the results of the experiments, unless it is necessary to

specify a particular series, the prefix p before these constants will usually be

omitted for brevity.

{h) For the combined 20 series.

D = mean of the whole 1260 (= 20 x 63) observations of an experiment.

Dj; — mean of the 1000 observations in the combined ^th Groups of the

20 series.

S,. = standard deviation of the 1000 observations in the combined kth Group

of the 20 series.

Rt = coefficient of correlation between the 1000 observations in the 1st Groups

and the 1000 corresponding observations in the k+ 1th Groups.

^,7^^. = coefficient of correlation between the 1000 sth forward differences of the

observations in the 1st Groups and the corresponding differences of the obser-

vations in the k + 1th Groups.

Ss = standard deviation of the 1000 tirst forward differences of the obser-

vations in the 1st Groups.

3. The Observations freed from the Secular Change.

The " secular term " in the observation considered as a member of the kth

Group is pd-k. Thus the mean of the 1000 observations in the kth. Groups each

freed from its secular term will be zero.

>S'i.' = standard deviation of the 1000 observations (freed from secular term) in

the /i;tli Groups.

Rfc' - coefficient of correlation between the 1000 observations in the 1st Groups

and the 1000 corresponding observations in the k + 1th Gi-oups (all freed from

secular term).

4. 'Ihe Observations freed from both Secidar and Sessional Change.

y ~fp (^) curve representing the sessional change in the pth Series,

so that fp (t) is the " sessional term " in pyt, the tth observation in the 2Jth Series.

yl'f = the residual left after removing the secular and sessional terms from pyt.

Sic" = standard deviation of the 1000 F's in the ^:th Groups.

R/;" = coefficient of correlation between the 1000 F's in the 1st Groups and

the corresponding 1000 F's in the k+ 1th Groups.

jjOt = the part of pYt representing the actual estimate which the observer

wishes to record.

p/3t = the part of pYt representing a complex of accidental errors superimposed

on pOfj in the process of record.

Gk = standard deviation of the sessional terms in the 1000 observations of the

kth Groups.

Fi; = 1st order product moment coefficient about the mean of these sessional

terms in the 1st Groups and the corresponding terms in the k 1th Groups.
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V. On Methods of Reduction.

(a) Variate Difference Correlation.

It will become evident in the detailed discussion of the results of the experi-

ments, that a considerable part of the correlation of the successive judgments

is due to a secular change with time, occurring from series to series, and in the

case of the Trisections, to a sessional change as well occurring within the series

;

I therefore propose to consider at this point how far the Variate Difference Corre-

lation Method is applicable in this type of problem, and to do this will approach

the matter from a slightly more general point of view than that of " Student " in

Biometrika, Vol. x. p. 179.

Suppose that x and y are the two variables to be correlated, with corresponding

values

Vi, }h, yt, ••• Vv

and that we may express Xt and yt in the form

yt = F,{t)+Yu

where Fi (t) and F., (t) are polynomials of degree n in t, the unit of t being the

interval of time or space between the successive values of the variates, which is

supposed equal and constant
; Xt and Yt are independent of the secular or sessional

change represented by F^ and Fo.

Let us now obtain a general expression for

(1) 'a A ijt
or nR, the correlation of the Hth forward differences of Xt and yt.

(2) 'X^Y,; A,r, or „ „ „ Xt „ Yt.

Now
n '

AnXt = (1 - e)" Xn+t = x„+t - nxn+t-i . . . (- 1)* x.^+t-s • • • (- 1)'' Xf . .(xiii),

where the operator e is defined by e^Xt — Xts, etc.

Further we must assume that

V

(a) "Z Xt+h = constant for all values of h small compared with v,

= 0, by suitable choice of origin,

V

S yt+h = o,

from which it follows that S A„a:t_^/, = 0 — S ^nVt+i,,

V

(h) 2 {x-f+h) = constant = va^' for all values of // small compared with v,

V

S iy't+k) — '^'^y^ " » " » >'
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V

(c) % (xt+h'''t+h^k) = vx.-cpjccrj' for all values of /i small compared with v,

tSimilar relations will hold for the residuals A'^ and Y.

Then a little consideration shews that the sum df the coefficients of the

products of the x's and t/'s whose indices differ by p in the expression

XiXf ^iiVt or (1 - e)" Xn+t (1 - e)" \j,+t

is the coefficient of v x x,,p,^,a.xa-,, in the product moment

S A,i,r, . A,i?y, ; call this coefficient (/^j.

i = \

Now e'' operating on gives

» Vn+t 1, yn+t-i-

and if {n +t — r)~ {u^ t —r')=p, then r' ~r —p; hence is the sum of the

coefficients of the products e{ e/ in the expansion of (1 — 6])" (1 — 6.,)" for which

r — r = p, or the coefficient of e'' in

(1-6)",
.

orof6«+Pin (_ i)" (i _ g)-^"^

so that o« = (- 1
rr, r.

•

Hence finally writing j = n+ we have

1 " 2?!. '

where negative values of the subscript of p imply that the subscript of x is less

than that of e.g. ^i/P-p is the correlation between Xt and yt+p-

Similarly for the standard deviations of the Jith differences

-
3,

('^..2")' = <,!„
(- 1)"'

(2ir37yrj!
(™).

and for the correlation between the differences

2n '

—
, ^

-— ...(xvii).

VL-r/ (2»-i)!j!-^Ml/ro^ (2«,-j)!i!''^'-«|

The correlation of the ?ith forward differences of the residuals Xt and Yf or

will equal an exactly similar expression to the last, in which yj-p, xP ^^'i yP a-re
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substituted for xyp xP ^i-nd yp. But as F^{t) and F.,{t) are polynomials of degree

n in t, we know that

AnXt = AiiXt +• constant
[

Anijt = Yt + constant]
'

and therefore

that is to say we may equate nR to an expression similar to that on the right hand

side of (xvii) above, except that the correlation coefficients of the residuals, namely

:

xyP' xP ^-ricl yP ai'e to be substituted for xyP, xP and
,ip.

Now in the usual problem to which the Variate Difference Method is applied

it is' assumed that after taking a sufficient number of differences we shall approach

a state in which the corresponding values of Xt and Yt, the I'esiduals left after

the ordinates of an ;ith order parabola have been subtracted from Xt and yt, are

mutually at random in time or space ; or that

X yPp = 0> xPp = 0, yPp = 0,

for all values of p other than zero, and that

xpn = 1 = rPo , X yP« = 'A-y >

i.e. the con-elation between A^, and Yf Upon this assumption it follows at once

from the modified form of (xvii) that

nR = XYPii or
'A^^.r^ A„?/(

~
''a'F'

the fundamental relation of the original Variate Difference Correlation Method.

Let us now turn to the particular type of problem in which we wish to corre-

late the successive values of the same variate. If we are correlating the values at

intervals of k, we shall have as corresponding variables, not Xt and yt but

yt and yt+k so that

xiiPj-n becomes pj+u-n and xvPj-n may be written pj+k-J"''

xPj—n )j Pj—n >i xPj—n d d Pj—n'"^

yPj-n „ Pj-n » YPj-n ,7 ,, Pj-n"^

where as in the notation of page 35 pp is the correlation of successive values of

the variate at intervals of 2^> and /o^^'"' the correlation of successive residuals

(at intervals of p) which are left after the subtraction of the ordinates of an

nth order parabola representing the secular change. Hence we have from equation

(xvii) that nRk . oi" the correlation between the ?ith forward differences of yt and yt^k

is given by
2 III

1 (- lY+> /Ox-^;-..
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where negative values of the subscript of p and are to be treated as positive

:

e.g. iik = \,n = 5, j - 1, then p^+j-n = P-s = pi-

We are again supposing that this secular change can be represented by y =f{t),

a polynomial of degree ?(. in t, but we cannot expect that after removing a parabola

of even 5th or 6th order*, the residuals Fj, Fg, ... F<,... will be mutually at

random in time or space; if we anticipate correlation between F< and Yt+k<

we must also be prepared for correlation between Yf and Yi+k^-^, and in any case

the correlation between Yt and F, or p'k+j-n where j = n — k, will be unity.

Hence we cannot make the assumptions of the first problem (that xyPp = 0, etc.),

in fact

^'A„r,A„r,,,is not equal to ry^y^^^.

Now consider the use which may be made of equations (xviii) and (xix). If

the values of the p^'s have been calculated from the crude values of the variate,

the (juickest method of finding the correlations of differences nRk is not by direct

calculation but by putting these known values of the ppS into the right hand side

of (xviii). Then using (xix) we have a number of equations connecting the

Pj, ""'s, and the question that at once arises is whether there are sufficient

equations to determine these coefficients ? It will be seen at once that there

cannot be ; if we are proceeding to ?;th differences, we can obtain q equations by

putting k = l, 2,...q, but these will contain coefficients pi'"', to pn+,/'^^ ',
in fact

n more equations are required. By using the appropriate equations for the

Product Moments and for the Standai'd Deviation of Hth differences corresponding

to (xiv), (xv) and (xvi) we could obtain one further equation, but at the same

time we introduce one further unknown, the standard deviation of the residuals.

That these equations will be indeterminate, can be seen from another stand-

point: the ?;th difference correlation equations (xviii) and (xix) will be satisfied

not only by the pp's and pp^'^^'s as defined above, but by the correlation of the

residuals left after the ordinates of a parabola of any order less than n, have been

subtracted from the crude observations. Nor can further equations for the

/3p<"''s, be obtained by proceeding to n + l, or higher differences; the further

relations obtained will not be independent, for example

T) 1 + 2 n-Ri ?i-^2

2(1-,A)
'

The possible application of these difference correlation equations is considered

in the next .section.

(b) The Application of the Results of tlie preceding Section.

Although the correlation of differences does not appear to provide a general

method for obtaining the correlation of successive values of a variate after secular

changes have been removed, the equations (xviii) and (xix) will be found of con-

siderable assistance in certain cases.

* Tlie figures will probably not warrant the taking of differences of much higher orders than

5th or 0th.
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The results of the analysis given in the three illustrative problems below will

be used in obtaining the values of various constants in the reduction of the

experiments in the later sections. It seemed desirable to collect the algebra

together in this way, but in reading this paper the reader may find it more

convenient to pass on and refer back to the theory when occasion arises for the

numerical application of the results.

Problem 1. In this and the following illustrations of the method of the

preceding section, the notation of Section IV fur the correlation of judgment will

be used.

I shall suppose that we have 7n series of observations through the course of

which there is some form of secular change ; the means of the different series, or

the values of pd, varying considerably. The coefficients of correlation for the

combined series, R,, R.,, . . . . . . have been calculated, and also the single

coefficient R/, the correlation of the successive values of the observations (at

intervals of 1) after the series means have been fitted together—i.e. after removal

of secular change.

It is clear that AjT/^ = AjlV, where yt = + Y/, within any one series, and
n n

1 t (A,7/, . A,2/i+i) = S 2 (A, Y't . A, 1^',+,) etc.,

VI t=l III /--I

where S again stands for summation for the m series, so that the 1st difference
m

correlation equations (xviii) and (xix) are applicable, and become

P — 1 + 2Ri — Ro — Rk-i + 2Ri — Rjc+i
/ o + „ i / \

2(1-R,) ' 2(1-R,)
/-2,to.-l ...(XX),

1 + 2R,' — Ro' — R'jt—1 + 2Rfc' — R
k=2, to s - 1 ...(xxi).

2(1-R;) 2(1-R/)

From (xx) we get the values of ^R^, A' = 1, 2 ... s — 1, and using these and value

of R/ already supposed to be known, the s — 1 equations (xxi) will give the s ~ 1

unknowns R,', . . . R/.

The accuracy of this method will of course depend on the errors involved in

the assumptions (a), {b), and (c) of page 37 above.

Problem 2. To obtain the coefficients of correlation of the successive residuals

left after the ordinates of the " best " fitting straight lines have been subtracted

from each of vi series of observations, that is, after the removal of a linear sessional

change as well as a secular change. In the notation of p. 35 these coefficients

may therefore be written

Rj
,

R.2 . . R/t —
In the first place let us obtain the constants of the straight line " best " fitting

the 50 observations of Group 1 of a series ; this can be done by the method of

Least Squares.

If for any series the equation to the line is

y = d + b (^t— "-^'^ — ^0 before) (xxii).
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where the tth. observation is

n

K= S I?

^ = 0 and — = 0,
da do

we have that

therefore

to be a minimum,

or

and

S Yt = 0 whence S = iid,

,aH-H-"r)}V"r = 0

2 yt t

n + 1

1=1

Or, the first order product moment coefficient about the mean of yi and t

Pn = 6
12

giving for the constants of the best fitting line

1 "

n t=i

The next step is to obtain the correlation of the successive residuals left after

the ordinates of this line have been subtracted from the observations.

We shall have that

?i + 1^

2

- nd (d +

= d + yt+,) - lid- + h 2^ + 1
:^ 1

j Ojt+i - d)

^){yt-d)
n + 1 ¥S it-

t = i

n + l n-1

+ t Yt Y,+, - luP - d {yn+, - 2/0

n + l 11- 1
= S Ff Yt+, + b ]2)ipn +— (y„+i -d) + {y, - d) - y„+, + y.

2 \tr-iit + ^-
!" = ! (

4

»
( 91 + 1 ?l — 1

= 2 Ft F,+, + h
j
2Hj(;„ - nd + -

2/i + —2~ 2/n+i
^=1

•6^

12

6=
^ 2 YtYt+, + .~-.n{n'^-l) + h

, g
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and if be the correlation of the successive residuals and cr/ and a.! the corre-

sponding standard deviations in Groups I and 2, we have finally

p; <r/ a: = p, a, a, - ^ - 1 ) - [(n + l ) y, + (v - 1 ) - 2nd] . . . (xxiii).

Similarly we have

= 2dl (y,) - 2nd^ + 2b |(i - "^^^j (y, - - [t - '^^j + 1 Fr

-= % IV-i- 1),

whence it follows that /

o-/' = cTi -
£2 1) (xxiv).

And again,

+ 2 F^^i - 7« (

"+^—Am - nh' - 2nbd -2{b + d) (>/n+^ - y,- nb)
t=\ \ n /

= na.:- + 2bnpu + nb" - b- - (/i - 1) i +
^''^ ~ ^

(n + 1 11 — 1 A

= «<^2'' + ^ n (n- -l}+b {(n + 1 ) + {n - 1) y„+, - 2nd]

= ^^2' -
f2 - 1) - {(^ + 1) ^1 + ('^ - 1) 2/n+i - 2«(^1 (xxv).

If the values of p/ have been calculated by this means for each of the m series,

we shall have for the combined series,

S (p/ 0-/0-2')

1
=

—

, ^ . (xxvi),

/2K^)S(<x/^)V m m

a modified form of equation (xii).

As we are subtracting the ordinates of a different straight line from each

series, a modification of the first-diiference equations may be necessary. The
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1st order product moment coefficient, for the m combined series*, of successive

first differences at intervals of h is given by

mn „i t=\

_ _l |s f- 6 + 1 Is f- 6 + 5±tlZLl^A|

Or finally,

,P, = (- R,_/' + 2R," - R,+;') 8"-^ -Qu-h" (xxvii).

making the assumptions (a), (6), and (c) of p. 37, and where

2. v/p is the standard deviation of the Vs.

There will be similar corrected expressions for the standard deviations of the

combined first differences.

If we are justified in neglecting terms of the order of + h-, we may use the

first difference equations,

Rjt_i -I- 2Rj. — Hk+i
~ 2(1- R,)

-R,_/'-f2R,"-R,+/'
/^,^i^2....-l

.(xxviii),

2(l-R/0

where, as in Problem 1, the known R^'s will give the iR^'s, and it will only be

necessary to calculate dii-ectly the one quantity R/', in order to obtain

R,", R/' ... R,".

Problem S. In the last illustration it may happen that while Qk + V is so

small as to cause only a negligible error in the value of R," found from

j3 — 1 -f 2Ri ' — Ra"
litj = —

2(1-R/')

* ph is the slope of best fitting line in the pth Series.
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the cumulative effect of this error may be considerable in the value found for

R^" (s = 12, say). If then we take second differences

1

_ Iv yi - y-2 - yn+i + y„+o
]

f^. yk+i - yk+^i - yk+n+i + yk+n+2 ]

TO''- TO ^=1

]^ fv -^1 ~ -^'^s
~ F„,_|_i + F„_|_2l 1^ F^fc-i-i

— ~ Ffc-)-;t4-i 4- Ffc^,i4.3
|

= (Rk-," - 4R,-/' + 6R/ - 4R,+/' + Rit^/') 'S"^

and is independent of the differing values of the b's.

The appropriate equations are in fact of type,

p R/t-2" — 4Rfc_i" + 6Rfc" — 4Ri.+/' + Rfc+a" z^.-; ^\oitt = ;r ; 77 77T (XXIX),
' " 2(3-4R/'+Ro") ^ ^

for A; = 1, 2, 3 ... s — 2, where R_i" = R/' etc. and R„" = 1. Then using the known

value of Ri", and that of R/', found as in Problem 2 from the first difference

equation, these s — 2 equations will give the s — 2 unknowns R3" ... R/'.

It is clear that similar methods could be applied in the case of sessional changes

of higher order, but I have taken the algebra in these three Problems, as the

results will be used in the reduction of the experiments later on. The general

explanation and equations may have appeared long, but the actual calculation in

any particular case of such quantities as iRi, i-fio, ... iRh, or oRi, ... iR/c, and then of

R2', ...Rj', and R/', ...R^.", is exceedingly simple, and far shorter than a direct

calculation from the crude figures would be. In two cases the correlations were

calculated both by the difference correlation method and directly without approxi-

mation, and the agreement of the former results with the latter established con-

fidence in this method of approximation.

VI. Experiment A (Trlsection). Reduction of Observations.

(a) The individual Series.

The observations of this Experiment have been reduced in more detail than in

the other cases; the values of p^, k — 1, 2,... 13, were found separately for each

series, and these and the values of d and a—the means and standard deviations

of the Groups—are given in Tables I, II and III. Several points of interest will be

noted; in the first place the observations have a marked tendency to decrease (i.e.

for the estimate of a third to become smaller) both in the course of a series (as is

seen by the general decrease of dh as k increases) and also in passing from the

earlier to the later series. These are examples of what have been termed Sessional

and Secular Changes. These changes are illustrated in Figure 3 where the centres

of the circles give the values of for each Series, the length of the dotted lines

from either side of these points representing the standard deviations o-j, and the
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lu
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continuous lines through the points representing the " best " fitting straight lines

for the 50 observations of Group 1 ; the slopes of these last lines, or constants pb^

have been calculated by the Least Square method as in Problem 2, p. 41, and their

values are given in the 3rd column of Table IV.

Another way of examining the sessional change, and of obtaining a typical

representation of it, is to calculate the average values' for the 20 series of yt the

ith observation in a series ; thus

m „/ m

m m

where pd stands for the mean of the pih. series (63 observations) as opposed to pdi-,

the mean of a particular Group k of that series.

The values of Yt represent the sessional variation in any series about the

mean of that series or session of observations, and the sequence yt — D, t — 1,

2, 3, . . . 63, will clearly represent the mean sessional change. The values of t/j are

given at the end of Table II and have been plotted in Figure 4, where they have

been fitted with the second order parabola (calculated by least squares)

y = 480 + -00255^ - -0000189^^ (xxx).

ORDER OF OBSERVATION IN INDIVIDUAL SERIES

S 2-35

I I I II M I I I I
I

I I I I I I I I I m-rm i i i i i i i i i i i ii i i

60 63

J-l I M I I I ITTT

TRISECTION EXPERIMENT, mean sessional change.

Fig. 4.
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Figures 8 and 4 together show very cleai'ly the marked sessional change ; while

the former shows that except in a few series, notably Series I, IV and X, the

regression is remarkably constant in its value, the latter indicates that the sessional

change is better represented by a parabola than by a straight line.

The sessional change can also be represented numerically with the help of the

correlation ratio of yt upon t. If we are dealing with the observations freed from

the secular change, that is after the removal of the means pd from the 63 observa-

tions of the jjth series we have r/,,^ given by

V,:- = ^"g3,v'- ' = 1260 :,r/^'^'
-^'^^

'

or S' is the standard deviation of the whole 1260 observations after the removal

of the secular term*. Then the ratio of the mean square distance of every observa-

tion fiom the regression line or line of means J/t, to the standard deviation of the

observations is yl ^'^

1260 = ^/l - w (xxxi),

where S indicates summation for the 20 series.
Ill

This is a. measure of the closeness of fit of the observations in a series to the

mean sessional change as represented by the values Ijt ; the larger rjy^ and therefore

the smaller VI — 77,^^" is, the more nearly does a sessional change of the same form

recur in series after series. A comparison of the values of Vl — rjy^^ for the different

experiments will show the relative significance of their mean sessional changes.

In the present case the value of 7;,,^ is found to be "579 + '013, while

\^T^Vvf = '815.

It would be an interesting problem to obtain the correlation of the successive

residuals left after the ordinates of the " best " fitting parabola for each series had

been subtracted from the observations of that series ; but although this has not

been done, a fair idea of the degree to which the correlation of the successive

judgments in the individual series is due to the sessional change can be obtained

by removing the " best " fitting straight lines from each series. The values calcu-

lated for the pb's have been referred to above, and using these and the equations

(xxii)—(xxiv) of pp. 41— 43, the values of cr/ and p/, or the standard deviations

and correlations of successive observations freed from the linear sessional changes,

have been calculated and are given in the 4th and 6th columns of Table IV. The

p/'s are all less than the corresponding p/s, except in Series X where they are

* Actually it is only the values of the Group Standard Deviations Sj', S2' ... Sn' which have been

calculated
;
they are not all equal (as shown in Table V) owing to the sessional change in standard

deviation, but an approximation to S' sufficiently accurate for the purpose will be given by taking
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equal, but though there is in general a considerable reduction, it is clear that

neither a linear sessional change nor a parabolic one of the form represented by

equation (xxx) account for the greater part of the correlation of successive judg-

ments.

The coefficients and also vary considerably from series to series, but there

is no very marked progressive secular change. On the whole both and p/ are

large when the standard deviation is large, and a measure of this correspondence

will be given by the correlation of p and a. This can be obtained most readily, and

with sufficient accuracy for the purpose, from the correlation of the ranks of these

variates, by the method referred to in Biometrika, Vol. x. p. 416*.

The results are

correlation between and cTj + 52 ±11 = rpa,

„ „ pi and ai + '60 + '10 =^r'pa-

The difference is not significant, and we may draw the conclusion which could not

have been assumed a priori, that the correlation of successive judgments is larger

when the variations in judgment are larger, and that this relationship does not

appear to be reduced when the large linear sessional change has been removed.

Large values of o- might have implied erratic observation and small relation between

TABLE IV. Constants of Individual Series {Trisection).

(The definition of these constants is given on p. 35.)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Series di h Pi'

I 2-6238 + •000673 + •2925 + •3008 •06015 •06093 •0721

II •7036 •002964 + •4149 + •5485 •08125 09182 •0873

III •6350 •003626 + •3643 + 5560 08001 09561 0901
IV •5114 + •001718 •2521 0460 •05356 •05902 0854
V 5309 •001555 + •2520 + 3234 06853 •07210 0839
VI •5132 •001529 + •2270 + 3390 05495 •05921 0681
VII •6448 •004244 + •4918 + 6457 09322 •111.54 •0939

VIII •5314 •002788 + •5478 + •6089 •11369 •12060 1067
IX 3404 •004477 + •4979 + •7075 •07935 •10233 0783
X •5590 •000036 + •7151 + •7151 •11141 •11141 •0841

XI 4582 000972 + •7320 + •7381 •08317 •08435 •0610

XII •5014 •002720 + •4851 + •6360 •05923 07105 •0606

XIII •4752 003594 + •5101 + •6897 •06409 08244 •0649

XIV •5000 003818 + •6433 + •7965 •05993 08141 •0519

XV •4290 005588 + •6810 + •8568 •07051 10711 •0573

XVI •4390 003071 + •6408 + •7412 •06441 •07819 •0562

XVII •4254 •004369 + 2569 + •6556 •05840 •08594 •0713

XVIII •3944 •000580 + •2870 + •3144 •04568 •04644 0544
XIX •3700 •003236 + •4935 + •7219 •05107 •06920 •0516

XX 2^3666 •001725 + •2850 + •5072 •03680 •04443 •0441

Mean value ofb=- •002425.

* The theory is based ou the hypothesis that the variates follow a normal distribution, and though

tills may not be strictly true for the pi's and <j\s the method probably gives a sufiiciently accurate

approximation to the value of their correlation.
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successive judgments, and at the same time high correlation might have been

expected to result in small variation. The significance of this will be discussed in

the concluding sections of this paper.

In Table III giving the cr's, it will be seen that in general the standard deviations

increase in the later groups
;
though this may be due in part to the parabolic form

of the sessional change, with its tendency to an increasing drop towards the end of

the series, it is possible that it also indicates a fatigue effect setting in, and causing

the later observations in a series to be more erratic ; the same phenomenon appears

in the Bisection Experiment where there is no appreciable sessional change within

the series. It may in fact be looked on as a sessional change in the standard

deviation.

At the enfl of Table I are given the dates on which the different series were

carried out, remarks noted at the time as to the condition of the observer, and, for

the last 14 series, the time taken to mark off the 70 forms*. It will be seen that

there was a large gap between the times of carrying out the first six and the last

fourteen series, and this interval of nearly two months broke the continuity of the

secular change in the means of the series. In Figure 5 the means of Group 1 (or

.rr^risection

Personal Equation

—Order of Scries

Personal Equation

-Time (days from <''th May)

5
^
9^^13^^17.21_25_ 29_ 33 _37..41, _45_49

23 27' 31 35 39 43 47 51 55^59, 63 67\71 75 79 83,

Fig. 5.

the d^'s of each series) have been plotted firstly with the order of series and

secondly with the date of series.

1{ X is the personal equation, or mean value of the observations of Group 1 of a

series measured in inches,

y the number or order of a Series,

z the number of days between the 6th May and the date on which the series

was carried out,

* Keference to the 7 trial forms first marked, in addition to the 63 of the Series proper, is made on

p. 28 in footnote.
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we have for the regression straight line o{ x on y

X - 2-4976 = - -01351 (//
- 10-5) (xxxii),

and for the regression of x on z

X- 2-4976 = - -00233 {z - 53-05) (xxxiii),

and these lines have been drawn in the diagram.

The corresponding coefficients of correlation between (1) personal equation and

order, (2) personal equation and time, and (3) time and order, a meaningless

coefficient but required to find the partial correlations, are

(1) r,,, = - -800 + -054,

(2) r.,, = - -692 + -079,

(3) = + -882 + -033,

and the partial correlations are

rvv..---559 ± -104,

= + -049 ± -150.

But the intei-val between the May and July sei'ies was so large, that the series

should perhaps be considered as forming two groups, one of six and the other of

fourteen. Taking the last fourteen series, we have the regression lines

- 2-4596 = - '01346 {y - 7-5),

the Series VII being given the order 1, VIII, 2 etc., and

,r - 2-4596 = - -01048 - 6-64),

z being the days between 10th July and date of Series. These lines have also been

drawn on the diagrams.

The correlations are

(1) r,,, = --674 + -098,

(2) = - -673 + -099,

(3) = + -956 + -010,

giving partial correlations i-^,,.^ = — -143-^ -177,

,-,.,. , = - -138 ± -177.

The point of interest is this : there is a secular change in personal equation

from series to series ; is this change more closely related to the number of series

or sessions that have gone before (that is, almost, to the experience gained), or is

it due to some change with time in the observer's outlook ? Suppose that it was

arranged to carry out observations on a number of different days with varying

intervals of time between them, and that on each day a certain number of different

series of observations or sessions were undertaken at regular intervals of perhaps

an hour or less
;
any series could then be classified as the j>th series of the qih

day. Then ?Vy ^ (the partial correlation of personal equation and order, time being

kept constant) would give a measure of the relationship between change in personal

equation and order of series in any one A-aj. This will not necessarily be the same
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as the sessional change, for it has been supposed that this latter occurs only during

the course of a sitting, and is broken by the interval of rest in between. On the

other hand if we take all the jjth series of the various days, then r^^^y (the partial

correlation of personal equation and time, order being constant) gives the relation

between change in personal equation and time, taken over a long period.

The long break in the middle of the Trisection Experiment takes away any

real significance from the difference between (— '•'559) and r^c^^y (+ '049) for the

twenty series, and in the case of the last fourteen series these coefficients are equal

(—•143 and —-138), because the intervals between the series were nearly uniform.

In the Timing FCxperiments, C and D, the arrangement of the series in groups on

consecutive days leads to considerably more interesting results*.

A comparative measure of the consistency of the consecutive judgments in the

different series, is the standard deviation of first differences, or

—- = '-1^/2(1-^0

approximately. The values of this expression are given in the 8th column of

Table IV.

Now suppose we compare the constants in Table IV, the dates and remarks at

the end of Table I and the diagrammatic representation of seven of the series given

in Figure 6. The first series to be remarked on is IV ; most of the series were

carried out at the beginning of the morning before any other work, and it is possibly

the fact that IV was done soon after a spell of measuring spectrograms with a Zeiss

comparator that explains the exceptional values of and p/, namely pi = — '0460,

Pi = — '2521. The o-^, or standard deviation of 1st differences, is no higher than for

the other series done at about the same time (in May), and the o-j is lower.

The first graph in Figure 6 gives the diagram of this series ; the rapid fluctuations

in judgment about a very steady, if slowly changing, personal equation may perhaps

have some physiological significance. In the second and thii'd graphs of Figure 6

are represented two of the four Series VII—X which were done when the

observer was not very fit; they have large values for a^, and the o-^'s are large

compared with those of the ten series which follow, showing that the judgments

were rather erratic; the correlation is however high. In VIII there is a great

jump between the 44th and 45th judgments, from 2'22 to 2li6, and the gradual

drop down, which follows, to 2'20 (for the 52nd judgment) is a good example of

a way in which successive judgments are correlated. In Series XI (not repre-

sented among the graphs) there appears to be a periodic variation, for the

correlation falls steadily from = + '7381 to |0,o — — "4428.

XIII, XV and XVI are typical highly correlated series with lai-ge sessional

changes ; the cr^'s as well as the a^s, are considerably smaller than in the series

VII—X. In examining the fourth to sixth graphs we notice what may be called

the large scale correlated variations superimposed upon the linear sessional change
;

* See pp. 70, 75 and 83, and below.
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it is due to these variations that the values of remain so large, and it is their

absence tliat makes the correlation in IV so low. The last graph (Series XX) is

that for which the and o-^ are least, and yet is quite high (+ -507).

As a last instance of these points, we may compare the constants* for XV and
XVIII:

h p/ o-j o-j

XV --005588 +-G810 +-8568 -10711 -0573

XVIII --000580 +-2870 + -3144 -04644 -0544

—
1 \ r 1

1 I

The horizontal line intersecting each graph gives the mean of the first 50 observations in that series.

Fig. 6. Trisection. Diagrams representing variations in judgment.

* For definitions of these constants the table on page 35 may be referred to.
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58
56
•54

52
•50

48
46
44
42
40
•38
36
34
32
30
28
226

P, = --741
\

5 =--00:307
\

. a\= -078
\

The horizontal line intersecting each graph gives the mean of the first 50 observations in that series.

Fig. 6. Trisection. Diagrams representing variations in judgment (continued).

XV has a large linear sessional change, but superimposed on this there must be

considerable correlated variations, for the removal of the best fitting straight line

only reduces (-8568) to /a/ (-6810). XVIII has variations altogether on a smaller

scale ; the correlation of successive judgments is low and it is barely affected by the

removal of the linear sessional change. And yet though the o-j for XV is more
than twice as great as for XVIII, the cr/s, or measures of the average jump in

estimation from judgment to judgment, are practically identical; the importance

of this constant cr^ as a measure of variability of judgment is discussed on p. 09
below.
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(h) The Combination of Series.

Having discussed the reduction of the individual series, I will proceed to con-

sider the results of combining the 20 series. The formulae (v) to (viii) on pp. 33 and

34 give the values of Bk, Sk, and R^. which are tabled below. Remembering that

A and /Sf] are the mean and standard deviation of the combined observations

yi, 2/2 ••• 2/50 from each of the 20 series, D., and the mean and standard deviation

of the combined observations 1/2, ?h 'l/r,i,
and finally Du and *S'i,i of ij^, y^,, ... 7/,,,, we

see that the progressive decrease in Dk as k increases indicates the shortening in

the estimate of a third during the course of a sitting, while the increase in Sk may

perhaps be partly due to increasing variability of judgment due to fiitigue. The

values of R^- are large, but this is to be expected owing to the large changes in

personal equation from series to series; in foct for k = 13 it will be found tliat the

limiting expression Lk of page 34 gives

Z,, = + -5435, while Rj.^-Glol.

The reason for this difference between Ly. and R^; is that 2 {pr.:<^i(ru), and therefore
m

R13', does not vanish. The next step is t(j obtain the values of Sk and R^,.', or the

standard deviations and correlations of successive judgments after the secular

change has been removed. They are found from Equations (ix) and (x) of p. 34

and are given in Table V (5th and Gth rows).

There is here an opportunity of testing the accuracy of the Difference Correla-

tion method discussed in Section V (b) ; the case is that of Problem 1, page 41, the

values of Ri, Rj-.-Rnj are known and give the correlation of 1st differences,

jfii, ii?2 ••• 1-^12; these together with the coefficients of correlation of 2nd differences

to be used later, are given at the bottom of Table V. Tlaen using the value + '6246

for R/, we get the values of the 12 quantities Ro'... Hy/, which have been inserted

in the 7th row of Table V. It will be seen that the values obtained by this

approximate method agree well with the others, the differences being within the

probable error of the R/'s up to and including R;,'; beyond this the approximate

values become rapidly too small, the error, from the form of Equations (xx) and

(xxi), being clearly cumulative. This failure is certainly largely due to the fact that

the errors involved in the assumptions (a), {b) and (c) of p. 37 are not negligible

when the later groups enter into the correlation, for we have already seen that

both Dk and Sk change steadily with k.

The values of Sk and R^/ in Tiible V correspond to the average values of the

standard deviations and correlations of successive judgments in the individual

series, i.e. of the a's and p's given in Tables III and I. Owing to the sessional

change which occurs during the course of nearly all the series, R^' does not vanish

as k increases, but appears to approach a limiting value in the neighbourhood of

+ "16. By obtaining for the separate series, the coefBcient of correlation, p/, of the

successive observations at intervals of one, freed from the linear sessional change,

a step has been made towards t"he further reduction of the problem. R/', the
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coefficient for the combined series corresponding to of the individual series, is

given by

Ri"= =

—

,-- — - •— — (xxvi) bis,

V \>H ) [m )

and taking p/, o-/ and aJ calculated from Equations (xxiii), (xxiv) and (xxv) we

find that

R/' = + -48922 + -01623.

Then R/', R/'... Rj.," can be found by the method of Problem 2, p. 41; or

again using the value of Ro" found from the first difference equations, we may

proceed to second differences as in Problem 3, and so obtain R:,"...Rj2". In this

particular case there is no need to use the second difference equations* but the

values of the Rit"'s have been worked out by both methods, as numerical examples

of the theory of Sections V (a) and (b). A comparison of the values given in

Table VI shows that there is no significant difference between the results of the

two methods -f-, and the agreement found earlier in this section between the

values of R^/ calculated directly and those found from the difference equations,

warrants confidence in the results for R^/'. Although the negative values of R^"

are probably too large for the higher values of k (just as the later positive values

of "Rk in Table V, row 7, were too small), there is no doubt, I think, that the

correlation of the successive observations freed from the linear sessional change,

does become negative at k = 5, 6 or 7 and remain negative for the higher values

of k. A word of qualification is necessary ; the linear sessional change to be

removed has been represented by the line " best " fitting the Jir'st 50 observations

of each series, and a glance at Figure 4 shows that the mean values of the later

observations in the series of 63 would lie well oft' this line because of the parabolic

form of the sessional change ; the negative values found for Rg", R/', etc. may

probably be largely accounted for by this fact. A more satisfactoi-y approximation

to the correlation of successive judgments freed from sessional change will be

obtained in Section XI below.

As o-j = 0-] ^2 (1 — pi), referred to on p. 55 above, gives the standard deviation

of the first differences of consecutive judgments in a single series, we shall have as

a corresponding measure for the combined twenty series

Ss = S,' V2(l-R/).

For the Trisection Experiment

= -0732.
•

* To get an idea of the order of the terms Qi. and //- which are being neglected, the values were

calculated for two values of k, with the result

- i'--!, Q^ + 62= --0000010G4)

7.=9, ft. +P= + -000000192)
'

1 -
t The probable errors in the Table have been calculated from the usual formula e= ±-6745 —

,

and do not cover the errors arising from the method of approximation.

»
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(c) On the possible Effect of shifting the Head during the course of a Series.

It was suggested to me that the correlation of successive judgments in this

and in the Bisection Experiment might be due to periodic shifting of the head

from side to side during the course of a series, some parallax effect of the two eyes

making corresponding variations in the estimation of a third (or a half) of the

line on the form. Now such an explanation might account for part of the corre-

lation in these two experiments, but it could not explain the regular secular and

sessional changes in the Trisection, except by the highly improbable hypothesis

that the observer's head leant over increasingly to one side during the course of a

sitting, and that he started with it more on one side in the later series than

in the earlier ones. But beyond this, the fact that correlation is found also in the

timing experiments suggests that it is of deeper and more complex origin. It is

likely to arise from many unknown causes affecting the environment and condition

of the observer, and if one of them is a relative shifting of the eyes, it is of interest,

for it will enter into many kinds of observations, where the observer who takes

the readings is not looking through a fixed eyepiece.

To test the effect of a relative shift between head and paper, 42 of the forms

were taken, and trisected in the usual way, but for alternate groups of seven the

paper was shifted 4 inches relatively from side to side. The measures of the

estimates and their means are in Table VII. The three sets of seven under the

heading I, were made with the forms in one position, the three sets under II

with the forms shifted 4 inches to the right. The difference is noticeable at once;

readings I are smaller than II, and at the same time the curious effect of sessional

change is appearing, the later readings of I and again of II, being on the whole

smaller than the eai'licr ones. Now in carrying out the observations of the

Trisection and Bisection Series, the body and head were kept as steady as possible,

and it is unlikely that frequent shifts as lai'ge as 4 inches could have occurred

;

further the differences between the means of readings I and II, are much smaller

than the actual variations in judgment shown in the diagrams of Figure 6.

But as a further test, a series of 63 forms were marked off, with the head

fixed mechanically; the results are given in Table VIII with the usual notation.

The correlations are not as high as many of those in Table I, but they are com-

pai'able with those of Series I, V, VI, XVIII. The sessional change is also- indicated

by the decrease in d/c as k increases*. Without carrying through a good number of

series with fixed head, no useful comparison can be made, but I think that the

evidence of this one series is sufficient to justify the assertion that a shifting of

the head from side to side cannot account for the greater part of the correlation

of successive judgments.

(d) Suriimarij.

First considering the individual series, it was ncjticed that there was a secular

change in Personal Equation with time—i.e. the means decreased in jjassing from

* The value of tr^ or '074 may be compaved with that of iS^ for the ordinary series of the Experi-

ment A, which was Ql'i'2.
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the earlier to the later series ; in addition there was a remarkably constant

sessional change within each series, this change being again a decrease from the

earlier to the later observations. There was something in these changes almott

analogous to an elastic strain, during the course of a series the estimation of a

third drops, in the interval between the series there is a recovery, but not a

complete recovery, for the first judgments in the succeeding series start at a

little lower level than the first, but well above the last judgments in the series

before ; this slight " permanent deformation " caused by the " strain " represented

in the sessional change, results in the secular fall. The figure below gives an

ideal representation of this.

\ 1

\ 1

\ ' \A_ /
^

\ / \ '\ A A,
\ / \ /

\ / \ /

\ /

B,

\ ' \ ' T^—-A^

V \l \ '

\ / \ ' \

B. I V
\ /

\ / \ ' \B,

Fig. 7.

sessional change in Series 1, 2

ByA.„

Mi3Ig the resulting secular chauge

etc.

Br
B,

"recovery" during interval between Series 1 and 2, 2 .and 3 etc.

Then combining the twenty series, in order to get more reliable results, the

coefficients of correlation of successive judgments, R/j, were obtained
;
owing to

the secular and sessional changes these coefficients had very high values and as k

increased, apparently tended to a limit at about + "60. By fitting the means of

the series together, the secular change was eliminated, and a series of coefficients

Ryt' obtained, which represented the average value of the correlation in a series
;

owing to the sessional change the Ra:"s did not appear to tend to zero as k

increased but to a limit at + 'lO or +*1.5. The correlation of successive values of

the residuals, left after subtracting the ordinates of the straight line "best" fitting

the first 50 observations of each series from the observations of that series, gave

a set of coefficients Rjt", which fell off very rapidly and became negative when k

equalled (3 or 7 ; the large negative values of the coefficients for the high values of

k were probably due in part to the method of approximation used, and also to the

fact that the straight line fitting the first 50 observations in a series did not

represent satisfactorily the sessional change.

The values of R^' calculated (up to k = 13), gave no evidence of any tendency

to periodicity in this coefficient, although there was evidence of this occurring in

some of the individual series
;
periodicity in R^' would indicate marked variations

of roughly the same period occurring at any rate in a large number of the series.
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It will be shown in a later section that the values of R^', k = l ... 13, can be fitted

very closely by a curve of the type 2/ = P + vvhere p, q, and r are constants.

Finally it was shown that the correlation of successive judgments could not be

due to a shifting of the head during the course of observation, although this

might perhaps be one of many contributory causes.

Experiment A. TRISECTION. correlation -Interval Diagram.

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Interval between successive judgments

Fig. 8.

In Figure 8 the values of R^, R/, and R/' (for linear sessional change) are

plotted to k; the theoretical curves of the Equations (xlix) and (Ivi) shown in the

Figure will be discussed in Section XI, and also the points referred to as Rk".
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VII. ExPEiuMENT B, Bisection. Reductiox of Observations.

(a) Tlie individual Series.

In this Experiment the coefficients of correlation of successive judgments for

the individual series were not all worked out, but only the values of ; these are

tabled with and di in Table IX. The values of d^ for each series, k—1 ... 14

are also given in Table X. It will be seen that there are not the same marked

secular or sessional changes as characterised the Trisection Series. In Figure 9

the means of Groups 1 of each Series—or the c^i's—have been plotted to " order
"

and to " time," and again if

X is the personal equation or mean,

y the number of order of series,

z the number of days between 13th June and the date on which the series

was carried out,

we have for the regression lines

X - 2-8793 = - -0010131 {;j
- lO'S) (xxxiv),

X - 2-8793 = - -0005359 {z - 32-10) (xxxv).

These lines have been drawn in the diagrams ; the coefficients of correlation

are

r^, = - -337 ± -1:34, = - -156 + '147, r,,, = f "945 ± '016,

giving partial correlations

?>/.^ = + -529 ±-109, „ ---589 + -099.

TABLE IX. Constants of Bisection Experiments.

Dates (1920) and time

at start
Series Pi '^6 = '^1^^2(l^pi) for series Probable Errors of

uoejjicients of uorre-

I

II

III

2-8648
-8624

•9262

-04997

-05461

-03821

+ •4942

+ -2609

+ -0823

-0503

-0664

-0518

11 a.m.) ,

T

,-, > 13 J une
2.45 p.m-i

p.m. 15
,,

gm 0^

5 20
5 45

lation calculated from
50 pairs of the vari-

IV -8642 •04690 + -4107 -0509 10 a.m.( ,„

3p.m.S^^ "

a.m. 30 ,,

5 30 ates.

V •8290 -05158 + -5870 -0469 5 45

VI •9114 -04609 + -5768 •0424 5 45

VII
VIII

•9178

•9218

-04415

-04766
+ -2993

+ -4360

•0523

•0506
10 a.m.) 1 ,

,

12.15 p.m.!
^J^ly 5

6

45

0
p p. E.

IX •8724 •04384 + -1389 -0575 10.30 a.m.) c, 5 30

X •8990 -04579 + -1018 -0614 6.30p.m.( " " 6 15 -80 ± -0343

XI •9238 -03617 - -0423 -0522 9.30a.m.j
p

6.45 p.m.) "
6 30 •70 + -0486

XII •9298 •04810 + -5089 -0477 6 45 •60 + -0610

XIII •8806 -04407 + -2769 -0530 a.m. 7 ,, 5 45 •50 + -0715

XIV
XV

-8312

•8242

•04955

-03606
+ -4445

+ -3334

-0522

0416
11 a.m.) , . ,

r, } 1 August
2.30 p.m.j

6

6

45
15

•40

•30

+ -0801

+ -0868

XVI •7976 04135 + -3190 -0483 p.m 16
,,

•20 + -0916

XVII •8566 03739 + -5531 -0353 a.m. 17 „ •10 + -0944

XVIII •8808 •03497 + -2776 -0420 p.m. 18 „

1

-00 + -0945

XIX •8890 •03986 + -5407 -0382 p.m. 19 „ 0)

XX 2-9030 •02610 + -1404 •0342 p.m. 20
,,

Mean time taken for a series of 70 observations (including the 7 preliminary trials *) 5"" 58>

Mean interval between records of judgment 5-11^

* See p. 28, footnote.

Biometrika xiv 5
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The dates on which the series were carried out—the za—are given at the end

of Table IX ; the distribution was more satisfoctory than that of the Trisections,

and the significance of these two partial correlations will be referred to shortly.

The variation in the means of the series is much smaller than in the case of

the Trisections
; we have here a range from 2"93 to 2"80 ins. while in the other,

from 2'70 to 2'34 ins.; in both cases the secular change is in the direction which

lessens the measures, i.e. the marks on the forms in the later series were on the

whole further to the observer's left hand than in the earlier series. Nor does

experience appear to increase accuracy, for the true position of the half is at 2'97

inches (and of the third at 2-51 inches).

_ 11 13 15 17 19
10 12 14 16 18 20

Personal Equation—
Ol der of Series.

1
~5 9 13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41 45 49 53 57 61 65 69
3^ 7 11 15 19 23 2 7 31 35 3 9 43 4 7 51 5 5 59 63 67 71

Personal Equation. {Mean of 1st 50 observations of
series)—Time {days from 13th June).

Fig. 9. Bisection. Means of Groups 1 of each series plotted with Order of Series and Date of Series.

Next considering the sessional change, the values of yt (defined on p. 47) have

been plotted in Figure 10 ; the straight line " best " fitting these points is

Tjt - 2-8816 = + -0003534 (t
-

'32) (xli),

where t is the order of observation in a series, and the cocfiicient of correlation

between J/t and t is + -5294 + -0137*.

Using the relations of page 48, it is found that

= •271 ±-018, Vl -7?-,, -963.

and on comparing this latter value with that for the Trisections (-815) we see

that in the present case the mean sessional change is of less significance.

inches
2-91

290

2 89

2 8B

287

2 86

2 85

^ c Diagram of Mean Sessional Change

- •

Mean, at •J'Ssid inches

-Regression /7^-'J-881(;=
+-0(J03.'-)34

(/-f!'2)

The value of the true half is '2'97 inches
1 10 20 30 40 50 60

Fig. 10. Bisection, t. Order of Observation in Series.

It will be noticed in looking at Figure 10 that the points (t, J/t) appear to be

subject to a fiiirly consistent periodic variation about the regression line, the

* This correlation between the mean fth observation (y,) and t must be distinguished from the

correlation between the tth observation {ij,) and t, which is + 143, and as it should be, less than rj.

5—2
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complete period covering from 20 to 22 observations. Without a detailed analysis

of the separate series, it is not possible to say whether there is a period of this

order underlying the variations in judgment in all series, or whether this

periodicity in v/, results from large variations in one or two series ; the diagrams

of seven of the series, in Figure 11 do not certainly suggest any marked periodic

variation, and it is possible that the drop at about the 44th and the peak near the

The horizontal line intersecting each graph gives the mean of the first 50 observations in that series.

Fig. H. Bisections. Diagrams representing variations in judgment.
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55th observations in Series V and VI, would go far to account for the similar

features in the yt diagram, the " y " scale of which is four times greater than that

in Figure 11.

Using the method of Correlation of Ranks*, the correlation between cti and pi

has been calculated for the 20 Series ; the result is

?V,,i = + -420 ±-124.

Another coefficient which may be calculated, is that of the correlation between

cTg, or the standai'd deviation of first differences of consecutive judgments, and
;

using the same method as for r„^f,^, it is found that

'""SPi
= ~ '^^^ i "125 and again r^^a^ = + '465 + 'llS.

Now pi, (Ti and as are not three independent quantities, as they are connected

by the relation

and it is open to question, which two are the most fundamental. In the ordinary

theory of the Combination of Observations, where it is assumed that p^ is zero,

it is natural to consider o-j (or a) as a fundamental constant, the measure of the

accuracy of judgment
; as appears to have no special significance and merely

equals V2cr. If however there is a correlation of successive judgments, a loses its

importance ; if we take a small number, p, of successive observations and calculate

their standard deviation, Sp, we can no longer say that Sp, subject to its probable

error +"6745-^=, will be equal to a, the standard deviation of a long series of

judgments. On the other hand there is every reason to expect that the as found

from a few observations will give a fair approximation to the as found from a

large number, a is dependent to a high degree on the sessional change ; for

example it has been shown f that if this change can be represented by a straight

line of the form y = ht, then a', or the standard deviation of the observations freed

from this change is given by

cr'^ = a=-^(H^-l).

It is true that as is dependent to some extent on the sessional change, but far

less so ; for instance in the case of the linear sessional change, as, the standard

deviation of the first diflFerences of the successive residuals left after the removal

of the line, is given approximately by the relation

And for any form of sessional change which is likely to occur in experiments

of the type we are considering, the correction to the difference between two
successive observations necessary to get the corresponding difference between the

* p. 52 and footnote,

t Section V [h) p. 43.
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residuals after the removal of the sessional term, will be very small indeed compared

with the standard deviation of this difference, or 0-5. It is therefore suggested

that in the combination of correlated observations, the average value of the

jump in estimation between two successive judgments, is of more fundamental

importance than a. As an example, consider the diagrams of the observations of

Series X and Series XX in Figure 11 ; the correlation, pi, is very low in both

cases, but it is suggested that the physiological significance of the difference

in type between the two, lies in the fact that o-g for Series X is nearly twice as

large as 0-4 for Series XX, rather than in the difference in the o-j's. Or again in

the diagrams of the Trisection Experiment, Figure 6, I would emphasise the

same point in a comparison of the difference between the two highly corre-

lated Series VIII and XVI.

Now returning to the coefficients of partial correlation

, = + -529 + -109, 7-,.,. „ = - -.589 ± -099.

With the interpretation suggested on p. 54 for these coefficients, we are led

to a rather suggestive conclusion. If we are dealing with a number of series

carried out at equal intervals of time in the course of one, or even perhaps two

days, but effectively at one epoch when comparison is made with the long range

of nearly 70 days covered by the Bisection Series, then the correlation between

//• and y is positive, or the pencil mark in the later series tends to be made
further to the observer's right than in the eai-lier series ; this change is in the

same direction as the sessional change within a series. There is indeed a curious

coincidence, on which of course no stress must be laid,

, = + -529 + -109, r^,.f = + "5294 ± -0137.

That is to say the correlation between the mean of a series and the order of

that series when a number of series are done in close succession, is of the same

sign and magnitude as the correlation between the mean tt\i observation and its

order, t, in the series. But if we are dealing with all the pth series of sets which

have been carried out on different days with varying and perhaps many days'

interval between, then the coefficient r^^^y is negative, or the bisection-marks on

the later days have on the whole a tendency to move to the left of the observer

;

this is in the direction of the secular change.

The conclusion which it seems possible to draw is this ; if a number of series

are done at very short intervals, the interval of rest between the series will not

be sufficient to break the effect of the sessional change ; but if a considerable

interval elapses between the carrying out of the series, then the sessional change

in one series has no influence on the judgments in the succeeding series, but a

quite distinct secular change may be noticeable. In the Bisection Experiment

both secular and sessional changes are very small, but they are acting in opposite

directions. If these two changes are due to different physiological factors, it

seems possible that it is the fact that they are acting in opposite directions in

the Bisection Experiment which causes them to be of so much smaller magnitude

than in the Ti'iscction Experiment, where they were acting in the same direction.
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(b) The Combination of the Series.

For the combined series, the coefficients of correlation of successive judgments

Rjfc for k = \, 2 ... 13 were calculated from 13 correlation tables each based on

the 1000 combined observations; the results for Dk, Sk and are tabled below

(Table XI). The effect of the slight sessional change is noticeable in the increasing

values of D^.

Using the values of D^, and Rfc and of j,/4 from Table X, Equations (vi),

(vii) and (viii) give S (pio-io-fc+i) and S (o-^.") for ^; = 1, 2... 14. Equations (ix)
m m

and (x) then give the values of *SV and R^' contained in the 5th and Gth rows of

Table XI. The value of R/ found by this method should be compared witJi that

found with the help of the p/s, Ci's and o-o's of the individual series, namely

S(/)iO-iO-2)

R/ =—;" = + -3578 + -0186 (x) bis.

V III III

The difference which is well within the probable error arises from the fact that

Ri has been found by grouping the observations in a correlation table, while the

Pi's, o-j's and cto's were found by direct multiplication of the crude values of the

observations.

Another method of obtaining the R/'s is from the first difference correlation

equations, or the method of Problem 1, p. 41 ; the results are given in the

7th row of Table XI, while the constants ^Rk, the coefficients of correlation of

successive first differences required in the solution, are in the 8th row of the

Table. Comparing the values of "R^ found by the two methods, we find good

agreement up to k = 6, but beyond this point the R^'s of the second and approxi-

mative method assume much too large negative values*. It is however evident

from the results of the first method that Rj' does become negative, and as it

could not remain negative indefinitely as k increased, there seems here to be

another indication that a periodic variation exists among the judgments at any

rate in a certain number of the series. For a complete period covering from

20 to 22 observations suggested by the yt diagram, R/ should have a minimum
value at Rj„' or Rj/ ; the figures suggest that the minimum occurs somewhat

earlier, at about Rg', but the probable errors for these small coefficients are very

large. When time is available it would be interesting to examine further the

significance of this periodicity.

The points (R^;, k) and (R^', k) have been plotted in Figure 12.

It will be noticed that the Sk's. in the later groups are larger than in the

earlier, this suggesting again as in the case of the Trisections, that the obser-

vations become slightly more erratic towards the end of a series.

* This result tends to confirm the suggestion made on p. 60 that the difference correlation method

gave too large negative values for R^." in the Trisection Experiment.
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(c) Comparison with Experiment A.

The difference between the results of the two experiments is probably due

to the fact that the estimation of a half is so much easier than the estimation of

a third. The variations in the latter observations are all on a larger scale than

in the former ; the secular and sessional changes are very much greater, and if we

compare the values of the fundamental constants, we find :

Si Sg Ri'

Trisection -0845 -0732 + -6246 ± -0130

Bisection '0436 '0495 + -3519 ± -0187

Experiment B. Bisection. Correlation - interval diagram.

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Interval between successive judgments

FiK. 12.

and even after the removal of the greater part of the sessional change—(the best

fitting straight lines)—the coefficient R/' for the Trisections is + -4892, or greater

than Ri' for the Bisections. The ratio of the values of S&, or roughly 3 to 2, is a
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measure of the relative uncertainty of the observer in making his estimate in the

two difterent Experiments.

There is some evidence for a slight periodicity in the judgments in the

Bisection Series ; if there is any period in the Trisections it must cover at least

26 observations, for there is no indication of a significant increase in the values of

as far as calculated, i.e. up to Rja.

VIII. Experiment C. Counting of 10 Seconds. Reduction of

Observations.

{a) The Individual Series.

The values of dj , and for eaeli of the 20 series are given in Table XII as

well as the hour and date ; the means (f/,) have been plotted to the order of series

in Figure 13.

If x is the mean in the factor e/p for a series,

y the order of series,

2 the time in hours and fractions of an hour between 2.0 p.m. on December

13, and the commencement of series

we have for the regression lines,

X - -9186 = - -006056 (y - 10-5) (xxxvi),

X - -9186 = - -001552 {z - 38-24) (xxxvii),

1- Personal Equation—Order of Series

0- /
"*

i: Mean at -9186

9 -
; ',— Regression -9 186 =- -006050 (i/- 1 0-5)

7-

5- 1

3^ '

j
E Mean \

i / '

\ ^\ \

B-1 -O * ^\o „

5 -
~

1 { 1 1 1 1
Ill 1 1 * 1

X VII XIX
XVI XVIII XXII IV VI VIII X XII .\

Fig. 18. 10 Second Counting, y, Order or Number of Series

of which the first is represented in Figure 13.

The coefiicients of correlation are,

Txy = - -754 ± -065, ?•« = - -775 + -060, : + -977 + -007,
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giving partial correlation coefficients

rxy.z = + -022 ± -151, = - -271 ± -140.

The secular change corresponds to a gradual decrease in estimate thi'oughout

the course of the experiment; the value of the factor e/p for a true 10 second

estimate would be = "98, and this was closely approached by the means

of the first three series, which were carried out on the first day, shortly after trial

counts had been made with a watch. No further check with a watch was made

during the succeeding days, and the length of estimation decreased and finally

appears to have reached a fairly steady value at about "88. The mean for the

20 Series was -9186, or a count of 9'87 seconds.

TABLE XII.

Constants of Individual Series (Counting Seconds).

Series Pi Date (1920) Time at Start

I 9786 •04030 + -5283 0391 13 December
(
2.30 p.m.

II 1-0140 •04331 + ^4988 •0434 n

)»

3.15 p.m.
III •9998 •03844 + 0625 0526 ( 3.45 p.m.
IV •9446 •03732 + -4027 •0408 14 December •10.15 a.m.

V •9128 •03394 + ^4378 •0360 » 11.20c\.m.

VI •9090 •03015 + ^5437 •0288 12.0 noon
VII 1^0070 •03981 + •3819 •0443 2.30 p.m.
VIII •9012 02488 + -4550 •0260

J)
3.5 p.m.

IX •8886 •03934 + -4326 •0419

15 December
3.35 p.m.

X •9030 02851 + ^5439 •0272 'lO.Oa.m.
XI 9130 •02982 + •5326 0288

5»

11

10.35 a.m.
XII •8774 •01852 + -2850 0221 11.10 a.m.
XIII 9046 •02402 + ^4894 0243

11
11.50 a.m.

XIV 9464 •02903 + ^5085 0288
11

2.30 p.m.
XV •8880 •04162 + ^7589 0289

11

16 December
3.5 p.m.

XVI 8812 •04947 + ^8549 0266 ho.Oa.m.
XVII •8828 03945 + ^6566 •0327

11
10.30 a.m.

XVIII •8872 •02750 + ^5406 •0264 ] 11.5 a.m.
XIX •8468 02486 + •I 266 0329

11
11.35 a.m.

XX •8864 03345 + ^6369 •0285
11

I12.IO p.m.

Probable Errors of

Coefficients of Corre-

lation calculated from

50 pairs of the vari-

ates.

p P.E.

80 + ^0343

•70 + •0486

•60 + ^0610

•50 + •0715

•40 + ^0801

•30 + ^0868

•20 + -0916

•10 + ^0944

•00 + -0954

With the interpretation of p. 54, the insignificant value of the coefficient

'>^xy.z> suggests that for a number of series done in quick succession, there will be

no change in personal equation ; we shall therefore not expect to find any large

general sessional change in the series. The diagram of mean sessional change is

given in Figure 14, where yt is plotted to t.

The equation of the straight line best fitting the points is

yt - -919 = + -0000731 - 32) (xxxviii),

and has been drawn in Figure 14.

Using the relations and interpretation of page 48, it is found that

7)y, = -212 + -018 and VF- = '977,
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so that the mean sessional change is of even less significance than for the Bisections.

In fact it is clear from the diagram that the regression line (xxxviii) very nearly

coincides with the line of mean judgment, 2/ = '919.

'938

934

930

926

922

918

914

910

906

902

"o Diagram of Mean
^

'^c Sessional Change

t

. ft--..--/^- V- r/J- A

',

/ \
.•'^ Mean, at "919 V

* ;' " —Regression .y,- -^tlf = + -'>000731 (/-3'i)

* The value of factor for a true 10 seconds is '080

1 10 20 30 40 50 60

Fig. 14. 10 Second Counting, t, Order of Observation in Series.

The cr/s have been found for all the individual series, and using the values

of >S]' and R/ given below, we have for the combined series

8^ = 8,' V2(l -R7) = -0338.

The method of correlation of Ranks gives

r.^p^ = + -329 + -135,

showing again that large variation is associated with high correlation.

In Figure 16 are given eight representative series graphs which provide a good

illustration of the variations in judgment. In the first two graphs (I and III),

as is largo and there are many sudden fluctuations, but in the later series as is

lower and very constant in value. What may be described as the smoothness

in the change of judgment is in some cases particularly noticeable ; for example in

the stretch between

2/44 and y.,-., Series VI \

2/2 and 2/12, Series XII ^ .

2/47 and 2/59, Series XV )

In making comparison with the similar diagrams for Trisections and Bisections

allowance must be made for the differences in scale, but I think it is clear that this

"smoothness" or gradual variation is a special feature of the 10 second counting;

there is for instance no diagram of Trisections or Bisections which can compare

with that of Series XVI of the counting, for high correlation combined with very

gradual variation. But such a result is not unexpected, if the procedure of the

experiment with the continuous counting be remembered.

A further point of interest is to examine how far a sudden " break " or discon-

tinuity in the length of estimate influences the succeeding judgments. Among the

1000 observations forming the Groups 1 of the 20 series there are 61 "breaks" or

differences between successive judgments of "07 or over (in terms of the factor e/p),
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i.e. of over twice Ss, the standard deviation of first differences. In the diagram of

Figure 16, ten observations are represented ; the break between yt,-i fi-nd ijt or

yt'»yt-i, is supposed to be equal to, or greater than, '07. If this large break

influences the succeeding judgments, it is to be expected that the differences

yt+i'^yt> yt+-2'^yt, • etc. will be smaller on the average than the differences

yt'^'yt-u yf^yt-^, etc.

The horizontal line intersecting each graph gives the mean of the first 50 observations in that series.

Fig. 15. 10 Second Counting. Diagrams representing variations in judgment.
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In the first row of Table XIII are given the standard deviations of these

differences taken from the 61 breaks ; now in 14 of these cases there is what may
be called a "double break," that is, after making one large variation to yt, the

judgment returns approximately to its previous state, both yt'^yt_^ and ytf^yt+i

being greater than or equal to "07. While such cases may represent true variations

in judgment, it is very possible that they result from some accidental error, a

slowness in pressing the tapping key or in catching up the counting at the com-

'i/l-2 / y,+ l\!/t+3

Fig. 16. Experiment C. Effect of a large breali in judgment.

mencement of the observation, which was realised at the time and was not due to

a real change in estimate. In the second row of the Table, therefore, are given the

standard deviations taken from the 33 sets where there was no double break, and,

in the third row, the standard deviations of 1st differences (taken from the whole

1000 judgments)

between yt and yt+i = Ss = S/ \/2{l — R/),

yt and ijt+, = ,SV ^2 (1 - R/),

yt and 1/,+, = S,W2{1-W), (-'^g.

TABLE XIII.

Standard Deviatiuits of Dlffevences between Judgnteid after "Break", yt,

and the Judgments yt-^ to yt+a-

o Previous Judgments Succeeding Judgments
« Number of

Judgments
6

yt-^ Vt-i Vt-'i 2/(4-1 Vi+i

1 From 61 sctis •0692 •0647 •0624 •0624 •0851 •0476 •0541 •0553 •0549 •0623

± -0042 ± ^0040 + •ooss + ^0038 + ^0052 + ^0029 + ^0033 + ^0034 + ^0034 + ^0038

2 From 33 sets •0757 •0682 •0636 •0667 •0810 •0346 •0421 •0508 •0483 •0635

+ •ooes ± -0057 + ^0053 + -0055 + ^0067 + ^0029 + ^0035 + ^0042 + ^0040 + •0053

3 From total 1000 0442 •0416 •0401 •0373 •0338 •0338 •0373 •0401 •0416 •0442

The probable errors are calculated from the usual expression, ± -6745 aj-Jln.

If we consider the values of these standard deviations together with their

probable errors, we may say definitely that the effect of a large break or discon-

tinuity in judgment is quite significant, and that the influence appears to last for

at least four or five judgments. It cannot of course be decided whether the
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breaks were caused by some chance external factor, or were due to a conscious

change in estimate made by the observer on deciding, whether rightly or wrongly,

that his second count was too short or too long*.

It will be noticed that the standard deviations of differences between these

special pairs of judgments are in all cases greater than the corresponding standard

deviations from the total 1000 judgments; this is to be expected, for the judg-

ments yt from which all the differences are taken are not a random selection of 61

(or 33) judgments, but include many of the most erratic and therefore those

furthest from the mean.

{h) The Combination of the Series.

In combining the twenty series, Bk,Sk and were calculated from the thirteen

correlation tables of the judgments, and the values of these constants are given in

Table XIV below. A glance at any one of the correlation tables showed that the

1000 judgments in any group did not follow a normal distribution, and in order

to get a measure of this, the coefficient of skewness for the 1000 judgments in

the combined Groups 1 (i.e. for the judgments y-^, y.^.-.y-M of the twenty series)

was calculated from the expression

Q, V;8;(/3,+ 3)
^^'"'''''' = H5K^^y

where and are the fundamental ratios of the moments about the mean given by

The result was as follows :

A = -2726, /3, = 2-9739, Skewness = -3684 ± "0339,

showing a very significant degree of skewness, and the freipicncy follows a Type I

curve of limited range.

The distribution of these 1000 observations made within a period of four con-

secutive days, gives but another example of the frequent inapplicability of the

Normal Error Law.

Using the values of p^, o-j and a.., R/ is obtained from

- (/3lO-lO-o)

R/ = = + -5200 + -0156 (x) bis,

/S(ar)2(a/)

and the remaining values of R^', /i; = 2, ...13, by the approximate method of

Problem 1, p. 41. Perhaps the chief source of error in the method is variation

in Sic, which has been assumed constant; in this exjjeriment the range of S^ is only

1"8 % compared with 3-6 for the Trisections and 2"5 % for the Bisections, and the

results which are contained in the 6th row of Table XIV may be regarded, there-

fore, with reasonable confidence. As before, for the higher values of k, 'R^' may be

* Eleven definite iDterruptions in the ordinary routine of counting, due to a mistap on the key or a

miscount of the 10 seconds, were recorded at the time of observation, but only three of these resulted

in breaks of judgment ^ -07, the limiting value taken in the above investigation.
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a little too low, and as a test of the amount of cumulative error which may be

affecting Rjg', I have worked out this constant directly from the relations

EXPERIMLNT C. 10 Second Counting, correlation- interval Diagram.

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 tl 12 13

Interval between successive judgments

Fig. 17.

with the following results :

Ri3' = - -0124 + -0213, Zi3 = + -632*

»SV = -03426, S,: = -03444.

Rij' and presumably Rj/ are not therefore significantly negative, and it seems
probable that R^.' tends to zero as k increases, without oscillating about that value.

The points {h, R^) and {k, R^') are plotted in Figure 17
; the theoretical curve

drawn in the diagram will be referred to in Section XI.

1/^., or the limit to which R^. approaches as Kj.' tends to zero is discussed on p. 34.

Biometrika xiv c
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IX. Experiment D. Estimation of 10 seconds.

Reduction of Observations.

((() Tlie Individual Series.

In Table XV arc given the values of d (the mean of the 63 observations of a

series, not those of Group 1 only), and of o-j and for the individual series; the

low values of will be noted at once, and also the high values of o-j compared with

those in the Counting Experiment. In Figure 19 below the means have been

plotted to order of series, and if

X is the mean in the factor ejp,

y the order of series,

z the time in hours and fractions of an hour between 10 a.m. on December 7th,

and the commencement of series,

TABLE XV.

Constants of Individual Series {Estimate of Seconds).

Series d Pi Time of Start Date (1920)

I 1 151 •1217 •1518 + 0932 10.45 a.m.

II 1 •111 •1254 + •2332 + 0902 11.30 a.m.

III 1 109 •1330 •0249 + 0953 12.10 p.m. - 7th December
IV 1 •052 •1393 + •1803 + 0923 2.0 p.m.

V 973 •1292 + •2632 + 0888 3.0 p.m. J

VI 1 •119 •1349 + •1300 + 0938 10.15 a.m.

VII 1 •Oil •1312 + 3673 + 0825 11.0 a.m.

VIII 1 •073 •1318 + •1631 + 0929 2.0 p.m. 8tli December
IX 1 •003 •1108 + •1976 + 0917 2.30 p.m.

X 1 •089 •0989 + •0380 + 0953 3.15 jj.m.

XI 1 •204 •1519 + •3405 + 0843 10.0 a.m.

XII 1 204 •1467 + 1415 + •0935 11.0 a.m
XIII 1 091 •1166 + •3241 + 0854 12.0 midday 9th December
XIV 1 •036 •1059 + •0566 ± 0951 2.0 p.m.

XV 1 •132 1884 + •4814 + 0733 3. 15 p.m.
XVI 1 170 •1500 + 1036 + 0944 10.0 a.m. ^

XVII 1 421 •1520 0834 + 0947 11.0 a.m.

XVIII 1 300 •1591 + 2314 + 0903 12.0 midday - 10th December
XIX 1 243 •1708 + 2260 + 0905 2.0 p.m.

XX 1 170 •1833 + 1659 + 0928 2.45 p.m.

Correlation between pi and , r^^ = +'176 + ^146 (calculated from correlation of ranks).

we have for the regression lines

X - 1-1333 = + -01018 (y/ - 10'5) (xxxix),

X - 1 1333 = + -002493 (z - 38-62) (xl).

The coefficients of correlation are

Txz = + -638 ± -089, r^y = + -562 + -103, r,, = + -983 ± -005,
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giving partial correlation coefficients

rxz.y = + -570 ± -102, r^,,,, = - '470 ± -118.

These latter coefficients suggest that the secular change for observations spread

over a number of days will be a lengthening in estimation, but that, if a number

of series are done in rapid succession, the tendency will be for a shortening ; in

fact we should expect the sessional change to be in the opposite direction to the

secular, as for the Bisections.

1 24

1 20

1 16

n2
108

1 04.

I
00

,1
Diagram of Mean Sessional Change

1 10 20 30 40 50 60

Fig. 18. 10 Second Estimation, t. Order of Observation in Series.

The values of have been plotted in Figure 18; the best fitting line has not

been calculated, but it would certainly correspond very closely with the mean,

y — 1'1333. There is in fact apparently no mean sessional change, though the drop

in the last eight values of yt may be significant, and a mark of the tendency

suggested by the negative value of r^,/.^.

In Figure 19 the centres of the small circles represent the positions of the

means ^f the 63 observations of each series; these points have been fitted with

the cubic

X = 1-093971 + -0221 16 ( 10 5) + -001 174 {y

-

10-5)---0002002 (y- 10'5)'.
. .(xli),

which is the middle of the three carves. There is evidence of a slight secular

change, the length of the estimation increasing towards the end of the experiment.

If however it is remembered that the 20 series were carried out in 4 days, it will

be seen that there is in general a decrease in estimation in the course of the 5 series

done in any one day. It is this daily drop that the coefficient rxy^^{ = - -470) is

picking out. Now in addition to the secular change in pez'sonal equation, the

figures in Table XV suggest that there is also a secular change in standard devia-

tion. The vertical lines on each side of the series-means in Figure 19 equal in

length the corresponding standard deviations, or o-j's. These values of have been

fitted with the cubic

x = -1 29006 + -001072 {y

-

10-5) -h -000302 {y- 10-5)^+ -0000214 (y

-

10-5)^ . .(xhi),

and the other two curves in the diagram have ordinates equal to x + x and x — x',

so that the distance between the central curve and either of the outer curves, gives

the smoothed value of the standard deviation at the point. The diagram provides

a generalised repi-esentation of a secular change in personal equation and standard

deviation.

6—2
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100
The factiir for a true 10 second interval would be

10-2
98, and was most

nearly approached by the means of Series V, VII and IX, while in the case of

XVII the mean estimation nearly reached the high value of 15 seconds.

Distribution of Personal Equation in Estimating Seconds.
2 00

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 1S 19 20

PLACE OF SERIES IN ORDER
Fig. 19.

{h) TJie Combination of the Series.

In combining the twenty series, D/,, Sk and R^. were calculated from the thirteen

correlation tables of the observations of the combined series. Using the correlations

and standard deviations of the separate series, R/ is obtained from

2(/C>iO-i(T2)

R/= —T^if—=== + -19841 ± -02049 (x) bis,

and

V III 111

^i'
= -14101, S.; = -U056.

Then using this value of R/, and the first difference correlation equations

(Problem 1, p. 41), R/ can be calculated for k = 2,...12. The values of these

quantities are given in the Table XVI below.
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The fall in is small, and although there is considerable irregular variation

from R7 onwards, it appears that R^. will not vanish as k increases, but approach a

constant value in the neighbourhood of + -35. This can be tested ;
we have from

the equations (vi) to (x)

'RkS^S'k+, + - 2 - d,) (Dk+i - dk+i)

R, =-— "'
(xliii),

V (_
III

J )» )

TABLE XVI.

Constants of Combined Series (Estimating Seconds).

k=i 2 3 4 0 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

1-1421 1-1440 1^1415 M413 1-1421 1-1423 1-1416 1-1402 1-1395 1-1391 1-1382 M378 M351

Sk -1749

± -0026

•1749

± -0026

•1759

± ^0027

•1761

± ^0027

•1764

± -0027

-1760

± -0027

-1754

± -0026

-1757

± -0026

-1763

± -0027

-1756

± -0026

•1760

± -0027

•1767

± ^002

7

•1773

±•0027

R«; + -4825

± -0164

-4269

±•0174
•3965

±•0180
•3913

±•0181
-3764

±-0183
-3755

±-0183
•3983

±•0180
-4045

±•0178
-3488

±•0187
-3691

+ -0184

•3524

±•0187
•3831

±•0182

Sk -14101

± -00213

•14056

±•00212

Rk' + -19841

± -02049
+ •1123

±•0211
+ •0652

±•0212
+ ^0570

± ^0212
+ -0338

± -0213
+ -0332

± -0213
+ ^0693

±•0212
+ -0798

±-0212
- -0056

± 0213
+ -0267

±0213
+ 0017
±0213

+ •0501

±0213

iRk - -4463 - ^0243 - ^0243 + -0094 - -0135 - -0229 + •0160 + -0598 - -0734 + -0357 - •0458

. ,S'fi= »S','v'2(l-Bi') = ^1785.

and as the sessional change for the series is very small, we may make the approxi-

mation

S (A - d,) (A+1 - 4+0 = S (A - d,y = 2 (A+i - 4+0^ for all values of k,

m m III

and in view of the constancy of Sk,

Si = S'k+i for all values of k.

Then on the assumption that there is no significant periodic variation in the

observations,

Hk 0 as k increases,

- 2 (A - d,y

and from (xliii) R^. — = + -.354.

s,'"-+^^(D,-d,r
III m

The correlations R^' become rapidly insignificant ; the values tabulated are of

course subject to the errors of the method of approximation, but as in the case of

the 10 second Counting Experiment, these should not be large owing to the

constancy of Sk*. The points {k, Hk) and {k, Rk) are plotted in Figure 20 ; the two

curves there drawn will be referred to in Section XI below.

* The difference between Si and .S'i:j is one of only.
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(c) Comparison of Experiments G and D.

It has been found that in both the Counting and the Estimating Experiments

there is evidence of a secular change in personal equation, and that in both cases

the tendency is for the estimates to depart further from the true value of 10 seconds

in the later series ; in the Counting Seconds there is a decrease, in the Esti-

mating Seconds an increase in length of estiinate. There is also very little evidence

of regular sessional change in either experiment.

EXPERIMENT D. 10 Second Estimating correlation -interval Diagram.

80

•70 , Rk

R'k e- -

60

50-

40

O -30-
o

•20-

a. 10
oo

-lO

-201-

3 4 5^ 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 IsT

Interval betv/een successive judgments

Fig. 20.

Beyond this the similarity ceases; it is only necessary to compare the values of

the chief constants (defined on p. 36),

*S/ R,'

jCounting "0343 '0338 +'5200 + -0156

(Estimating -1410 -1785 + -1984 ± -0205
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The variations in judgment in the Estimating Experiment are very large com-

pared with those in the other, and at the same time there is low correlation

between successive judgments, so that the observations will be found to be scattered

far more nearly in accordance with the Normal Error Law than in the three

preceding experiments. In the case of the Counting Experiment, the skew distri-

bution of the 1000 observations has already been referred to. But for one or two

exceptions (as III and XIX) the individual series in the Counting conform more

closely to a general type than in the Trisections or Bisections, and this results in

the very smooth values of the constants and R^'.

X. Experiment E. Plate measurements with Zeiss Comparator.

The values of p-^ only have been calculated
;
these, with and a brief description

of the nature of the marking measured, are given in the Table XVII
; o-j is in

millimetres. Series I—VIII involved settings of both slide and micrometer, IX of

micrometer only.

No great weight can be attached to the result of one series of .50 readings on a

marking, but it is justifiable to draw certain conclusions from the results of the

eight series. In the first place, there appears to be a significant correlation between

the successive measures of the edge of a band (I and II), but in measuring the

centres, i.e. in bisecting a bright maximum with the cross wire, there is on the

whole no correlation. This perhaps might be expected ; the edges of bands or

maxima in photographic spectra are not quite sharply cut, so that some uncertainty

must exist in the observer's mind as to where the real edge should be taken to be
;

his opinion on this point may vary throughout the course of the sitting, and con-

sequently correlation will be found between the successive readings. On the other

TABLE XVIL

Series pi <^i Description of marking

I

II

III

IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX

4- -.384 ± -081

+ -467 ± -075

+ -117+ -094

+ •090+ -095

+ -021 + -095

- -001 ± -095

- -050 + -095

+ -227 ± -091

+ -288 + -087

•0016

0015
•0007

•0012

•0016

•0019

•0022

•0041

•0004

Sharp edge of bright band ) „ ,

Slightly \-aguer edge than I \
^"^S^

Clear and nai'rovv maximmn^
n 11 11

Broad and ol:)seure „

„ „ soft „

11 11 11 11 1

Microninter screw settings only

hand, in the bisection of a narrow maximum, there will be little doubt as to the

position of the centre ; the real estimate of the observer will vary but slightly, and

the variations in the reading will be due mainly to failure in breaking off the push
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or pull of the slide at the right moment. It is possible that unconscious "over-pulls"

or "under-pulls" may go in runs together, but the measures seem to show that

this is not the case, and that the correlation of successive judgments is due rather

to correlated changes of mental estimate than to those of a more physical character.

If it were more difficult to bisect a maximum, if there were greater opportunity for

variation, it is probable that there would be a congelation of successive judgments,

and this is perhaps illustrated by the case of Series VIII, which has the largest

standard deviation ("0041) and also a correlation (p^ = + "227 + "091) possibly

significant.

The result of IX suggests that there is a correlation between successive settings

of the micrometer wires in the second eyepiece ; this correlation would of course

enter into the results of I—VIII, but the standard deviation of IX ("0004) is so

small that the effect will be insignificant where the variations in slide settings are

large.

As a matter of practical application these results serve to emphasise the

importance of the routine of measurement usually adopted
;

if, for example, it is

proposed to take four readings of each of a number of markings on a plate, the four

readings should not be made in succession, but all the markings should be measured

once, and then perhaps a short interval taken before the second measuring is made,

and so on. This method should eliminate the error in the mean of several measure-

ments of a marking, which may arise from a correlation of successive judgments, as

well as errors due to change in temperature of instrument or plate, etc.

XI. Analysis of the correlation between successive judgments.

(a) Tlie Tlteory of correlated Estimates and accidental Errors.

It has been seen that in the case of the Bisection and Timing Experiments

when the secular term was removed the coefficients of correlation of the successive

judgments, or the constants R^', diminished to approximately zero values as k, the

interval between the judgments correlated, was increased. In the Trisection Ex-

periment, owing to the marked sessional change which was repeated in practically

all the series, Ryt' appeared to approach a value of +"16 and not zero as ^' was

increased ; the sessional change in this case appeared to be of parabolic rather than

linear form, and it seemed possible that if the ordinates of the " best " fitting

parabola of each series were removed from the observations, the coefficients of corre-

lation of the residuals, or the Rjt"'s, would tend to zero as k increased, as in the

case of the other three experiments in which there was no large sessional change.

The points representing the values of R^' which have been plotted in Figures 8,

12, 17 and 20 appear on the whole to lie so nearly on a smooth curve, that it is of

no little interest to inquire whether we can obtain equations to such curves based

on some definite theory of the physiological factors underlying the variations in an

observer's judgment.
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In the first place we have seen that neither a secular change in personal equa-

tion—the variation in series means—nor a simple sessional change such as that

represented by the straight line or by a second order parabola considered in the

Trisection Experiment, will account for the whole of the correlation of successive

judgments. We must therefore conclude that quite apart from the large scale vari-

ations in judgment which are due to the more gradual changes of state in the

observer resulting, perhaps, from experience or fatigue, there is a definite relationship

between the small scale variations in judgment; ifjudgment yt is greater than the

average of the five or six preceding judgments, then we shall on the whole

expect that ijt+i, the next judgment, will also be greater. I propose therefore to

consider what results will follow from the assumption that yt has a correlation r

with yt-i and but that for y^+i or constant it has no partial correlation with

yt..2 and yj+a or judgments at greater intervals. In other words we will suppose

that the observer's estimation at any moment is only influenced by the preceding

estimation, and only through this, and not directly, by the earlier estimations.

Let us take the successive judgments yt, yt+i, yt+n yt+k • and suppose that

the total correlation between yt and yt+u is pk, where = 1, 2, 3, . .
.

, and p-^ = r. If

there is no partial correlation between yt and yt+-2, yt+i being constant we must

have

p.i — pi" = 0 or p., = r".

In the same way if there is no partial correlation between yt and yt+s when yt+^

(or yt+2) is constant,

p.:
- PiPi = 0 or p,, = r\

and in general we find that

Pk= r'' (xliv).

In reaching this simple result there is a point however that has been overlooked
;

it has been assumed that there is some physiological or psychological significance

in the correlation of an estimate of a quantity and in the preceding estimate, but

it inust be remembered that the value which the observer records may not be

exactly that which he wished to record, or in other words he may be unable to

record his true estimate. Thus in bisecting a line it is likely that the pencil point

will not strike the paper exactly at the spot intended, or in counting 10 seconds

the tapping of the key may not be exactly synchronised with the beginning or end

of the count, and there may be many other little external influences of which the

observer is unaware, which will all combine to form what may be termed an acci-

dental error superimposed upon the true correlated estimation. Let us examine

how the relation (xliv) will be modified by introducing the idea of these accidental

and uncorrelated errors; we must suppose that the observer's recorded judgment

yt is made up of two parts, at his actual estimate at the moment of record and jSt

some complex of accidental errors affecting his record. Then

yt = oit + i3t (xlv).

Now if we assume that the accidental errors are as like to be positive as

negative, and that they will not be correlated in any manner among themselves
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nor with the fundamental part of the judgment ««, we shall have the following

approximate relations

where N is large compared ^

with k1

1

N

-0 for A: = 1,2, 3,...,

0 } (xlvi).

where k and k' take any of the

values 1, 2. 3,... etc.

But the correlation between successive values of the ys at intervals of k is

Pk-

N

\/|i<«'
^

" * (I,
--/')]

i,l<"«-
+

- * (I, N

< = 1 / = l
-i* /-l -tV

in view of the relations (xlvi)

where [o(;a(+i] is the first order product moment coefficient referred to mean of the

successive as at intervals of k,

and \/a/;- is the standard deviation of a,, 0,+,, ... ak+x,

^^k' „ >. " /3k, /3k+i, ^k+N,

'^"•^ J oik' + (3k- >. Vk , ?/k+i , • yk+N-

Now unless there is a steady sessional change in the as, we may assume that

for large values of N
= a..- = ... = OLk" = ... = a.-, say,

and similarly unless the accidental errors are steadily increasing or decreasing in

magnitude _ _ _

n 1 [c(taf+k] a' [o(tO(t+k]
and we have = = — = _ •^a,,a,.r.-

But on the assumption made above of zero partial correlation between two

estimates which are not consecutive, we have found that ?aj, ai^,, the correlation

between the observer's real estimates at intervals of A;, can be expressed in the

form r*^, and therefore

a^ + /3'

.(xlvii),
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where is a constant not depending on the interval k. With this expression for

the correlation we shall of course find an apparent partial correlation between the

judgments at intervals greater than one ; for example the partial correlation

(J (\ — Q)
between yt and yt+i being constant, is ~- , and does not vanish unless

5 = 1. According to the theory suggested this is however a spurious correlation

due solely to the presence of the accidental errors.

The next problem is to inquire how far a relation of the type of (xlvii)

will fit the correlation coefficients which have been calculated for the Experiments

A, B, G and D. In the first place, in order to get as smooth values for the

coefficients as possible we must combine the 20 series, which we may do if we

remove the secular change as represented by the variation in the series means

;

this step is clearly necessary for we are considering the relationship between

judgments made in close proximity and are not concerned for the moment with

the variation in personal otpiation from day to day. We must therefore deal with

the coefficients of correlation and endeavour to fit a curve z — qi-^ through the

points x = k, z = Ri'. I will consider the different experiments in turn.

(b) Application of Theofij to results of Experiments.

Experiment A.

The curve rej^r'esented by ^ = (p-^ is asymptotic to the x axis (as ?• < 1), so that

if it is to fit the points {k, R^;') it is necessary that R^' should tend to zero as k

increases. But the values of R^;' given in Table V, p. 58, appear to tend as A;

increases, to a limiting value between + 16 and + "15 rather than to zero.

I think that this results from the marked sessional changes which have been

represented in mean form by a second order parabola (see Equation (xxx) and

Figure 4), and that if there is a physiological significance in the distinction

between the sessional change and the residual variations of the observations when
freed from this change, it will be of interest to find out how the coefficients of

correlation of these successive residuals—what have been termed the Rji,."'s—fall

off as the interval or k is increased. Should it be found that the Ra:"'s follow

the law

Rfc" =

the argument in favour of distinguishing the sessional change from the residual

variations will be strengthened.

It was found that the values of R/ given in Table V could be fitted closely by

a curve of the form

z=p + qr^ (xlviii),

where p, q and r are constants.

A rough trial gave the following approximate values

:

p, = -lb1, q, = -69, r„ = -73.

Now if z =f{p, q, r)

=f(lh, qo, n) + Bp + Bqp + Br to first order,

= Po + qorj" + Bp + Tu'^Bq + kq^rj^^' Br,
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we have as equations of condition for a least square solution

8jj + rj'hq + kq„r„''-'^ Sr = R/ - p(,
-

(/o?;*, for ^- = 1, 2, . . . 13.

Using the values of p^, q„ and given above, the corrections hp, 8q and 8r

wei-e calculated and gave finally as the best fitting numerical equation,

Rk = •1524 + -6817 (-710.-) (xlix).

TABLE XVIII.

Values of the for Trisection Experiments.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

k (direct

calculation)

(from equation
(xlix))

Difference

Col. 2—
Col. 3

Probable
Krror of

Values obtained from
(lii) on assumption of

constancy of G^. (from equation
(Ivi))

0 + ^834 + 804
1 + •625 •637 - ^012 ±•013 0773 + 550 571
2 •523 •497 + ^026 + ^016 0776 •431 406
3 •388 •397 - •009 + ^018 0778 •268 •288

4 •315 •326 -Oil + OIQ •0781 •183 •205

5 •281 •276 + 005 ± oao •0778 142 •146

6 •232 •240 - ^008 + ^020 •0782 •084 •103

7 222 •215 + ^007 + oao •0782 •071 •074

8 •191 197 - ^006 ± -021 0783 •035 052
9 •165 •184 - ^019 + -021 •0787 •006 •037

10 •183 175 + •008 + ^021 •0802 031 •026

11 •168 168 •000 •f-021 •0823 •017 •019

12 •172 •164 + ^008 + -021 •0834 •023 •013

13 + •160 + 160 •000 + -021 •0840 + 009 + •009

14 0840

In the second column of Table XVIII are given the values of R^' taken from

Table V and in the fifth column their probable errors ; the values of R/ given by

equation (xlix) are in the third column, and in the fourth are the differences

col. 2—col. 8. It will be seen that the fit is a good one, the difference being only

greater than the probable eri'or in the ease of R/. The points (k, Rjt') and the

curve of (xlix) are shown in Figure 8 (p. 64).

The problem before us is therefore this ; can we explain the constant p in

equation (xlviii) in terms of the sessional changes? We have seen that the mean

sessional change for the 20 series can be represented by a parabola of the second

order, but we must allow for a different change in each series. Let us suppose that

y=Mt) .

will represent the sessional change in the ^^th Series after the secular term

represented by the series mean has been removed, so that instead of equation

(xlv) of p. 89, we have

yt'=fp(t) + a, + f3,=fAt)+Y, (1),

where Y, = a, + jS,.
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Then if 2 indicates summation for the m (or 20) series, n = 50, the number
m

of observations in each group of a series, and k takes any of the group numbers
>i

1, 2, ... 14, since y = fp (t) will be the " best " fitting curve of its type 2 Yt+k-i = 0

approximately, and on combining the ??i series

2 2 (F,+,_o = o.

m f=l

Again we have no reason to suppose that there will be any correlation between

the sessional term fp{t) and the residual Yt, so that

2 2 {F,+,_,/;.(< + ^''-
1)1 = 0'

for all values of ^' and k' between 1 and 14.

As i/t' is freed from the secular term, using the relations above we have that

2 I {(fAt)+Y,)(f,(t + k)+ IV.)} - -"S 2 {4i^l2 2
m t = l III f = l I I TO t = l {

Jh 2 {Mt)+Y,f-mnhi'^^\ W i{Mt+k)+Y,,,r-mnk 2 ^^1^
V \_mt = l {mt = \ mn

) J ; = i [m t = l mn

(li),

Rfc Si 'Sjc+i ' + Fk

where R^" is the coefficient of correlation between Yt and Yt+k, S^" and Sk+i" are

the standard deviations of the F's of Groups 1 and A; + 1 (see (xi) and (xii) on

page 35), and

7^, ^ -L 2 2 m, it + k) - |2 2 |2 2
^^^'f

(?.^ = -i^2 2 {/,(i + ^-l)}^-{2 2^'^±Alll)r

It will be seen that Gk is the standard deviation of the ordinates of the curves

representing the sessional changes, y =/p {t), which correspond to the observations

F]c .

in the kth. groups, while — is the correlation of these successive ordinates at
(Ti (jTk+X

intervals of k. If the sessional changes were linear this correlation would be unity,

and a little consideration will show that if the sessional change in each series can

be represented by a curve of gradual bend, the correlation will not be fer from

this value. For example in the case of the parabola (Equation (xxx), p. 47)

which was fitted to the mean sessional change and is drawn in Figure 4, it is

found that

n ri ^ "994.

We shall therefore make no great error in assuming that

Fk = G^i ,
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and it follows that the relation for Ri' can be exjjressed in the form

= Pk + h Ra",

which must be compared with the relation

Ryt' =p + q . (xlviii) bis,

where ' p = -1524<, = '6817, /• = -7l05,

that has been found empirically t(j fit the actual values of Rjt'.

If the expressions j)^. and 4 were constant for 1, 2 ... 14 an interpretation

of (Hi) would be at once suggested. Namely that R^", the coefficient of correlation

of the successive residuals Yf and Yf^^ It'i't after the removal of the- secular and

sessional changes is expressible in the form

= (liii),

that is to say, making allowance for the presence of accidental errors, the law of

relationship between the successive estimates suggested on p. 90 above, holds

good. Now without finding the curve which represents the sessional change in

each series we do not know the values of S^" and 0^. We have however that

S-^ + GiJ^^S^' (liv),

where Sk is the standard deviation of the observations in the kth groups after the

removal of the secular term. The values of Sk are given in Table V, p. 58
;

they are seen to increase as k increases and therefore pk and can only be

constant for all values of /. if

;SV'" *SV'- >S'i4'
-

,

TTT =7Ti; = ••• =7VT Ov-
Lti (jr.) U"i4

That the relations (Iv) should hold approximately is not at all improbable; for

with a sessional change of the parabolic form of the curve (xxx) illustrated in

Figure 4, the standard deviations of the ordinates in the later groups will increase

owing to the increasing drop of the curve towards the end of the series while Sk"

may increase with k owing to greater variation towards the end of a session.

In fact for this particular mean series with its sessional curve represented by

(xxx) it is found that

G, = -0336 ins., G,, = "0406 ins.,

while >S/' = -0165 ins., ,V = -0201 ins.,

that is to say, the variations superimposed upon the main sessional change (the

distances of the points plotted in Figure 4 from the parabola) become greater

towards the end of the series when the observer's judgment perhaps became more

S " S "

erratic as he grew tired. These values give ~ = '49, -~ = -50 suggesting that

the relations (Iv) do hold very closely. What we find therefore in this typical mean
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series represented by Figure 4 may well be expected to hold approximately in the

individual series.

If then pk is constant for A; = 1, 2, ... 14 and equals j), we find readily from

equations (lii) and (Iv) that

h^'^-Pk=^- p,

and hence (l - p) Rk' = qr^ or R/'= ^
-? r*.

1 — p

Making use of the numerical values = "1.524, f/ = "6817, ?•= 7105 we obtain

finally

R/ = -8043 (•7105)^- (Ivi),

as the theoretical expression for the correlation of the successive residuals after

the observations have been freed from secular and sessional change. This curve is

the lower of the two curves drawn in Figure 8. The points which are there

plotted about this curve are the points {k, R^")* obtained from equation (lii)

(a) On the assumption that G-c = G^-= ... = = constant,

= 1524,

(c) Making use of equations (liv) and the tabled values of »SV.

The close fit of the curve to these points shows that the manner in which the

values of Rfc" fall off as k increases is not much affected by the different assump-

tions regarding the relations of the »Vs and the Gk's made in the two cases f.

Experiment B.

Reference has been made on p. 71 to evidence for a slight periodicity in the

observations of this Experiment, which gives rise to small but apparently signi-

ficant negative values to R/, for k%l. Further investigation might enable a

correction for this periodicity to be made, but at present it is not possible to

express R^" with exactness in the form

'Rk = qr''.

For the purpose of comparison with the other experiments we can however

obtain values of q and r which will give a rough fit for the first few values of R<;'.

Thus if we take

r = -72, q = -47 +,

we get the values

R/ = -34, r; = -24, r; = -18, r; = 13,

which agree roughly with the actual values given in Table XI, namely

R/ = -352, r; = -231, R/ = 183, R4' = -085.

* In Figure 8 these points have been indicated by Rj.'" to distinguish them from the correlation

coefficients of residuals after removal of linear sessional change, there denoted by Bj.".

t The values of R^' calculated from equation (Ivi) and of and £.y calculated on the assumption

of the constancy of Gjt are given in the 8th, 7th and 6th columns of Table XVIII.

% r= -72 is the value of the mean of the ratios ~, , and ^\ , and using this value for r,

g was taken as -47 by rough trial.
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Experiment G.

At the end of the section deaUng with the reduction of the observations

for this experiment the conchision reached was that Rja' and R^' were not

significantly negative; no difficulty therefore arises in fitting a curve of the form

y = r//* to the values of R^.' given in the 6th row of Table XIV, p. 80. This

was effected by the method of least squares, with the result

R/ = -C673 X (-TOn/- (Ivii).

In the 7th row of Table XIV are given the values of Hk calculated from this

equation, and in the 8th row the differences

(Rk from observations) — (R^;' from curve).

If these differences are compared with the probable errors of R^', it will be

seen that the fit is very satisfactory, for the later calculated values of R^;' are in

any case uncertain
;

Rjo' and R,/ were indeed not used in the least square

solution as they were known to have too high negative values.

Experiment D.

On p. 85 it was suggested that R^ would approach the value + 354 as k

increased. In this case a curve of the form

R^. = -354 + qr^,

was fitted to the calculated values of R^. The fitting was carried out by moments.

Making R^; — '354 = z, we have

V (z) - qr
J

—

— = N, say, where s is the luimber of ordinates, or 12

i {zk) = q {r + 2/-- + 37" + . . . + sr*) = N x /j,,'

, 1 sr* /, •••

whence fj-i
= , ,

, (Ivin),
1 - r 1 — ?•'' \ /'

and is the distance of the mean from an origin at unit distance from the first

ordinate qr,

^ = 2'- 1^7 (Hx).

The constants yu,/ and iVare known; solving (Iviii) by approximation we have r,

and then (lix) gives q.

The values are = •1153)

r = -812lj'

and finally, R^. = '354 + -1153 (8121)* .(Ix).

Then using the approximate relation

R,' = (R, - 354) X '-Lj^L-^

—which is a modified form of Equation (xliii)—we obtain for R/ the equation

Rfc'=-1785 (-8121)* (Ixi).
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Both of the curves, represented by equation (Ix) and (Ixi), have been drawn in

Figure 20, and show a satisfactory fit, if the roughness of the data is taken into

account.

The results of the Trisection and of the Ten-second Counting Experiments, and

as far as the rough form of the data will allow, of the Ten-second Estimating

Experiment, suggest therefore that there is some foundation for the theory of

relationship between successive estimates put forward at the beginning of the

present Section. To reach tlie expression qr^ for the correlation of successive

judgments at intervals of k, it has been necessary in all cases to remove the

secular change, and in one case a sessional change as well, but if these changes

correspond in themselves to some definite mental or physical processes which can

be separated in some degree from the causes underlying the residual variations,

then we are justified in inquii'ing into the significance of the constants q and r.

It has been suggested that

9 = .(Ixii),

so that q is dependent on the ratio between the correlated and the uncorrelated

parts of the observer's judgment, that is between what I have considered as the

true estimate and the accidental errors superimposed in the process of record.

Now using (Ixii) and the relation*

Ja' + 0' = S' (Ixiii),

(or S" for the Trisections where it has been necessary to allow for a sessional

change), we find that

Vd'^'^qS', ^/3-' = \^{l-q)S' (Ixiv),

and the values calculated in this way for J<^' and ^^8'-
i

TABLE XIX.

for Jci- and ^'8'- are given in Table XIX.

Experiment -S" r

Trisection •80 •080 ( = <S"') in inches •071 •036 •71

Bisection (apin'oximate on\y) ... •47 •045 in inches •031 •033 •72

Ten-second Counting ... •67 •034 in factor •028 •020 •79

Ten-second Estimating •18 •141 in factor •060 •128 •81

If the Trisection and Bisection results are compared it will be seen that the

standard deviations of the accidental errors {J8"^) are nearly the same but that

there is a large difference between the measures of the variations of the true

* It will be seen that owinR to a sessional change iu standard deviation, .S'^" for the Trisections

(Table XVIII) and .S,.' for the Bisections (Table XI) increase with k. To obtain an approximate value

for the standard deviation of the whole 1200 observations as opposed to tlmt for the 1000 observations

of any particular Group /,-, I have used in equations (Ixiii) and (Ixiv) .S" (or S") Riven by

,S"2 = (Si'2 + So'^ + S-P + . . . + Su").

Biometrika xiv 7
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estimates {Ja% This is a result which we should anticipate, for the method of

recording the estimate was the same in each experiment, and accidental errors of

the same magnitude would occur in both cases ; on the other hand the observer

was faced with a more difficult problem in estimating a third than in estimating

a half, and this is shown by the greater vai'iability of his estimate in the former

case ('07 against "OS)*. For the Timing experiments, we find no correspondence

between the Jq-'s ; the great difference between the counting of ten seconds and

the attempted concentration of mind on the passing of an unbroken ten second

interval has been emphasized in the description of the experiments above, and a

correspondence was hardly to be expected. The standard deviations are in terms

of the factors ejp and must be multiplied by 10'2 if required in seconds.

If now we turn to the values of r given in the last column of Table XIX, it

will be seen that they lie near together, and although that for the Bisections

is not an exact measure, there is a suggestion of close agreement between the ?''s

in the pairs of similar experiments, for we have estimations of length with '71

and '72, and estimations of time with '79 and '81. This coefficient is a measure of

the rate at which the correlation of successive judgments falls off or the influence

of previous estimates vanishes from the observer's mind : on the theory of zero

partial correlation it is simply the coefficient of correlation between a true estimate

freed from accidental errors and the preceding estimate.

On any theory r would seem to be a fundamental constant not varying greatly

for different types of observations, but perhaps varying considerably for different

observers. The fact that it is so nearly the same for experiments with a five second

interval between observations (Trisection and Bisection) and for others with an

interval of ten seconds or more (Counting and Estimating) shows that the corre-

lation of successive judgments is a function not only of the time interval between

two judgments but also of the number of interveimig judgments. For if it were

purely a function of the time interval we should expect to find a greater differ-

ence between the values of r found for experiments with a five second interval and

a ten second interval. Indeed if the experiments were exactly the same but for

difference in interval, R/ for that with ten seconds would equal R/ for that with

five seconds. Further experiments of the same type in which the interval between

the recording of judgments was varied would undoubtedly throw much light on

this point.

XII. Prediction.

If the values of " " successive judgments are known and there is no corre-

lation between them, the " most probable " value of the {m + l)th judgment, that is

the most reasonable guess at its value that can be made, is the mean of the "m"
judgments. If however the successive judgments are correlated, then it is possible

to predict the value of the {iii -\- ] )th with much greater expectation of accuracy.

* This may be compared with the ratio of 3 to 2 given on p. 73 from a comparison of the

S^'s before making any allowance for the accidental errors.
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In the Experiments B, G and D it has been found that the correlation between

judgments at intervals of k, made in the same session, can be expressed approxi-

mately in the form

"Rk =qr^ (Ixv),

while for Experiment A, owing to the large sessional change, the expression was

Rfc' =P ff'^ (Ixvi).

The decrease of correlation in geometrical progression expressed by (Ixv)

follows precisely the law of ancestral heredity, for which the multiple regression

equations required for prediction have already been worked out*. It is not

therefore proposed to go further into the problem in the present Paper, nor to

inquire whether the general multiple regression equations would reduce to as

simple a form when the correlation is expressed by equation (Ixvi) rather

than (Ixv).

XIII. Summary and Conclusions.

The secular change in personal equation is shown by the variation in the series'

means, but it is only in Experiment A and perhaps Experiment G, where the general

trend of the variations is markedly in one direction, that we find that type of

change which is usually understood when a secular change is referred to. In the

Bisection Experiment B the linear secular change is very small and its existence

might well not be recognized, and yet the series' means are subject to fluctuations

fiir exceeding those of random sampling. For the probable error of the mean of a

series (or of the obsei'vations in Group 1) is

+ -67449 X -fi= = + -00416,
VoO

~

but if we take the distribution consisting of the 20 series means, cZi, we find that

the standard deviation is -037875, giving for the probable error of a mean r/j

± -02521,

which is more than six times as large as the probable error wo have calculated by

considering the variations within a series. It is therefore clear that the 50

observations in a series are not random samples of the whole " universe " of

observations, as they should be on the Gaussian hypothesis of normal errors.

It is again only in Experiment A that there is a fairly consistent sessional

change from series to series which an observer might easily recognize and possibly

allow for, and yet if we turn to any of the graphs for the Bisection or tSeconds-

counting which show the variations of judgment within a series (Figures 11 and 15),

it will be seen how very often the mean of ten consecutive judgments will give but

a pool- approximation to the mean oi the series; we cannot take the judgments

within one series as scattered at random. When dealing with a sample of m

* The Galton-Peaison Law of Ancestral Heredity; the offspring and the mean of the Ath grand-

parents have qi* for their correlation.

7—2
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correlated variates, the usual expression for the probable error of the mean is

(1) ± -07449 cr,„ , as compared with (2) + -67449 , when the variates
V 711 Vm

are not correlated, but owing to the sessional variations to which a large part of

the correlation is due, the expression (1) being the smaller, is in the present case

a worse measure than (2), of the probable limits of divergence of the mean of the

sample from the mean of the series. The graphs of Figures 6, 11 and 15 show

that there is a tendency for the judgments to vary in waves, to be first on one

side of the mean for the series, and then to change to the other, but with no

definite period of variation. It is owing to these large correlated variations which

cannot be expressed in any simple sessional term, that the coefficients of corre-

lation, ?pj,„, _ between o-j and have been found to have positive values ranging

from + -.52 + "11 in Experiment A to + -18 + -15 in D, showing that greater

variation is associated with higher correlation of successive judgments.

An analysis has suggested that the coefficients of correlation of the crude values

of the observations at intervals of k can be expressed in the generalized form

,S/',?,+/'R," + i^, + - 2 (A - d,) (A+. - 4+:)
R,= - -- ^ -

J\sr' + Ch- + ^ 2 { i). - rf, )4 + + 2 (A+, - f4+o4
V ( III

III ) ( TO )

(Ixvii),

where

2 (-D] — di) (A+i ~ dic+i), 2 (A- — dk)" etc. are terms representing the secular change,
TO m

Fk and Gk are functions of the sessional change, and

Ri" and »Sy are the correlation coefficients and standard deviations of the residuals

left after secular and sessional changes have been removed.

In two experiments it has been found that Rj is greater than + '80, which shows

clearly that the estimates have not been distributed randomly in time.

The coefficients R/' appear to fall off in geometrical progression, and to be

closely represented hy expressions of the form in which q and r are constant

for any experiment ; it has been found that the introduction of the quantities F
and 0 in equation (Ixvii) in addition to the secular terms, is only necessary if there

is a significant sessional change which repeats itself in series after series. Thus in

Experiment G, where there was no such change, Rj,- could be expressed by the

relation

qr'S/S',+, + - 2 (A - d,) (A« -

R,= .
...(Ixviii).

\^{'^" + i ? -
f'"^--

+ 5 - '^-4

A tentative interpretation has been given to the results of this analysis. The

observations in Experiment A suggested that there was some physiological signi-

ficance in the distinction between the secular and sessional changes, and this was
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confirmed in Experiment B, where it was found that there was evidence of a linear

sessional change acting in the opposite direction to the secular change. A discussion

of the values of the partial correlation coefficients Vxyz (personal equation and order,

time constant) and r^cz.y (personal equation and time, order constant) suggested that

if the interval between the successive series were made very short, it might not be

sufficient to break the effect of the sessional change. The correlated variations

which have been found to follow the law 'Ric'=qr'^, have been considered as in some

way separate from and superimposed upon the other more steady changes. Starting

from the tentative assumption that there is little or no paiiial correlation between

the observer's true estimates at intervals greater than one—that is to say that the

observer's judgment at any moment is only influenced by the judgment immediately

preceding, and only through this and not directly by the earlier judgments—it has

been shown that the constant q in the relation

R/t' = (1-^v) bis

can be accounted for by the presence of uncorrelated accidental errors which are

superimposed on the correlated variations in the observer's true estimate. Without

further investigation it would be difficult to distinguish between what may perhaps

be termed the physiological and the psychological factors ; in the experiments that

have been undertaken the variations in recorded judgment depend partly on the

movements of the hand, so that the former factors are likely to have played some

part as well as the latter. The successive recording motions of the hand may have

been correlated as well as the variations in mental estimate.

The importance of the results of course depends on how far they may be con-

sidered as tyjjical of any practical series of observations made by the astronomer or

the physicist. Experiments were admittedly chosen in which it was expected that

the variations in judgment would be large, and for the experienced observer working

at the type of observation in which he has had much practice, the errors would no

doubt be smaller, but it seems to me likely that the phenomena which have been

discussed will be present in the judgments of other observers even if on a smaller

scale. Experience and accuracy may be gained by practice, but it does not follow

that the correlation between successive judgments will disappear. The secular and

sessional changes may be small, but if rough comparisons of only the yearly mean
personal equations of different observers are made, the finer changes, which may
be of considerable importance in a combination of observations, cannot be recognized.

The Law of Normal Errors requires but two constants to describe adequately any

series of observations :

(1) the mean,

(2) the standard-deviation,

while the introduction of a third may be necessary if a gradual secular change in

personal equation is noticed. But the more generalized Theory of Errors discussed

in the preceding sections requires more detailed information and a greater number

of constants to define the character of an observer's personal equation and variations

in judgment. We shall require to know how the personal equation and the standard
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deviation vary both within a session and over long periods of time, and if there is

any correlation between successive judgments, what is the form of the function i/r,

which gives the value of the successive correlation coefficients in the relation

It is only by a detailed analysis of the observations themselves or of others

carried out ad hoc, copying them as closely as possible, that full information on

these points can be obtained ; but if the possible complexities which may be present

in the variations of judgment are fully realised, a great deal may be done in prac-

tical cases by the arrangement of the observations and the combination of the

results, to eliminate the factors whose magnitude is unknown and to correct for

others which are more easy to ascertain.

I have heartily to thank Miss I. McLearn for making the diagrams for Figs. 3,

4, 8, 12, 17, 19 and 20, and Miss M. Noel Karn for assistance in some of the

computation.
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Waneii, lulicritance in Foxglove

Figs. I—IX. Peloriism of various intensities. Fig. X. Split corolla.



INHERITANCE IN THE FOXGLOVE, AND THE RESULT
OF SELECTIVE BREEDING.

By ERNEST WARREN, D.Sc. Lond.

In Bioiiietnku,Yo\. xi. pp. 302—327, 1917, the authoi- published a preliminary

report on the earlier results obtained in the breeding of foxgloves ; and the present

paper contains some account of the final results of the selection experiments.

In 1914 ten foxglove plants {Digitalis gloxiniaejiora), obtained from various

sources and of different characteristics, were crossed among themselves and also

self-fertilised. In subsequent years, 1915—19, new generations were obtained

chiefly by the self-fertilisation of selected parents. The measurement, or when

not possible the grading, of certain characters (pelorism, colour, size of flower,

spotting of flower, etc.) was undertaken in all the generations in order to deter-

mine the effect of selection when selfing alone occurred in an apparently pure

race.

1. Pelorism.

Mendelian inheritance occurred in a typical fashion. A peloric plant crossed

with a non-peloric plant produced non-peloric offspring. On selfing these, or

crossing them together, there resulted on the average one peloric to three non-

pelorics.

Of the 1 0 parent plants two exhibited the peloric condition in a fully developed

form, and the rest were non-peloric. The character was very perfectly recessive,

and by breeding, it was found that three of the remaining plants were really

heterozygous, while all the others were non-peloric and homozygous.

It was soon observed that the peloric condition was by no means a clearly

defined and fixed character. Pelorism in the foxglove may be regarded as an

abnormal lack of power to produce internodes between the flower-buds, and con-

sequently there may result considerable fusion of such buds with one another.

The maximum stage of pelorism is seen when the main-axis is short and

abruptly ceases to grow in height. Only two or three normal flowers may be

produced by the axis, and its blunt, sharply truncated end is surrounded by a

whorl of bracts or sepals, petals being absent. Sometimes a ring of sessile anthers

occurs (PI. I, figs. I, ll).

In typical pelorism the inability to produce internodes aifects the terminal

portions of all of the flower-axes of a plant, both central and side-axes. A variable

number of flower-buds fuse and the corollas unite and may form a large sym-

metrical cup or saucer of some ornamental value, but the sepals mostly remain
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separate (figs, ill, iv). When numerous flower-buds fuse a dense rosette may be

formed by the petals, and tiie result is not pleasing. The peloric or crown-flower

opens early, often before any of the normal flowers. After the crown-flower has

faded, the main-axis usually grows through the centre of it, and may even produce

;i second crown-flower (fig. vi) ; but in the case of the side-shoots the axis generally

ends in an ovary and no further growth occurs (fig. v).

If the peloric tendency is not so well-marked, the main-axis may be only

slightly affected by the suppression of several internodes, and by the partial

fusion of flower-buds, at a variable distance above the lowest normal flower of the

axis. Sometimes a considerable number of internodes may be unduly shortened,

so as to produce excessive crowding of flowers which do not actually fuse (fig. Vll),

and frequently a strongly marked spiral bending of the axis occurs (fig. Vill).

At other times the suppi'cssion of the internodes may occur only high up on

the flowering axis close to where it normally ceases to grow (fig. ix).

When the central axis is strongly peloric the side-axes are invariably so, and in

all other cases the side-axes exhibit greater pelorism than the main-axis.

Finally, the main-axis may be quite normal and show no peloric tendency, but

the side-axes may still be strongly peloric.

The last trace of pelorism in a plant is shown when only one or two of the

weaker side-axes exhibit some slight sign of a peloric tendency.

It is unfortunate that it has not been found possible to devise any practical

method of measuring the intensity of pelorism, and therefore the jilants have been

arranged in four grades.

0
" grade = no peloric tendency.

1°— 25° grade — those in which the central axis is non-peloric, but the side-

axes exhibit some peloric tendency.

26°— 50° grade = main-axis non-peloric, but side-axes may reach full pelorism.

51°— 75° grade = main-axis partially peloric, side-axes fully so.

76'—100' grade = plants ranging to complete pelorism in all axes.

In the generations produced from 1914—19 there were in all 128 fertilisa-

tions of different classes of individuals, recessive (peloric), homozygous dominant

(non-peloric) and heterozygous dominant (non-peloric) plants, and families were

raised. In the table on p. 105 the experimental and theoretical results are

compared. The fertilisations of the classes DD x DD, RR x RR, and DR x DR
include both selfing and crossing. The sum totals of the experimental and

theoretical results are remarkably close
;
being, crowned, 1019 experimental and

1013 theoretical; non-crowned, 1169 experimental and 1175 theoretical.

It must be noted here that a plant was recorded as " peloric " or " crowned " if

it exhibited the least tendency towards pelorism in any of the axes. Taking all

the classes or groups together it may be said that the inheritance of the quality of

pelorism is typically Mendelian. The group RR x RR should include no non-

crowned offspring, and the 7 which occurred were obtained by gradual selection.
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The group in which the experimental result diverged the most widely from the

theoretical result was DR x RR (heterozygous plants crossed with recessives) and

it would be interesting to know whether such is generally the case in Mendelian

inheritance.

Gametic Nature
of

Number
of

Number
of

Number of Croiuiied

Offspring

Number of Non-Crowned
Offspring

Pairings Families Offspring
Experimental Theoretical Experimental Theoretical

DDxDD
RR X RR
DR X DR
DRxDD
DRxRR
DD X RR

16

43
38
5

12

14

266
741

777
93
156
1 55

0
734
187
0
98

. 0

0
741

194

0
78

0

266

7

590
93
58

155

266
0

583
93
78
155

Totals 128 2188 1019 1013 1169 1175

The Inheritance of the Degree or lutensity of Pelorism.

If a peloric plant be crossed with a non-peloric homozygous dominant, the

offspring are heterozygous and non-peloric, and if these are self-fertilised or crossed

together the peloric character re-appears in an apparently unchanged and un-

diluted condition. If, on the other hand, a strongly peloric plant is crossed with

a weakly peloric one the offspring are moi'e or less intermediate, and if the

offspring are selfed or fertilised together the intermediate nature of the peloric

character tends to be retained.

In the accompanying table A, B, G, D, E are plants of various gametic con-

stitution. On selfing {A) the offsjjring were all fully peloric. On selfing some

5 offspring, A, 2—9, the plants produced were all essentially fully crowned.

On crossing two recessive plants {A and E) of different peloric intensities (see

bottom of table) the offspring tended to be intermediate.

On crossing {A) with an ordinary plant {B) the offspring were non-peloric and

heterozygous. On selfing two of these plants, {A x B) pis. 2 and 7, the offspring

were either fully peloric, or non-peloric (heterozygous and homozygous). On
selfing two recessives, {A x B) 2, pis. 8 and 9, obtained from {A x B) pi. 2, the

offspring were all nearly completely peloric. Thus, there was no clearly marked

dilution or apparent contamination by crossing a peloric plant with a non-peloric

one. When, however, the same recessive plant {A) was crossed with a hetero-

zygous plant ((7) having in its gametes a weak peloric tendency of about 35°

there was much variation in the offspring, and on selfing some of these plants,

{A X G) 1, 2, 7, 11, and raising a new generation it was obvious that considerable

dilution of the peloric tendency had occurred. On crossing the same plant (^1)

with a heterozygous plant (D) having a stronger peloric tendency (75°) in its

gametes it was clear that in the next generation raised {A x D) 6, 5, 11 less

dilution had taken place than in the former case.
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Pelorism— Various Pairings.

Peloric Olfspring iloric Peloric Offspring oric

Parentage Offspring (selfed)
s

a<

100° 75° 50° 25°
o
21 100° 75° 50° 25°

S3
O

.1 (100" peloiisiu)

Selfed= A'/i:x A'A'

33 0 0 0 0 A pi. 2 (100" pelorism)
A pi. 3
.1 pi. 4

A pi. 6

A pi. 9

13

3

2
«o

1

1

0
0

0

0
0
0

0

0
0
0

0

0
0
0
A
\J

0

A $ (100" pelurisiu)

X

B (0° pelorism and
homozygous)

A^B=RRxDD

0 0 0 0 13

{A X B) pi. 2 (non-peloric and
heterozygous)

(^1 X B) pi. 7 (non-peloric and
heterozygous)

{AxB) 2 pi. 8 (100° pelorism)
{AxB) -l pi. 9

6

5

12

5

0

0

1

Q

0

0

0
0

0

0

0
Q

21

23

0
Q

C (lifiterozygous)

Selfed=i)^xZ)/e 1 0 2 3 13

A ? (100° pelorism)

X
C ^ (non-crowned and

heterozygous with,

say, 35° pelorism in

gamete)
AxC=-RRxI)R

4 12 3 1 7

(.1 X G) pi. 1 (75° pelorism)

(.1 X G) pi. 2 (50° pelorism)

(.1 X C) pi. 7 (heterozygous)

{A X C) pi. 11 „

20

G

4

7

2

9

1

2

3

2

1

0
1

0
0
10

7

D (heterozygous) selfed 1 1 1 0 8

.1 9 (100° pelorism)

X
Z)(^ (non-crowned and
heterozygous with,

say, 75" j^elorism in

gamete)

11 2 0 0 10
{A X D) pi. 6 (100° pelorism)

(.1 X D) pi. 5

{A X D) pi. 11 (75° pelorism)

17

21

27

2

0
5

2

6

1

0
0
0

0
0
0

^$ (100°) xj? (J (50°) 4 1 3 0 0

In the last generation it will be seen that there was no sharp separation of the

plants into two groups attributable to the two grandparental factors. Thus, in

the case of {A x G) pi. 2 (50°) the offspring are not clearly divisible into those of

100" resembling A, and those of 35" attributable to G ; in other words there was

no obvious segregation into two degrees of pelorism.

On the factorial and chromosome hypotheses we must suppose that the factor

or factors governing the peloric character tend to become mutually changed and

intermediate in nature when the male and female chromosomes containing the

factors for the two degrees of pelorism lie alongside each other in the zygote.

It will be of interest to obtain a general measure of the strength of inheritance

between mid-parent and offspring with respect to the transmission of the degree

or intensity of pelorism. For this purpose only recessives were used, involving
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30 mid-parents. Employing Prof. Karl Pearson's method the accompanying table

gives the correlation surface.

Pelorism—Correlation Table—Recessives. Mid-parent and Offspring.

Offspring. Grade of Pelorism.

Mid-parents.
Grade of

Pelorism

76°—

100°

cn

1°

to
CT>
o

1

p

1—

'

O

1 Totals

r— 25° 6 2 23 18 49
26°— 50° 58 61 68 11 198
51°— 75° 64 31 15 110
76°—100° 143 14 11 5 173

Totals 271 108 117 34 530

The coefficient of correlation, calculated from the table, between mid-parent

and offspring is '52. The result can be regarded as only a very rough approxi-

mation, since a satisfactory method of measuring pelorism has yet to be found.

The figure obtained is somewhat low, but it would seem to indicate that the in-

heritance of the degree of pelorism is of the nature of ordinary blended inheritance.

The point of interest to notice is that the union of two peloric plants of

different peloric intensities influences the gametes, while the union of a peloric

plant with a homozygous non-peloric plant does not very readily affect the purity

of the gametes with respect to pelorism.

Pelorism. Effect of Selection in a homogeneous race.

A peloric plant (C) with pelorism of about 85"" intensity was self-fertilised, and

the offspring, 16 in number, were as follows : 7 with 100 , 4 with 75° and 5

with 50° of pelorism.

Parentage

Crowned Offspring
owned

Parentage

Crowned Offspring 3wned

( Self-fertilisation

)

100° 75° 50° 25°
Not

cr
(Self-fertilisation)

100° 75° 50° 25°
Not

cr(

C(85°)

r

7 4 5

-H
1

0 0
^C2, 11 (75°) 6 13 5 0 0

C 2 (50°) 7

L
10

±
0 0 2, 2 (.50°)

L(7 2, 8 (50°)

2

1

16

13

10

11

0

0

0

0
-C 7 (50°) 17 11 18 2

1

i

0

C7, 10 (25°) ... 0 2 18 2

1
.

1

5

C 7, 10, 20 (25°) 0 0 1 2 7
1 —C 7, 10, 20, 4 (0°) 0 0 0 0 6
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Two of these plants of 5(f (G 2 and 7) were selfed, and the generation raised

exhibited a lowered pelorism. The various selections made and the results

obtained are shown in the accompanying table. It will be seen that finally on

the selling of plant G 7, 10, 20, 4 (0
')
only non-peloric offspring were obtained.

2. General Coloration of the Corolla.

As described in the previous report {loc. cit.) the intensity of the purple

coloration was measured by comparing it with a colour-scale founded on the

intensity of colour by transmitted light of varying depths of a standard colour-

solution.

Purple and white foxgloves exhibit the ordinary Mendelian relationship, purple

being dominant. A confusing aspect of the problem is introduced by the fact

that " white " foxgloves are not necessarily entirely white, since they may exhibit

a faint purple coloration which on the colour-scale adopted may amount to

about 5. On crossing such a plant with an ordinary purple plant segregation

occurs when the hetcrozygcjus offspring are self-fertilised. Any higher coloration,

say 10—15, does not exhibit segregation, but gives a blended inheritance, and

such a plant is to be regarded as a very pale purple one and not " white." From

certain observati(jns that have been made it is probable that a similar condition

occurs in the Blue Agapanthus lily, since some of the " white " plants have flowers

faintly tinged with blue. It is quite likely that the phenomenon is general, and it

may throw an important light on the physical theory of heredity. Possibly it

may be surmised that a factor for a coloration of less than 5 units is unable

to blend with, or influence, the factor controlling a higher coloration, in that we

have reached the lowest dynamic unit.

Of the ten original plants, five were purple and homozygous, four were; purple

and heterozygous and one was white or recessive. These were very variously

crossed in all manner of ways. In the accompanying table the experimental

results are compared with the Mendelian expectation for the different gametic

pairings.

General Guloratioii of Corolla—Breeding ResulU.

Gametic Nature Number Number White Purple

of of of

Pairings Families Offspriiij;
Experimental Expectation Experimental Expectation

DDy.DD 120 1620 2+ 3 0 1615 1620

RR X RR 17 336 330 336 6 0

DR X DR 50 785 190 196 595 589

DR X DD 11 103 0 0 103 103

DR X RR 8 76 24 38 52 38

DD X RR 8 87 0 0 87 87

Totalw 214 3007 549 570 2458 2437
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In the gametic group DD x DD (homozygous purple x homozygous pui'ple)

there were 1620 offspring. These should have been all purple, but there were two

white plants which occurred in two deeply coloured families and three white

plants which occurred in one pale-coloured family. I do not believe that there

was contamination, and it is probable that the two former plants were sports,

while the three latter plants were produced by selection.

In the group RR x RR (white x white) there were 336 offspring, and these

should have been all white, but there were six pale-coloured plants. The difficulty

in distinguishing a tinged " white " plant from a pale-coloured plant may account

for this result, but I favour the view that we are here witnessing the beginning of

a coloured race.

The result given by DR x DR (heterozygous purple x heterozygous purple) is

very closely Mendelian. Out of 785 offspring there were 190 white plants while

the expectation was 196.

Heterozygous plants crossed with dominants {DR x DD) gave nothing but

coloured plants, and this was also the case with dominants crossed with recessives

{DD X RR).

The gametic groiip DR x RR (heterozygous plants x recessives) gave a result

which diverged rather widely from the expectation : there were insufficient whites,

there being 24 whites and .52 purples instead of 38 of each. The numbers are

somewhat small for drawing conclusions, but it is important to notice that in the

character of pelorism it was the same gametic group which diverged the most

widely of all the classes from the theoretical expectation. On the chromosome

hypothesis it may be conjectured that possibly preferential pairing of the male

and female chromosomes may explain the discrepancy.

The Inheritance of the Intensity of Coloration.

On crossing a purple homozygous plant with a white plant the offspring were

all hetei'ozygous and all coloured, but the intensity of the coloration was mostly

reduced very considerably. On selling these offspring the next generation yielded

some homozygous dominants in which the original colour-intensity of the grand-

parent was regained
;
thus, at first sight it appeared that there had been no real

dilation of the colour by crossing with the white. This was my Hrst impression

from the earlier results, but with more extended experience I found that there

was certain evidence that the crossing with the white did have some deleterious

action on the intensity of the coloration of the dominant grandchildren, although

the coloration which appeared was much greater than a half and half blend with

white.

If two homozygous dominants of marked difference in colour-intensity were

crossed, the offspring tended to be intermediate. On selling these offspring the

next generation was similarly intermediate, and there was no segregation into the

two different intensities of the grandparents. Thus a true blend of the two
intensities had taken place.
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I

In the accompanying table the results of some instructive crossings and self-

fertilisations are given. In Series I two dominants {E and F) of different colour-

intensities were selfed and the families raised showed that the parents were homo-

zygous. On crossing {E) and {F) a family of intermediate offspring was obtained.

Colour- Intensity— Various Pairings.

No. of

Series

Gametic
Con-

stitution
Parentagp

Colour-Scale— Offspring

Mean of

Coloured
Offspring

Mid-
Parental
Colour

Coloured plants

to

M
CO

o
f

to

*s

CD
Oi

i
o
CO

00o
r
CD

*S

C
r

CD

o
I"

*%

r
*^
CD

toO
r
w

i"

CD

o
r

I DDxDD
DD X DD
DDxDD
DDxDD
DDxDD

£ (selfed)

F (selfed)

9^x6F
{ExF) pi. 16 (selfed) ...

\e X F) \± Q ...

90
08

79

61

—

2—
—
—
—

0—
—
2—

5—
4

6—

8

6
3

2

1

3

5—
10 1

—
—
—
— —

83

64
71
87

56

11 DDx RR
DR X DR

$^Xc? (White)
A' X (White) pi. 18 (selfed)

45

71 — — 1 1

11

5

1

1

4

1

2

1 —
—
2

-

60
66

1 1

1

DJJ X DJJ
f \ 71 ^ ly TiUD X /l/l

DR X DR
lilt.. 1 \ 1

1

DR X DH

u t^seiicii^ . . . ... ...

O R\i J: /WTnTF")Y-L>X(^ t^vvrlillli^ ...

{B X White) pi. 1 (selfed)

( Z> X VV HiiJttjy pi. O ^weiicuy

95
47

80
32

3

3

2

1

0 2 3

1

6

4

1

1

4

2

1

2

1

3 5

102
59
64
31

l\' DD X DD
DR X DR
DD X DR
DDxDD
DDxDD

7? (selfed)

A (selfed)

?5xc?.l
(5 x^) pi. 7 (selfed) ...

(5 xyl) pi. 2 (selfed) ...

95

70
82

130
65

0

0
1

2

1

3

3

4

4

12

2

6

12

4

13

13

1

4

2

12

1 7

102

70
105
87

67

DD X DD B (selfed) 95 3 0 2 3 6 1 102

DR X DR (• (selfed) 34
2

1 9 2 4 40

DD X DR ^BxSC 65 4 2 53

50DD X DD (/;x 6') pi. 8 (selfed) 50 2 1

DDxDD pi. 4 50 4 17 3 59

DD X DD I'l- '
58 5

6

4 1 1 60'

nn X DD pi. 6 68 14 9 54

DDx DD Pl- 1 70 2 4 20 4 74

Two of these offspring were selected, {E x F) pis. 16 and 9, as widely divergent

from each other as possible, and selfed. In the families obtained there was no

tendency for the occurrence of segregation into the two colour-intensities of {E)

and {F) respectively. There was thus a definite blend, and the means of the two

families approached the respective colour-intensities of the two self-fertilised

plants.

In Series II the same homozygous dominant plant {E), with colour-intensity of

90", was crossed with a white plant and all the offspring were heterozygous and

intermediate. On selling one of the darker coloured offspring, no. 18, the dominant

plants raised tended to be of about the same colour-intensity as the grandparent
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{E). In Series III a dark-coloured homozygous dominant plant {B) was also

crossed with a white plant. One of the darkest heterozygous offspring {B x White)

pi. 1 was selfed and the coloured plants raised tended to be paler than the grand-

parent, but the family was small.

In Series IV the dark-coloured homozygous plant (B) was crossed with a dark

heterozygous plant (^1). From the offspi'ing raised, two were selected and selfed,

one very dark and the other moderately dark. The two families included only

coloured plants, and consequently the parents may be supposed to have been

homozygous. The moderately dark parent {B x A) pi. 2 failed to produce any

offspring as dark as the grandparent {B).

In Series V the same plant {B) was crossed with a light heterozygous plant

(C). From the offspring produced five homozygous dominants were selfed, and in

the five families raised only two plants reached the colour-intensity of the grand-

parent {B).

On taking all these results together it may be said that there is evidence for

the view that crossing a dark race of foxgloves with white plants tends to dull the

colour-intensity of homozygous dominants of subsequent generations.

General Coloration—Strength of Inheritance and Effect of Selection.

In 1914 a dark-coloured homozygous plant (^4 $ ) was crossed with a somewhat

pale-coloured heterozygous plant (Cj </) = DZ) x = III. The offspring would

consist theoretically of approximately equal numbers of dominants and hetero-

zygous individuals. The reciprocal cross (C, $ x B^cf) was also made = II. Several

dominants were selfed and families were raised. Out of these families certain

plants were selected and selfed and new fixmilies werQ obtained. This procedure

was continued until 1917, and the results are given in the accompanying table.

The families of the different years are arranged in ascending order of the colour-

intensities of the parents. On comparing the means of the families with the

colour-grade of the parents (shown in brackets) it will be at once seen that small

variations in the colour-intensity of the parents tended to be transmitted to the

offspring. It is obvious that the table exhibits the effect of selection in self-

fertilised homozygous generations.

For example we may take the following

:

Homozygous plant, IT. 1 had a colour of 70 and a mean of offsprino; 74

An oftkpi'iiig of above, IT. 1, 4 „ 74 „ „ ,, 82

A71 offspring of above, II. 1, 4, 17 „ „ 110 „ „ ,, 95

Homozygous plant, III. 2 „ „ 75 ,, „ 66

All offspring of above. III. 2, 1 „ „ 66 ,, ,, ,, 55

An offspring of above, III. 2, 1, 18 „ „ '«) „ ,, „ 85

An offspring of above, III. 2, 1, 18, 28 „ „ 95 „ „ „ 100

Reverse selection is shown also :

Homozygous plant, TIT. 2 „ „ 75 „ „ „ 66

An offspring of above, III. 2, 5 „ „ 52 „ „ ,, 57

An off'spring of above, III. 2, 5, 5 „ „ 40 „ „ „ 41

An offspring of above. III. 2, 5, 5, 12 „ „ .30 „ „ „ .32
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Inheritance of Colour-Intensity among Dominants.

IJR
X
DD

Dominant Generations (Self-fertilisation)

Grades of

Colour-

Scale

(Offspring)

o"

X

il

CD
"

—

s

a?
55-

CC

1—

1

-t

1—

1

1—

1

CD

'ST

cd'

1—1

-+

CD'

1—

1

Ol

-f

1—

1

CD_

cd"

1—

1

h—

1

CD^

cd"

h—

1

1—

1

CD^

oi

—

1—

1

1—

1

1-

Ol

!z!

Ol

1—

1

io

O
o^

of

s

lO

CD

cd'

h—

1

1—

H

SB-

CO

1—

1

Ol

>—

1

1—

(

1^

-f

30— 39
40— 49
50- 59
60— 69
70— 79
80— 89

2

0

4

1

1

3
8

12

1

1

8

13

4

3

1

9

14

1

4
15

6 1

/

2

2

15 5

7

1

7

2

1

7

8

2

6

1

3 4

6

5

2

4

3

1

2

5

1

3

4 3
1

1

3

3

2

1

0
6 1 —

90— 99
100—109
110—119
120-129

4

1

3

1

2

4

1

0
1

0
2

Jfeans 53 59 54 74 51 66 54 62 66 69 64 64 82 78 70 59 65 71 81 95

Grades of

Colour-

Scale

(Offspring)

CO

X

II

3

S

cS 1—

1

S~o

of
t—

1

ST

(jf

1—

I

1—

1

1—

1

:d

CO
T—

1

of
^-^
1—

1

1—

1

CD

(?f

1—

1

1—

1

1—

1

oc

of

1—

1

1—

1

in

of
1—

1

1—

1

HH

00

of
1—

1

oT
CD

of

0?
1^

o"

Ol
1—

1

1—

1

1—1

a

of

CO

Ol

o~

of
1—

(

1—

1

CO

of
1—

1

1—

1

1—

1

1—

1

of
1—

1

1—

1

COl

2-
o

of
1—

1

HH

o

(N

O

of

1—

1

—1

00

(N
1—1

ocT

of

1—

1

S-
f—

(

oq

GC
1—

1

of
1—

1

1—

1

1—

1

05

00
Ol

00

of
1—

f

20— 29
30_ 39
40— 49
50— 59
GO— 69
70— 79
80— 89
90— 99
100—109
110—119

1

0
1

0
2

I

4

17

9

1

3

9

3

2

3

6

2

3

1

5

5

2

0
1

G

11

1

1

11

9

0

4

7

2

8

5 5

4

1

1

0
2

2

4
2

1

1

2

3

2

'J
.5

7 2

4

1

2

5

4

2

6

2 1

0
0
2

1

1

1

3

0
1

2

2

1

4

9

4_ _

1 8

120—129
130—139

0
]

4

1

Means 67 66 57 54 60 55 71 69 41 47 62 68 85 32 43 47 44 74 75 91 100

Thus, starting with a plant of about 70 colour-intensity we arrive by selection

of self-fertilised plants at mean family intensities of 100 in one direction and 32 in

the reverse direction.

In another series, starting with a homozygous dominant plant of colour-

intensity of about 11, I have by selection obtained plants in which the corolla

exhibited no general tint. On selfing the pale plant no white plants occurred,
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and the offspring were all pale-coloured; but when the intensity was decreased by

selection to about 4, the " white " plants showed Mendelian segregation, for the

offspring arising from the plants produced from a cross with a dark-coloured

plant were sharply divisible into strongly coloured and " white " individuals.

As a further example of selection, I started with a homozygous medium-

coloured (48) plant (G). This was selfed and a family of 31 coloured plants was

raised, there were no whites. Thus, the parent plant may be regarded as homo-

zygous. A plant ((? 3) in this family, not far removed in colour (55) from the

average, was selfed and the resulting family had a mean coloiir approximating to

the colour of the parent. A light-coloured (27) plant {G 3, 20) and a dark (81)

plant (G 3, 13) in this last family were selfed also, and the two families raised

tended to resemble their respective parents. In a succeeding generation further

progress was obtained in securing a dark race and a pale race. The necessary

details are given in the accompanying diagrammatic table. The families printed

in heavy type are those leading to a dark race, while those in ordinarj' type are

passing into a light race.

Formation of Light and Dark Races from a Dominant

(homozygous) G.

Parents

Number

G (selfed)

0 pi. 3

a .3, pi. 20
a 3, pi. 13

G 3, pi. 20
G 3, 13, pi.

Colour

k8
r>5

38
81

27
80

Offspring—Scale of Colour

Oo

l1 1

C;.

in

1 1

03

11^ 1

-fc-

1

*~

1

-t.

1 9 15 6
2 1 0 4

4

3

1

I

2 3 2 2 2 3
4 .5 2

2 6 2

Correlation Table—Colour-Intensity—Dominants {homozygous).

Series II and III.

Parents.

Grade of

Colour-
Intensity

>~4

1

1-.*

'o

f f r

5S

? T

L_L.

f
O
1

(0

f

O
ur

K

30— 39 1 4 9 3 17

40— 49 2 7 26 29 10 74
50— 59 4 31 38 23 4 100
GO— 00 3 18 37 31 13 1 103
70— 7,9 2 2 8 19 54 50 9 0 1 145
80— 89 2 5 4 3 2 1 17

90— 99 2 5 9 7 \b 8 5 5 5 61

100—109 0
110—119 2 0 1 3

120—lf29 1 5 2 1 9

Totals 2 5 11 13 28 36 91 134 112 G9 25 3 529

Bioiuetiika xiv 8
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In the last table, p. 113, a correlation surface is shown between parents and

offspring. It is formed from the series of families given in the table preceding the

last, and arising by self-fertilisation.

The constants calculated from the table are : standard deviation of weighted

parents 1'7805 units, and of offspring 1'8962 units, coefficient of correlation "707.

In this table 39 families were involved, as detailed in the previous table.

The starting points were four homozygous dominant plants occurring in the two

families raised from the reciprocal crosses {G^ x B^) and (i^j x C,).

3. Brown Spots.

The amount of spotting on the inside of the corolla is not closely correlated to

the intensity of the general purple coloration of the flower, for even in white

plants the spots may be numerous and of a deep purple colour. In coloured

plants the spots were almost always dark purple. As a very rare exception in the

coloured plants (4 plants in about 2500) some of the spots were russet brown, and

in the case of the larger spots there was a iniddle area of brown bordered by a

margin of purple. In white flowers the spots were fairly frequently brownish-

green or brown. In such brown spotted white flowers I could never detect the

slightest tinge of purple on the general surface of the corolla, while in purple-

spotted white flowers a faint tinge of purple could often be seen. The brown

spots of white flowers might not become visible until the flowers were on the

point of fading, and in the case of any given white plant it was wholly impossible

to affirm that brown spots were, or would be, entirely absent from all of the

flowers.

With the exception of the four plants mentioned above there was a sharp dis-

continuity to the naked eye between purple spots and brown spots, intermediate

conditions being absent. The brown colouring matter may be regarded as altered

or decomposed anthocyanin. In purple spots a microscopic examination often

showed a certain amount of decomposition
;
but, with the exception of the four

plants, the amount was not enough to alter the colour of the spots sufficiently for

detection by the naked eye. Thus, the discontinuity lies between a normal small

amount of decomposition, and an abnormal entire decomposition. It may be

stated that under ordinary circumstances brown or greenish spots (as seen by the

naked eye) are linked to a perfectly white corolla, but purple spots occur in both

purple and " white " flowers, and an apparently perfectly white corolla may also

bear purple spots.

If a brown spotted plant is crossed with a purple spotted one the offspring are

all purple spotted and heterozygous. The brown spotted condition is inherited in

Mendelian fashion, and is recessive to purple spots.

No special crossings have been made to investigate the matter, and the results

which ai'e given below are merely picked out from the records of the numerous

families which have been raised for other purposes.
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In the accompanying table it is useless to include families in which there was

no taint of whiteness, since all the individuals (except 4 plants out of 2500) had

purple spots.

Bi^oivn Spots—Families White or Some Taint of Whiteness.

rrfl.mpt'.ip ^nf.nrp

of

Pairings

1.1 Li 1 1-1 UXdL

of

Families

iri \JLLLi UUi

of

Offspring

Purple Spotted Brown Spotted

Experimental
Mendelian
Expectation

Experimental
Mendelian
Expectation

DD X DD
RR X RR
DR X DR
DR X DD
DR X RR
DD X RR

13

11

13

15

1

6

344
169
213
137

8

70

344
0

166
137

3

70

344
0

160
137

4

70

0
169

47
0
5

0

0
169
53
0
4

0

Totals 59 941 720 715 221 226

It is obvious from the table that the brown spotted condition exhibits Men-

delian inheritance.

4. Inheritance of Certain Sport Abnormalities.

Crenate Margin.—In a homogeneous family of 29 plants there appeared one

plant in which the free edge of the mouth of the flower exhibited a well-marked

serrated condition. All the flowers of a main-axis of considerable size were,

similarly affected, and later, lateral flowering axes were formed, and the flowers

were also serrate. The character was sufficiently marked to be noticeable at a

casual glance of the plant, and since all the numerous flowers were alike in this

particular, the character was clearly inherent in the plant, and was not due to a

chance environmental disturbance influencing a young growing axis or certain

flower-buds. The plant was self-fertilised, and it was confidently expected that

the character would reappear in the offspring. Out of a family of some 20 plants

12 flowered and no sign of the peculiar serrated condition could be detected in

any one of the plants. Here we have a conspicuous chai'acter in a large healthy

plant affecting every flower of all the flowering axes, and yet apparently it was

incapable of being transmitted to the offspring.

Sjilit Corolla.—In a homogeneous family (XXXIV) of 27 plants there appeared

one plant in which in the great majority of the numerous flowers the corolla was

symmetrically divided into an upper, a lower and two lateral pieces by four lateral

splits extending down to the base of the flower. The plant was a large, healthy

one and produced a number of similar lateral axes. At least 90 "/^ of the flowers

were completely split (PI. I, fig. 10).

In a family (VIII 7) unrelated to the above there were 16 plants, and of

these, four plants were similarly affected. In one of these plants practically all

H—

2
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(99 of the flowers were entirely split into four pieces, while in the remaining

three plants some 50—60 7o of the flowers were split. All the plants were large

and vigorous. It was thought that very probably the character would exhibit

Mendelian inheritance. The results of crossing and selfing are shown in the

accompanying table.

Inheritance of Split Corolla.

Mid-par

degree
Splitt:

o o o oc o o
-t

o o o

1-3

'/}

II «
II

3
.JO o

05

fM
a

1—

1

Registered

XXXIV

(.selfed)

III

7

(selfed)

1—

1

X

o

>
1—

(

X
X J.

pi.

9

(selfed)

..

J.

pi.

18

(selfed)

..

J.

pi.

6

(selfed)

..

J.

18

pi.

11

(selfed)

J.

18

pi.

4

(selfed)

J.

18

pi.

10

(selfed)

6,
1

(selfed)

XXIV

(selfed)

1—

1

X
X
X
X

O

<o J.

pi.

9

(selfed)

..

J.

pi.

16

(selfed)

..

J.

16

pi.

14

(selfed)

> X «j cc «2 r/3 w cc l-H X 1—

1

K w

<u
ti
03

No Splitting 2(i 12 8 7 2 3 1 0 0 9 26 12 15 10 10

Percei

litting

1^14
15—29

0
0

0
0

6

3

3

0
4

0

2

0
1

0
2

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1

0
. ft 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
a
o

£1.

45—59
00—74

0

0
1

2

0
0

1

1

1

1

1

3

0
3

0
2

0
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

Offs 75—99 1 1 0 2 5 4 1 1 3 0 1 0 0 0 0

The first mentioned plant (XXXIV 4) with 90 of the flowers split was

crossed with an unrelated plant with some 99 of the flowers split (5th vertical

column of table). Of the 17 offspring 8 plants were wholly unsplit, while the

remainder exhibited the character in a very greatly weakened condition. Three

of these offspring, S. J. nos. 9, 18 and 6 having 0°/^, 13% and 18 7o of the

flowers split respectively, were selfed, and the families raised all contained some

plants very conspicuously split, but the character was more mai'ked in the two

families raised from parents 18 and 6 which showed some degree of splitting. In

a subsequent generation (S. J. 18 pi. 4 and S. J. 18 pi. 10) raised by selfing, the

character became very strongly pronounced.

An unrelated non-split plant (II 6, 1) was crossed with the first mentioned

plant having at least 90°/^, of the flowers split (XXXIV 4). In the family of
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12 plants raised none of the plants exhibited splitting. Two of these offspring

(R. J. nos. 9, 16) were selfed and no splitting occurred in the two families.

Another generation was raised from R. J. 16, plant 14 and some re-appearance of

splitting was detected. The table includes all the split plants which have occurred

among some 3000 plants which have been under observation.

The results obtained indicate that heredity has some influence, but the data

are insufficient for determining the nature of the transmission which does not

bear a Mendelian aspect.

Greased Upper Lip.—In a certain plant in the majority of the flowers the

upper surface and lip exhibited a conspicuous pucker or crease. This plant was

crossed with an unrelated normal plant with no crease. Most of the seedlings

were killed by the violent elements, but four plants were raised, and in one,

a number of flowers exhibited a crease, which, however, was much less developed

than in the paternal parent. The data are scanty, but the hereditary trans-

mission does not seem to be Mendelian.

Spontaneous Appearance of White plants.—Among the numerous homozygous

dominant coloured families that have been raised a white plant appeared spon-

taneously on two occasions in two unrelated families. These plants, of course,

bred true, and as there was no evidence of contamination of the seed the plants

must be regarded as new sports.

5. Inheritance of Seed-Length.

The mean length of the seed varied considerably in different plants. No
discontinuous variation could be detected, and inheritance was of the blended

type. Ten seeds were taken at random from one or more capsules of a number

of plants of certain series and the means determined. The seeds of a capsule

exhibited a moderate amount of variation, but they were monomorphic in varietal

crossings, and not dimorphic as was noticed in an interspecific crossing. The
distribution was more or less normal. Unfortunately there was very considerable

variation in the mean size of the seeds in different capsules of the same plant,

and consequently no very accurate determination of the strength of inheritance

was possible with this character without an excessive number of measurements.

As it was, the investigation entailed the measurement of about 1000 seeds.

A plant, Ci (mean seed-length 639 units), was crossed with (mean seed-

length C28 units) and a family was raised ; x B^^ II. In family II twelve

plants were selfed, namely II 1, II 2 ... II 12, the seeds were measured and twelve

families were obtained. In family II 1 three plants were selfed and the seed-

length determined, namely (II 1) 1, (II 1) 2 and (II 1) 4. The means of the seed-

lengths of these three plants were compared with the seed-length of the parent

II 1. Similarly, for example, in family II 1, 2 two plants were selfed, namely
(II 1, 2) 5 and (II 1, 2) 20, and the means of the seed-lengths of these two plants

were compared with the seed-length of the parent II 1, 2. The data are given in

the accompanying table.
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Mean Seed-length, Parents and Offspring.

Parent (selfed) Ott'spring (selfed) Parent (selfed) Offspring (selfed) Parent (selfed) Offspring (selfed)

Desig-

nation

ivieau

Seed-
length

Desig-

nation
Seed-
length

Desig- 1

nation
|

ivieain

Seed-

length

Desig-

nation

A/Ton 1-1

Seed-

length

Desig-

nation

iviean

Seed-
1 f>n erf rtioll^ til

Desig-

nation

ivieau

Seed-
1 o yi (T f »!

II 1 606 II 1, 1

li 1, z

II 1, 4

572

649

T T 1 T T 1 Q11 4, O

II 4, 12 598
II 9 653 II 9, 3

II 10 646 II 10, 1

11 10, Z

II 10, 5

II 10, 7

II \0, 8

II 10, 13

660
oby
649
66D
713
681

II 6 620 II 6, 1

II 6, 3

II 6 4

II 6^ 11

621
641

670
695

II 1, 2 668 II 1, 2, 5

II 1, 2, 20
668
642

II 1, 4 649 II I, 4, 3

II 1,4, 17

655

674 II 6, 11 695 II 6, 11, 6 665

II 2 528 II 2, 1

II 2, 3

II 2, 5

II 2, 16

624
582
637
566

II 7 547 II 7, 1

II 7, 12

II 7, 14

671

570
624

II 10, 1 660 II 10, 1, 18 642

II 10, 5 649 II 10, 5, 5

II 10, 5,10
II 10,5,18

598
629

II 7, 1 671 117, 1, 7 649
649

653
II 3 629 II 3, 1

II 3, 4

II 3, 15

686
686
672

II 10, 7 660 II 10, 7, 9
II 8 620 II 8, 2

II 8, 3

629
624

II 11 615 II 11, 8 617

II 4 592 II 4,2
II 4, 6

668
657

II 9 653 II 9, 2

II 9, 11

II 9, 10

633
620
630

II 12 679 II 12, 9 642

Ci (self-pollen) seed-length= 639

Di (self-pollen) „ =628

Ci {Bi pollen)
,, =642, these last seeds produced fam. II.

The coefficient of correlation, calculated from the above nunibers, between

parents (selfed) and offspring (selfed) is "378. This is low for mid-parental corre-

lation ; but as all the generations arose by self-fertilisation we ought to have

practically no correlation at all according to the pure-line hypothesis, for the two

original parents (Cj and Bi) were closely similar to each other in the character

under investigation.

6. Purple Spotting of the Corolla.

The purple spotting of the lower surface of the corolla-tube and lower lip

varied greatly in the original parent plants, and the character was obviously

inherited. The amount of spotting had little relationship to the intensity of the

general coloration of the corolla, and " white " flowers were sometimes richly

spotted with purple.

The percentage area of the lower surface covered with spots was estimated by

comparing the flowers with a seiies of diagrams each covered with a definitely

known percentage of spotting. With practice it was found that sufficiently

uniform results could be obtained by this method.
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In plants which had lost completely the power of producing any purple

coloration whatever, the spots were brown and usually small and scanty, and

among such plants an almost entire absence of spots of any kind occasionally

occurred. We have already seen that with regard to the colour of the spots

(brown and purple) Mendelian segregation takes place.

In the inheritance of the amount of purple spotting no Mendelian relationship

could be detected. The smallest amount of purple spotting met with in coloured

foxgloves equalled about 1 %> '•^^^^^ the maximum about 10^/^. It will be re-

membered that on crossing a dark purple plant with a plant bearing flowers very

faintly tinged with purple (say, colour 4 of standard), definite segregation into

" white " and purple plants occurred in the second generation following ; but on

crossing a plant possessing an abundance of purple spots (say, 50 °/^) with a plant

bearing very few purple spots (say, 2 °/,^ or 3 °/^) no such segregation was found,

and the spotting tended to remain intermediate in amount.

In the numerous crosses that have been made for various purposes the con-

dition of the spotting was observed, and it is undoubtedly true that the means of

the spotting of the families resulting from the crosses tended on the average

to approximate to the spotting of the mid-parent, ^ {^^ + $ ) No difference could

be detected between the reciprocal crosses of two plants.

Influence of Selection and Strength of Inheritance in Selffertilised Generations.

In this connection details of Series II and III may be given (see p. 120). Plant

Ci with 11 7o spotting was crossed with pollen of plant with spotting 48 "/^ = II.

Seven of the offspring were selfed and the spotting of the resulting fixmilies was

determined. Subsequently two other generations were raised by selfing. Plant

was crossed with pollen of = III. Four of the offspring were selfed and sub-

sequently three other generations were raised by self-fertilisation.

The distributions of the spotting in the families of the different generations are

shown in the accompanying table. In each generation the families are arranged

in the ascending order of the parental spotting (see the top and middle horizontal

lines). A casual inspection indicates at once that the general trend of the family-

distributions follows the gradual increase in the spotting of the parents.

As an example of selection we may take :

III 2 (9 7J selfed produced with others a plant TII 2, 5 (15 7

J

III 2, 5 (15 7J selfed „ „ „ III 2, 5, 10 (22 7J
III 2, 5, 10 (22 7J selfed „ „ „ III 2, 5, 10, 17 (27 7J
III 2, 5, 10, 17 (27 selfed produced a family with mean spotting of 39 '7o

Thus, we have passed from a plant with 9 7o spotting to a plant with 27 7o;

which on selfing produced a family with a mean spotting of 39 °/^.

With reference to the strength of inheritance two tables are given on p. 121,

one for parents and offspring, and one for grandparents and grandchildren. The

respective coefficients of correlation are '560 and "395. This correlation does not

arise by the mixture of two races which have been sorted out by segregation
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daring the different self-fertilised generations. Inspection of the tables shows

that the distributions of the various families give no indication whatever of the

occurrence of segregation into little spotted and much spotted plants. The

gradual rise in the degree of spotting of the different parents is followed by a

gradual increase in the spotting of the respective families obtained by self-

fertilisation. The fact that the correlation between the grandparents and grand-

children is less than that between the parents and offspring is further evidence

that the small, apparently fortuitous, variations in spotting occurring among self-

fertilised generations are inherited. This result is opposed to the pure-line

hypothesis, according to which such small variations are regarded as slightly

different expressions of the same identical character which remains unchanged in

its essence from one self-fertilised generation to another. If such were the case

Correlation Table—Spotting—Parents and Offspring. Series II and III.

Offspring. Grades of Spotting.

Parents.

Grades
of

Spotting

Co

I

-Is-

1 I 1

to

j ! 1

16—19

r 1 T f'

Od

Totals

0— 1 6 8 15

2 7 1 10
8—11 _ 2 2 18 18 17 10 1 68
13—15 1 8 28 40 68 19 5 2 171
16—19 1 1 5 14 10 28 34 33 49 20 1 ] 96
30—3.-1 2 3 5 4 9 16 25 26 25 17 3 1 136
34—37 2 5 6 3 8 15 14 10 3 1 67
38—31 1 3 3 6 10 9 4 10 2 2 50
33—35 0
36—39 0

0

U—Jt7 2 1
'

~ 3

Totals 2 9 14 19 32 45 87 108 138 165 69 25 3 716

Correlation Table—Spotting—Grandparents and Grandchildren.

Series II and III.

Grandchildren. Grades of Spotting.

Grand- is (a
parents. to to

Totals
Grades of 1

T r t 1 f 1 1 f

Spotting to to

8—11 1 4 2 6 8 19 35 19 5 2 101
12—15 1 1 2 5 4 17 21 20 31 10 12 124
16—19 2 3 6 12 9 20 22 2.5 37 15 2 1 154
20—33 2 4 1 1 4 7 9 15 13 3 1 60
24—27 1 6 4 7 8 0 4 30
28—31 2 3 1 4 7 8 6 8 1 40

Totals 7 12 17 30 33 66 66 91 117 47 20 3 509
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the small variations would be fluctuating, non-inheritable variations ; but the

results in the present case are definitely against a supposition of this kind.

It might be urged by some that the result is really due to the existence of

genotypes, and that variations within the limits of each genotype are not inherit-

able. The distributions of the families in the table do not indicate the occurrence

of genotypes of any considerable magnitude. If the genotypes are supposed to be

very small the practical result would become indistinguishable from the inherit-

ance of continuous variations.

7. Ratio of Breadth to Length of Corolla.

The breadth was measured as the maximum horizontal width across the

mouth of the corolla of a fully expanded flower in which the anthers had opened

;

the length was the maximum distance measured along the mid-adcauline surface

with the lower lip stretched out straight in the long axis of the flower. It is

convenient to express the ratio in the form, 1000. The mean of the
Length

ratios of the four lowest flowers of an axis was taken as the mean of the plant.

The original parent plants varied widely in this ratio, and the families raised

by selfing tended to have the same ratio as their parents.

A plant bearing wide flowers was crossed with one having narrow flowers, and

the offspring tended to be intermediate. On selfing these offspring the new

generation exhibited, of course, considerable variation, but taken as a whole the

intermediate condition was retained, and there was clearly no segregation into

wide flowers and narrow flowers. Thus, the different degrees of this character

blend readily on crossing, and the mode of inheritance is very similar to that of

the spotted condition.

The results of a multitude of crossings of plants bearing variously shaped flowers

have been carefully determined and tabulated, and there is no question about the

general accuracy of the statement made above. In the present place we may
confine our attention to the self-fertilised generations of Series II and III (p. 123).

A plant { % Ci) with relatively wide flowers (ratio 608) was crossed with a

plant ((/ jBj) having relatively narrow flowers (ratio 487). The family (= II) had

flowers approximately intermediate. The reciprocal cross = III. The distributions

of the families of the various generations raised by selfing are shown in the

accompanying table. The families of- each generation are given in an ascending

order of the ratios of the parents. As in the case of the character of spotting it

will be seen that there is a clearly marked tendency for the mean ratios of the

families to approximate to the ratios of the respective parents. In none of the

families do we find any definite segregation into plants with wide flowers and

plants with narrow flowers resembling those of the two progenitors of the series.

Wide and narrow races could be raised by selection using only self-fertilisation.

Thus in family III with a mean ratio of 531 there was a single plant (III 2)

with as high a ratio as 575. This was selfed and the mean ratio of the offspring
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was 574. In this family there was a phxnt (III 2, 1) with a ratio of 533 and the

mean of offspring =563. Ill 2, 1, 18 (ratio 551) produced a family with mean

561, and III 2, 1, 18, 28 (ratio 598) produced a fomily with a mean of 606.

In the reverse direction, through III 2, IJI 2, 5, III 2, 5, 10 and III 2, 5, 10, 22

we pass from a parent of ratio 575 to a family having a mean ratio of 477.

With the data given in the preceding table, correlation tables have been

prepared for parents and offspring, and grandparents and grandchildren.

Correlation Table—Ratios of Corolla—Parents and Offspring.

Series II and III.

Offspring.

Parents.

Grades of

Ratios Y 1000
f

« CO

590—619 560—589 530—559 ?
is
CO

r

4>.

?

-b-

T

Go

1

CO

J

CO

1

Totals

410—JfJ9 1 0 1 4 5 4 15

440—460 1 1 8 8 6 1 25

470—499 4 16 39 35 23 11 3 1 132

500—529 2 3 8 15 28 45 40 28 6 2 1 178

530—559 1 6 15 29 47 38 32 7 3 178

560—5S9 2 12 15 30 34 18 13 2 126

590—619 I 2 9 18 14 5 49

620—649 0

650—679 2 3 2 2 0 1 10

Totals 1 9 33 58 95 131
j

143 132 73 30 6 2 713

Correlation Table—Ratios of Corolla—Grandparents and Grandchildren.

Series II and III.

Grandchildren.

Grandparents.
Grades of

Eatios y 1000

1
680—709 650—679

0^

f
-b-
'o

590—619

010
1

CO

530—559 500—529

^!

"0

4^

1

4;^

4?-

T

CO

^0

0
1

CO

350—379
Totals

440—469 1 0 3 9 9 7 29

470—499 2 3 10 15 11 3 1 1 46
500—520 4 22 36 25 22 12 2 123
530—559 1 3 14 38 37 34 24 16 9 2 1 179
560—589 2 8 10 18 33 21 21 3 2 118
590—619 0
620—649 0
650—679 2 3 3 1 1

1 10

Totals 1 7 25 51 63 93 94 86 54 26 4 1 505

The coefficients of correlation are "601 for parents and offspring and '492 for

grandparents and grandchildren. The latter figure is somewhat high ; but taking

the results altogether they are incompatible with any notion of pui'e-lines.
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8. General Conclusions.

In the various characters that have been dealt with in the crossing of different

strains of the garden foxglove we have seen that in pclorism, colour of corolla and

colour of spots, the mode of inheritance is Mendelian with reference to the

qualities : peloric and non-peloric, purple and white corolla, purple spots and

brown spots. If, however, there are any marked differences in the intensities

of these qualities, the mode of inheritance of the intensity of the quality was

found to be of the blended type.

The other characters examined were quantitative in nature, such as degree of

the development of purple spots and the ratio of breadth to length of corolla, and

these characters blended completely.

When the intensity of a quality is very slight and approaching zero the

difficulty arises as to which category the individual should be referred. When
Mendelian inheritance is in evidence the critical point may apparently be determined

by the occurrence of segregation. Thus, if a homozygous plant with a very faint

tinge of purple (say an intensity of about 4) is crossed with a homozygous strongl}'

coloured plant, segregation occurs in the so-called F., generation, and we obtain

on the average 1 faintly tinged plant to 3 much more darkly coloured plants.

When, however, the pale plant has a somewhat greater intensity (say about 10),

the and subsequent generations are intermediate, and definite segregation does

not occur. In accordance with this procedui'e a plant with flowers having an

intensity of general coloration which did not reach 5 of the scale was classed as

" white." Without employing such a line of demarcation the results obtained

were wholly unintelligible.

From the strict Mendelian standpoint, in the example given above, it would

probably be affirmed that the faint tinge of piirple on " white " flowers is not

really a fractional part of the general purple coloration of coloured plants, but is

a distinct character governed by a different factor or set of factors in the chi'omo-

soraes. To one who has grown the plants this view appears an artificial one.

In my previous account I stated that there appeared to be a distinct gap among
my plants between "" white " plants and coloured plants, and that colorations of

about 8—25 of the scale were extremely rare or almost absent, but I have sub-

sequently obtained a number of plants having such intensities of coloration,

passing imperceptibly down to absolute whiteness. Consequently it is (juite un-

likely that the faint tinge of purple on " white " flowers is anything else than the

last remnant of a general purple coloration.

It is quite similar in the character of pelorism, but the difficulty in finding a

suitable method of measuring this character renders the matter less obvious.

Thus, it would appear that if a character is not present beyond a certain minimum
or unit quantity it may be unable to blend on crossing witli a ])lant possessing the

character in a well-marked degree.
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With reference to the characters which blend, the accompanying table sum-

marizes the results obtained for parental coiTclation. Mid-parents and self- fertilised

parents are regarded as comparable.

Character
Number of

Offspring

Coefficient of

Correlation.

Parents and
Offspring

Intensity of pelorism (homozygous recessive,)

mid-parents and self-fertilised parents) j

Intensity of general purple coloration (homo-\
zygous dominants, self-fertilised parents) J

Seed-length (self-fertilised parents)

Spotting (self-fertilised parents)

Ratio of Corolla (self-fertilised parents)

530

529

46
716
713

•520

•707

•378

560
•601

The probable errors of these results are reasonably small and the average

coefficient for the 5 characters is "553 which is not far removed from the average

coefficient found by Professor Karl Pearson for a large number of characters in a

variety of different organisms.

It must be again emphasized that these results are based on self-fertilised

generations of pedigree plants of known gametic constitution, and on Johannesen's

theory of pure-lines these parental coefficients should be zero, or at least very

small.

The evidence of the present investigation is therefore definitely against any

general application of the theory of pure-lines and of genotypes of any appreciable

magnitude, and further it indicates that selective breeding within self-fertilised

generations of a homogeneous race is capable of modifying that race to a marked

degree.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE I.

Figs. 1 and 2.—Pelorism o£ maximum intensity
;
grade 100°. Corollas absent, sessile anthers.

Figs. 3 and 4.—Perfect pelorism, grade 100°. Corollas joined along their split edges forming a complete

saucer. Stamens with filaments.

Fig. 5.—Peloric flower of side-axis ; the axis terminates in an ovary.

Fig. 6.—Pelorism of grade 100°. Numerous flowers fused irregularly forming a rosette, the axis has

grown through the crown.

Figs. 7 and 8.—Incomplete pelorism of main axes, grade 75°. A spiral bending often occurs.

Fig. 9.—Faintly defined pelorism. When such occurred on the lateral axes the plant was said to

possess a grade of 25°. Side view, and view from above.

Fig. 10.—Flowering axis of a conspicuous sport in which practically all the corollas are completely split

longitudinally into four elongated blades. Nature of inheritance obscure.

The photographs were kindly taken by Dr Conrad Akerman.



ON POLYCHOTIIC COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION.

By KARL PEARSON, F.R.S. and EGON S. PEARSON.

(1) One of the difficulties which are constantly recurring in statistical practice

is that of the correlation or contingency table in which the two variates are

classified in broad categories. We may indeed proceed by the method of mean

square contingency and correct for the grouping of both variates by the class

index corrections on the assumption that the marginal totals for both variates

may be assumed to follow appro.ximately normal distributions. Such a procedure

gives reasonable satisfixctory results*, provided the marginal totals are not in very

unequal groupings and the correlation is not intense (say, '85 and above). The

polychoric table has been discussed by Ritchie-Scott and he has described a method

of reaching a polychoric coefficient of correlation from the weighted mean of the

possible tetrachoric valuesf. Such a process is, however, so laborious that it can

hardly establish itself in practice. From the theoretical standpoint, however,

Ritchie-Scott's paper was of great interest (i) as guiding us by the size of the

probable errors to discriminate between the valuable and worthless dichotomies in

tetrachoric determinations of the correlation (ii) as providing standard values by

which those obtained by other procedures could be directly tested.

We shall endeavour to reach in this paper another form of polychoric co-

efficient,—that is a correlation coefficient which does use all the information given

in a polychoric table,—but which requires less analysis than Ritchie-Scott's weighted

mean coefficient. Thus what may be lost in exactness will possibly be repaid by

practical efficiency. There is another point also of very considerable illustrative im-

portance ; we desire wherever the data are suitable actually to exhibit in the form

of a graph the relation between the two variates. This should be possible in the

case of a polychoric table, and in the past has frequently been done by approximate

methods of more or less validity.

We can indeed take such methods as our present starting point as they will

directly indicate to the reader our line of approach.

We start with the hypothesis that the marginal totals of our polychoric table

can be represented on a normal scale. This is no great assumption in itself. If a

true quantitative scale ever becomes available it can be attached at once and with

little trouble to the normal scale. To exhibit a variate on a normal scale makes

* By " reasonably satisfactory results," we mean that in cases which can be directly checked by the

product moment method the difference is within the range of practical insignificance as judged by

probable error.

t Biometrika, Vol. xii. pp. 93—133.

X Thus in a 3 x 3 table it is possible for two of the corner dichotomies, i.e. those unassociated with

the diagonal in the sense of the correlation, to have even negative weights, so that they should be omitted

in finding the mean.
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no greater assumption than when we exhibit a pressure-volume curve as a straight

line by using a logarithmic scale.

Now let the polychoric table be such that in the population N under discussion,

the sth category of the first variate A contains individuals and the s'th category

of the second variate B contains n.^' individuals, while the number of individuals

who combine in the population N the sth category of A and the s th category of B
is n^g'.

Now when we proceed to exhibit the categories of the 4 -variate on a normal

scale, the process will give us two important quantities

:

(a) We shall have the ratio of abscissa to standard deviation at the dichotomy

between each pair of broad categories.

If ?!]., ??2-, th., ... Vg., ... be the frequencies of the ^-variate for the several cate-

gories the values of the ratios of abscissae to standard deviation will be specified as

— X
, A-i, ho, A3, h^, ... kg, ... + CO.

Here //.,_!, are the values on either side of the category Hg. and if there be

q categories, n.-^ is bounded by Ji^ or — ac and h^, while is bounded by hg^^ and

or -I- 00 . The lower /t's will have negative and the upper positive signs and the

greatest care must be taken to see that the proper signs are given to the values

of h. Similarly if th(' frequencies of the various categories of the 5-variate be

v.o, 'H.3, ... n.gi,

the values of the ratios of ordinates to standard deviation will be represented by

— X
, ki, kc,

,
k^, ... kg'^i ,

kg' , . . . kg' , + CO
,

where kg'_i and kg- give the dichotomies on either side of n.g.

We may consider the coordinate at the back of the variate A when represented

on a normal scale to be x', the origin being taken at the mean on the normal scale.

Hence if the standard deviation be cr^., we shall find it convenient to write the

absolute normal abscissae

w' = a^x, hg = (jj}g.

Similarly we take y' for the coordinate at the back of the variate B, measured

from the mean, and write :

y' = (T,,y, kg' = ay kg,

where o-,, is the standard deviation of B. Clearly until a quantitative scale has

been determined we shall know h, k, x, y but not //, A;', x', y', and <jy.

(h) We shall determine the ratio of abscissa to standard deviation, or the ratio

of ordinate to standard deviation of the centroids or means of the groups

and n.g'.

Let H,= -^e~-^'^, K, = ~e'^^\

then the means of the categories and are determined by
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respectively. The numerical values of hg and A'^' can be easily ascertained from the

table published recently of ordinates of normal curve to permilles of area*. Care

must be taken in every case to give the correct sign to and k^'.

Now if there were no correlation, hg and kg' combined would give the mean of

the group n,,,,', and they give a fair approximation to the result if there are numerous

categories, that is if the range of the categories be small.

The correlation found from these marginal centroids would then be

rc = S {nss'hsks')/^' (ii),

but as Ritchie-Scott has shown ] this diverges much more than r,j, the mean

square contingency value from the true correlation, and considerably more than

the tetrachoric or polychoric coefficients do. The reason for this is clear and was

pointed out by one of us in 1913|. Namely hg and do not give the coordinates

of the mean of ngg-. In fixct ngg'hgkg' is not the contribution of ngg' to the product-

moment.

We propose in the present paper to give first the actual contributions of n^s' to

the means and product-moments of the two variates and then to apply these results

in order to obtain (a) a polychoric coefficient, and (6) a graph of the relation of the

two variates.

The essential assumptions that will be made are the following

:

(i) The marginal totals having been reduced to a normal scale, and the corre-

lation being supposed to be we shall calculate what the contents of the sth-s'th

cell would be on the assumption that the frequency surface is the normal surface

represented by the given correlation and the marginal totals reduced to normal

scales. We shall further calculate the ^'-moment, the ^/-moment and the product-

moment of the sth-s'th cell on the same hypothesis.

(ii) From these data we shall determine the most suitable value to give to ?,

so that the actually observed frequencies differ least from those that would be given

by such a correlation surface. We shall also obtain a formula for calculating the

mean value of y for the array of i?-variates, rig. in number, which corresponds to

the sth category of A. We shall thus be in a position to plot, the regression line of

B on ^'and test at the same time the closeness with which it fits the thus calcu-

lated array means, both variates being represented on a normal scale.

We shall write the real coefficient of correlation of the population r, the

coefficient as found from a single sth-s'th cell, as r.,,,-, and those found from the

and n.g' arrays as Vg. and r.g' respectively.

Ks', kss' will be the A- and 5-variate means of the sth-s'th cell and TVgg' the

product-moment, per unit of the population, of the frequency in the sth-s'th cell

about the mean axes as determined from the marginal totals on the normal scale.

* See Biometrika, Vol. xiii. pp. 426-8.

t Biometrika, Vol. xii. p. 122.

J Biometrika, Vol. ix. p. 138.

Biometrika xiv 9
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(2) The developments we require involve the use of the tetrachoric functions.

The tetrachoric function of the order t is given by*

Tt = - J- -7= e ^'^ (m).

The tetrachoric functions t, to T,j are tabled for positive values of x in Tables

for Statisticians and Biometricians'f to five decimal places. For negative values of x

tetrachoric functions of an odd order remain unchanged, but those of an even order

must have their sign as given in the tables reversed.

It will frequently be needful to take the difference of the tetrachoric functions

at the boundaries of a marginal category. Thus if Tt {h) denotes the value of the

tetrachoric function for x = h, we shall need for the sth marginal total

rt (hs) - Tt

This difference we shall write, for brevity,

and in obtaining its numerical value from tables of the tetrachoric functions it is

essential to remember that s (or s') is supposed to increase in the positive direction

of the axis of x (or y), and that when h (or k) is negative attention must be paid

to changing the sign of the tabled value of Tj, if i be even.

The formula for determining the successive tetrachoric functions for a given

value of X is

Tt - xpt Tt-i - qt Tt_2 (iv),

where pt and qt are given hy the following table

:

t Pt It * Pt Qt

2 •707,1068 •000,0000 14 •267,2612 -889,4990

3 577,.3503 •408,2483 15 •258,1989 -897,0851

4 -.500,0000 •577,3503 16 •250,0000 -903,6962

5 •447,21,36 •670,8204 17 •242,5356 -.909,5085 +

6 •408,2483 •730,2968 18 •235,7023 •914,6592

7 •377,9645 •771,5168 19 •229,4157 •919,2547

8 •353,5534 •801,7838 20 •223,6068 923,3804
9 •333,3333 •824,9578 21 •218,2179 •927,1051

10 •316,2278 -843,2740 22 •213,2007 •930,4842

11 -.301,5113 •858,1163 23 •208,5144 •933,5637

12 •288,6751 •870,3880 24 •204,1241 •936,3819

13 -277,3.501 •880,7047 25 •200,0000 •938,9709

Since Ti = e it can be found at once from the tables for the ordinates
\/27r

of the normal curve, and will indeed have been computed at each division in order

* The reasons why the tetrachoric functions are tabled with the factor l/Vf ! are: (a) because this

factor greatly simplifies our formulae and (/;) because a factor of some such order is essential, if we are

to have manageable tabulated values. As a matter of fact the factor chosen reduces all tetrachoric

functions to numerical values lying between 0 and 1.

+ Cambridge University Press, pp. 42—51.
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to determine hg. and ^.j-. It is then often simpler to work directly with (iv) rather

than interpolate into the tabled values of the functions.

In an earlier paper* dealing with the tetrachoric functions one of us has shown

that if

z = 1_,.2

27rV(l -r^)

be the equation to a normal correlation surface the variates being measured in the

standard deviations as units, then

ZIN = Tit/ + 2?-T2To' + 8r=T,,T;/ +...+(<+ 1) r*Tj+,T',+i + (v),

where Tt = Tf (.^) and t/ = t, (y).

Now in order to proceed further it is needful to xdetermine the following

integrals

:

I
Ttdx,

\
XTfClx.

We can determine these by using (iii) after in the second case integrating by

parts. We have

:

f'. , 1 [h / dV-' 1
Ttdx = -p=

1

{ dx)

dxj V27r

-r-^e
\/27r

dx

1

Again

;

XTfdx =

4^{-x)

.(vi).

V27r
e

'^^ dx

dV--
dx) ^2

1
e

-

+ jLj"- (_

-j^rt--iX I

Iyt A 'is-i V t J /is-,

dx) V27r

T^_i ax

_1 1

But by (iv)

:

1

7t
T^_l X +

Pt

.(vi) bis.

where

* Phil. Tram. Vol. 195 a, p. 4, Equation (xiv), with a slight change of notation. In that paper,

1 -hx-i

ji+i, , is written for r,,, , and -X= e
-^"^ -^^'̂ — for r'

9—2
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Thus

:

Accordingly

Tf_, X + f_o = \/|5 T, + Vi- 1 Tt_2.

/
h , 1

X Tf ax '

^

= -
7^ (^/^ ^.^Tt + \/f - 1 %T,_„) (Vii).

The latter form throws us back on ^^tj which will have to be calculated to

determine the integral in (vi) for the successive values of t and s.

On the other hand a table of

.(viii)

would be a convenient method of determining the integral and tables of T might

be easily formed, say up to T,;.

In this case we may write (vii)

:

f"
XTtdx = - ^-"^sTt-i (ix).

1

We are now in the position to compute all the requisite integrals we need ; if

we write rigs' foi' the contents of the sth-s'th cell, then on the supposition that the

surface is normal, has correlation r and follows the actual marginal frequencies, we

have

:

N . k N dxdy

(x),

''s xzdxdy

''s-i ''S-1
N

+ ... +r"XT^,%.T;+ (xi),

+ ... +r»%rj,%'Tp' + (xii),

N J Vi
+ ...+rP%Tp'^.,rp' + (xiii).

It is desirable to say a few words about the functions To and T,, which may at

first present difficulties to the readei'. — t„ clearly stands foi- the integral

''s 1 _ l i-2

dx, I.e.

and is therefore simply ng./N'.

Similarly — t,' = n.^^'/N.
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Next clearly — ^/f^ stands for

[ Tixdw = i
I
— xe dx

or '£)^,.ro = ^,Ti,

which is precisely the value given by (viii).

Thus (viii) is shown to be correct even fur this special case although a form

like (vi)bis through which it is reached shows difficulties.

Similarly 2 o' = ^st; *

The remainder of the t's knowing To and T] come directly from (iv) and the T's

are always given by (viii).

Now it is clear that (x) to (xiii) provide a large number of ways of deter-

mining r. We might find r, i.e. ?\,,.') from the single cell by writing in (x) /i^s' for Tigs'-

Or we may find

^S- A-'

= ~s C'^' {% T„x. T,; + rx. i\% t/ + . . . + rp% T,x. T,; +...;) (xiv),

where ris^' is given by (x). But hg. is the known centroid of the n^. marginal total,

and accordingly the above is an equation to find r, i.e. ?v, from a given column of the

table.

If we use this value of Vs. in (x) and (xii) to find n^s', and hgs', we obtain the

theoretical cell frequency and ^/-inean of the cell as found from a column.

Now sum I'ss' for every value of s and we find k^. the y mean of a column

depending on the data as found from the column, i.e.

A;,. =^ ^'(^^ l^,T„^,To' + r^,T,^,.r/ + ... + /•^'^«t^^,.2V + ...}) (xv),

where iiss' is the observed cell frequency and Tig^' the frequency found by (x) when

we insert the value of r as found from (xiv). We are thus in a position theoretically

to determine on a normal scale the mean of a column from the correlation actually

determined from that column. This would be the ideal method of determining the

mean of a row or column ; but it would involve a great deal of hard work, as with

the two regression curves we should need to find r for every row and colunni by an

equation of a high order. Hence in most cases we are likely to content ourselves

by finding r for the whole table and then use this value in (x) to determine n^s'

and in (xv) to find the mean of the array, kg. plotted to the known h^. on the

normal scale will give the regression curve.

* We can thus take Tq= ti and 1\'-=.ti'.

1 -h.c^
~7^^ e

-
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The question now arises as to the manner in which we can find /• for the whole

table most effectively.

Clearly we might assume the product-moment components from (xiii) and sum

for all cells. We should have

since tlie coordinates are measured from the means in terms of the standard

deviations as units.

Hence substituting from (xiii) we have :

r = S ('^' {% T,%> T: + r^, T,%. T; + ...+ Tp%. T; + ...}) (xvi).

Here Tisa' must be substituted from (x) and we have finally

^,ZX- To' + r% r; + . + rP% Tj,X^Tp' + ...]\

This equation based upon the product-moment method of finding r is clearly

likely to be very complicated, and although it can be proved that the product-

moment method is the "best" method of finding ?• when we are dealing with

a series of quantitatively measured individuals, we have no certainty that it is the

best method in the present case of broad categories. It may indeed be questioned

whether another method now to be considered cannot be shown to be better or

at least equally efficacious.

Let us consider for a moment what we have in view. We observe n^s- as the

frequency of the sth-s'th cell ; we find that with a given correlation r the frequency

of this cell would be ngs- on the assumption that the frequency sui'face is the normal

frequency surface corresponding to the observed marginal totals. Accordingly the

most probable value to give to r would be that which made

X — >^ = — mnnmura,
6', S' ''ss'

or, what is the same thing,

(""—)= minimum.
,
Us..

This leads us, differentiating with regard to r, to

or, writing at length, our equation for r is

:

[ /

»,,-Y
%T,%>T,' + 2rXr,X'T,' +...+ prP-'XTp'^s'Tp' + . .

.

[ ^ • •

\[n) i^ToX'To' + r%r,%-T; + r^XT.^,r: + ... +rP%Tp%-Tp' + ...)4 ^
^^

Neither (xvi) nor (xvii) are very readily solved. Probably the easiest way will

be to obtain an approximate value of r by existing methods either from a good

fourfold table, or from contingency, and then evaluate (xvi) or (xvii) for values of

one well above and one well below this result, so that the real value of r lies
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between the two. A linear interpolation will probably suffice in most cases to

determine r with sufficient accuracy.

It will be observed that what we are trying to do is to fit a normal correlation

surface to a series of cell frequencies. We may do this by equating product-

moments, or actual cell frequencies properly weighted. The factors ~ and ( ;r

come into our equations as a form of weights. When is small as compared with

that cell will contribute less to the general equations for r, and when «ss'' is

large as compared with Hjs', the contribution will be considerable. If the observed

results were closely normal then n^^' would be nearly w^s'. If we might assume the

differences of '/is^.- and ri^y so small as to be negligible we should have

:

r=S {%T„^,T: + rXT,X.r:+ ...+rP'^,Tp%.T;+ ... (xvi) ter,

and 0 = *S' C^sTi^s't/ + 2rS)-,ToSr,'T; + ... + jj)*-i^sTp^,'Tp' + . . . (xvii) bis,

instead of (xvi) bis and (xvii). These equations it will be found are identically

satisfied. Hence our values for r from (xvi) and (xvii) depend on rigg' differing

from flss'.

(3) We now proceed to illustrate the application of these results.

Stature of Father and Son.

The following table gives a correlation table for the inheritance of stature in

Father and Son made up in broad categories corresponding to eye-colour groups*.

Upon this material we shall be able to test our correlations and our graph against

those found by definite numerical groupings.

Stature of Father (Broad Categories).

T3
a
p

' a:

02 O
=4-1 ^

/
a 3 4

6' 7 Totals

]' 4 22 7 1 34
23 154 84 26 8 6 301

o 8 87 75 66 22 24 2 284

V 1 29 36 37 14 14 6 137
5' 18 27 26 11 18 5 105
ij 9 26 19 7 29 8 98
"i 3 9 6 6 10 7 41

Totals 36 322 264 ISO 69 101 28 1000

The positive direction of x is Iroiu left to right and of y vertically downwards.

It will siiffice to take the t's to five decimal figures but it will be needful to go

further with the t's if the T's are to be taken correctly to five figures from (viii).

The general reduction formula for the T's is

:

Ti_i {x) {t - 2) Vrn. of' - Ti_, (x) (t - 3) {{t -l)x'' + l)

or,
9«

V«(i-l)(«n^-2) + l)

T,_, {X) - {or (i - 1) + 1) ^-^2 T,_, {X)

* See Biometrika, Vol. ix. p. 220

. .(xviii),

(xviii) bis.
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Hence if and be found accurately the remaining T's can be determined as

accurately as we please without reference to the t's.

T, = T, = ^e-i^' (xix),But,
V27r

2; = V2 T,+To=- i^'^ dx .(XX).
V27r J - co V27r

Hence the tables of ordinates and areas of the normal curve readily provide jr^

and Ti to seven decimal places, and (xviii) provides the higher T's. These were cut

down to five figures and an approximate check on their values obtained by (viii).

As a matter of fact if r is of the order "50 we cannot hope to obtain more than

three figure accuracy in r without going to higher t- and ^-functions than the

sixth, especially when using (xvii). But three figiu-es in the correlation are usually

adequate and the labour of computing is much increased if higher functions are

used. Such must, however, be used if the correlation be sensibly higher than '50.

The following table gives the ^ (1 + h's, H's, xs, t's, ^t's, T's, and ^T's for

the a;-variate.

TABLE I.

•802 •871 -972 1-000

+ -84879 + 1-1311.3 + 1-91104 + 00

•27827 •21042 •06425 0
k

r-t

T4

T,-,

- CO

0

036

r79912
•07908

•358

- •36381

•37340

•G22

+ ^31074

•38014

•2-19667 •91404 •02553 +-56594 +-98333
:
+1^44723 +2-29464

0 - -036 --358 - -622 - ^802 --871 - -972 -1
0 + -07908 + -37340 + -38014 + -27827 + -21042 + -06425 0

0 - -10060 - -09606 + -08353 + -16701 + -16830 + ^08682 0

0 + -07221 - -13226 -•14021 - -03176 + -02401 + ^06952 0

0 - -00688 + -07952 - ^07001 - -10990 - -08359 + ^01634 0

0 - -04291 + -07579 + ^08432 - -02041 - -05839 - ^03270 0

0 + -03654 - -06933 + •06182 + -07319 + -03408 - -03744 0

•036 -322 - -264 -180 •069 -101 -028

+ •07908 + -29432 + -00674 -10187 -06785 -14617 06425
•10060 + -00454 + -17959 + -08348 + -00129 -08148 -08682

+ •07221 -20447 - -00795 + -10845 + -05577 + -04555 -06956

•00688 + -08640 - -14953 -03989 + •02631 + -09993 -01634

-04291 + -11870 + -00853 -10473 •03798 + -02569 + -03270

+ -03654 •10587 + -13115 + •011.37 -03911 -07152 + -03744

0 -17827 - -49385 - -50388 •56581 - -63299 - -84922 -1
T., 0 + •23690 + -29898 + ^29475 + •33853 + -33915 + -21135 0
T, 0 -18799 - -00734 + ^00466 + -06947 + -12432 + -18307 0

Ti 0 + •04848 - -09506 - -09186 -10916 -08255 + -06601 0

T-, 0 + -07412 + -07799 - -00511 -06648 -10343 - -05518 0
0 -08325 + -05616 + -05364 + -05379 + •01471 - -08491 0

+ 07908 + •29432 + •00674 10187 •06786 - -14617 •06425

-17827 31558 •01003 •06193 •06718 - -21622 •15078

+ •23690 + •06208 •00422 + •04377 + •00063 - -12780 •21135

•18799 + 18065 + •01200 -I- •06481 + 05485 + -05874 •18307

+ 04848 •14354 + •00320 01731 + 02662 + •14856 •06601

+ 07412 •06613 01310 06137 •03695 + -04825 + 05518
•08325 + 13941 •00253 + •00015 •03907 - -09962 + •08491
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The following table gives the corresponding quantities ^(1 +a')'s, A-' s, K's, i/"^.

t"s, ^t/'s T"s and ^2"'s for the y-variate.

TABLE II.

4(1 + a') 0 •034 335 -619 •756 -861 -959 1-000

/
a; - 00 - r82501 - -42615 + -30286 + -69349 + 1-08482 + 1 -73920 + 0C

0 + -07545 + -36431 + •38106 + -31367 + -22149 + -08792 0

- Kg _
J
- A's

2\"s "s—1/

_ 2 •21916 -95968 - -05896 + -49188 + •8-"789 + 1 -36301 + 2-14436

tJ 0 - -034 - -3 35 - -619 - -756 - -861 - -959 1

'^l 0 0 + -07545 + -36431 + •38106 + ^31367 + -22149 + -08792 0

0 - -09737 - -10978 + -08160 + •15382 + -16990 + -10812 0
''3 0 + -07179 - -12172 - -14130 - ^06647 + -01599 + -07268 0
'"4 0 ~ -00929 + -08932 - -06851 - ^11185 - -08942 + -00077 0

0 - -04057 + -06463 + -08551 + •00990 - -05411 - -04815 0
0 + -03702 - -07647 + -06061 + ^08449 + -04134 - -03475 0

^'0 034 - -301 - -284 --137 - ^105 - -098 - -041

+ •0 545 + -28886 + -01675 - -06739 -•09218 - -13357 - -08792

•09737 - -01241 + -19138 + -07222 + ^01608 - -06178 - -10812

+ •07179 - -19351 - -01958 + -07483 + -08246 + -05669 - -0 7268
•00929 + -09861 - -15783 - -04334 + ^02243 + -09019 - -00077

$T.-' •04057 + -10520 + -02088 - -07561 - ^06401 + -00596 + -04815

+ •03702 - -11349 + -13708 + -02388 - -04315 - -07609 + -03475

r/ 0 - -17170 - -49025 - -50360 - ^53847 - -62073 - -80610 1

0 + -23105 + -30439 + -29416 + ^32847 + -34094 + -25021 0
0 - -18723 - -01151 + -00432 + •04271 + -11544 + -18882 0

0 + -05286 - -09892 - -09140 - -11081 - -08901 + -03768 0
0 + -06989 + -01240 - -00474 - -04316 - -09869 --0 B340 0
0 - -08412 + -05897 + -05326 + -06263 + -02276 - -08010 0

ST,; + •07545 + -28886 + -01675 - -06739 - ^092 18 - -13358 - -08792

•17170 - -31855 - -01334 - -03488 - -OJ3225 - -18537 - -19391

ST.

I

+ 23105 + -07334 - -01023 + -03431 + •01247 - -09072 - -25021

ST-i •18723 + -17572 + -01583 + -03839 + -07273 + -07338 - -18882

Sti + •05286 - -15178 + -00752 - -01941 + -02179 + -12670 - -03768

STi + •06989 - -05749 - -01714 - -03842 - -05553 + -10529 + -0i3340
•08412 + -14309 - -00571 + -00937 - -03988 - -10286 + -08010

From Tables I and II we can find from (x) the value of Hss/-^ foi' ^^^Y given

value of r, and by equating rtssl^ to Hs^jN we should have an equation to determine

the correlation r from that cell alone. The weighted mean of these 49 r's would
^

be Ritchie-Scott's polychoric correlation coefficient. But the labour would be

immense*.

We are now in a position to give the product of ^^Tp'^^'Tp : see Table III, p. 138.

There are certain checks on the accuracy of this table, namely

^ss' Tp V = ^ except for p = 0, when it = 1.

* We are not underrating the large amount of arithmetic of the present process. It is not likely to

be often repeated, and the sole purpose of publisliiug all these tables for an individual case is to impress

the reader with that fact; while at the same time illustrating the actual numerical processes. The

amount of arithmetic, great as it is, is relatively small compared with that of solving and weighting the

resulting r's in the case of a 49-cell table.
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TABLE III.

Values of^sTp'^s'Tp.

—
P s = l s = 2 s= 3 s = 4 s = 5 s = 6 s = 7 p s

0 + •001,224 + •010,948 + •008,976 + •006,120 + •002,346 + •003,434 + •000,952 0

]^ 4- 005,967 4- •022,206 4- •000,509 •007,686 •005,119 •011,029 004,848 I

2 009,795 000,442 •017,487 •008,128 •000,126 4- •007,934 4- 008,454 2

I 3 005,184 •014,679 •000,571 4- •007,786 4- •004,004 4- •003,270 004,994 3 1

4 4- 000,064 000,803 4- 001,389 4- •000,371 000,244 •000,928 4- •000,152 4

5 + •001,741 004,816 000,346 4- •004,249 4- •001,541 •001,042 •001,327 5

6 4. 001,353 •003,919 4. 004,855 4- •000,421 _ 001,448 •002,648 4- •001,386 6

0 + •010,836 + •096,922 + 079,464 + •054,180 + 020,769 + •030,401 + •008,428 0

]^ + •022,843 4- •085,017 4- 001,947 •029,426 019,599 •042,223 •018,559 ]^

2 + 001,248 •000,056 002,229 •001,036 000,016 4- •001,011 4- •001,077 2

2 3 •013,973 4- •039,567 4- 001,538 020,986 010,792 •008,814 4- •013,461 3 2

4 •000^678 4- •008,520 014,745 003,934 4- 002,594 4- •009,854 001,611 4

5 •004,514 4- •012,487 4- •000,897 011,018 003,995 4- •002,703 4- 003,440 5

6 •004,147 4- •012,015 014,884 001,290 4- •004,439 4- •008,117 004,249 6

(J + 010,224 + •091,448 + •074,976 + •051,120 + •019,596 + •028,684 + 007,952 0
001,325 4- 004,930 4- 000,113 001,706 •001,136 •002,448 •001,076 1

•019,253 4- •000,869 4- •034,370 4- 015,976 4- 000,247 •015,594 •016,616 2

3 3 001,414 4- •004,004 4- 000,156 •002,123 •001,092 •000,892 4- 001,362 3 3

4 + 001,086 •013,637 4- •023,600 4- •006,296 •004,153 •015,772 + •002,579 4

5 000,896 4- •002,478 4- •000,178 •002,187 000,793 4- •000,536 + •000,683 5

6 + •005,009 •014,513 4- 017,978 4- •001,559 005,361 •009,804 4- •005,132 6

0 + •004,932 + •044,114 + 036,168 + •024,660 + •009,453 + •013,837 + •003,836 0

•005,329 •019,834 •000,454 4- •006,865 4- •004,572 4- •009,850 + •004,330 1

2 007,265 4- •000,328 4- •012,970 4- 006,029 4- 000,093 •005,884 •006,270 2

4 3 -|- 005,403 015,300 000,595 4-
1
008 115 4- 004,173 4- •003,409 •005,205 3 4

4 -|- •000,298 •003,745 4- •006,481 4- 001,729 001,140 004,331 4- •000,708 4

5 + •003,244 008,975 000'645 4- 007,919 4- 002,872 001,942 •002,472 5

6 4- •000,873 •002,528 4- •003,132 4- 000,272 000,934 001,708 + •000,894 6

0 + •003,780 4 •033,810 + 027,720 + 018,900 + 007,245 + 010,605 + •002,940 0

]^ •007,290 •027,130 •000,621 4- 009,390 4- •006,254 4- 013,474 4- •005,923 1

2 •001/578 4- ( )00,073 4- •002,888 4. 001 342 4- •000^021 001,310 •001,396 2

5 3 4- •005,954 016,861 •000,656 4- 008,943 4- •004,599 4- 003,756 •005,736 3 5

4 000,154 4- 001,938 003,354 000,895 4- •000,590 4- •002,241 •000,367 4

5 4- "002,747 007,598 •000,546 4- 006,704 4- •002,431 001,644 •002,093 5

6 •001,577 4- •004,568 •005,659 000,491 4- •001,688 4- 003,086 •001,616 6

0 4- •003,528 4- •031,556 4- •025,872 4- 017,640 4- •006,762 4- 009,898 + •002,744 0

010,563 039,312 •000,900 + 013,607 + •009,063 + 019,524 + •008,582 1

2 + 006,215 000,280 •011,095 •005,157 •000,080 + 005,034 + •005,364 2

6 3 + 004,094 011,591 •000,451 + •006,148 + •003,162 + •002,582 003,943 3 6

4 000,621 + •007,792 •013,486 •003,598 + •002,373 + •009,013 001,474 4

5 000,256 + •007,107 + •000,051 •000,624 •000,226 + •000,153 + 000,195 5

6 •002,780 + •008,056 •009,979 •000,865 + •002,976 + •005,442 •002,849 6

0 001 ,476 + •013,202 + •010,824 + •007,380 + •002,829 + •004,141 + 001,148 0

1 006,953 •025,877 •000,593 + •008,956 + •005,965 + •012,851 + •005,649 1

2 + 010,877 •000,491 •019,417 •009,026 •000,139 + •008,810 + 009,387 2

7 3 005,248 + •014,861 + •000,578 •007,882 •004,053 •003,311 + 005,056 3 7

4 + 000,005 •000,067 + •000,115 + •000,031 •000,020 •000,077 + 000,013 4

5 002,066 + •005,715 + •000,411 •005,043 •001,829 + •001,237 + •001,575 5

6 + 001,270 •003,679 + •004,557 + •000,395 •001,359 •002,485 + •001,301 6
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Applying these tests we find :

Sss' {X To T„') = 1 -000,000, Sss' {X Ti t/) = + -000,001

,

Sss' T, T,' ) = + -000,001
, S,s' (% T, t/) = + -000,003,

Sss- (% T, t/) - - -000,002, ,S',,. (^, T, t/) = + -000,001,

and Sss- (^,s. T„ T,/) = + -000,002,

results as close as we should expect, when we take into account the fact that our

^t's were only to five figure accuracy, and our products to six.

The meaning of Table III should be quite intelligible
;
namely, for example :

-084 = -^ = -079,464 + -001,947 r - -002,229 r-

+ •001,538r3 - •014,745r^ + •000,897?-' - -014,884?-'^ + (xxi)

is the equation which will give the correlation coefficient r as deduced from the

(3, 2) cell. If r be given any other value the right hand of the above expression

is equal to the contents of the (3, 2) cell for a normal correlation surface of corre-

lation coefficient r having the observed marginal totals.

Thus far the arithmetic is absolutely comparable with that needed for Ritchie-

Scott's " polychoric r." We should have to solve the 49 equations, and then

calculate—the stiffest part of the work—the probable eiTors of the 49 correlation

coefficients which are the roots of these equations. Using these probable errors as

our weighting data, we should find a mean coefficient. Our purpose is to replace

the weighting and the solution of the 49 equations by the solution of a single

equation. It will be noticed that both Ritchie-Scott's and our methods have an

undesirable limitation, for we both assume the marginal totals to be those of the

normal correlation surface. Actually in our case we ought to treat the marginal

totals as vmknown, or select h^, Aj, li-i, ... ki, ko, k,., ... kq' as well as r to give as

closely as possible the observed frequencies. Now the r's and consequently the

J"s and ^t's and ^Ts all depend upon the h's and /c's and the equations obtained

by making

Sss' [ )
= minimum

do not appear to lend themselves to any reasonably brief system of solutions. We
were compelled therefore to introduce the admittedly limited form of solution, i.e. the

determination of the best normal correlation surface subject to the restiiction of

its having the same marginal totals as the observed frequency surface. We con-

sider this a practically necessary but none the less grave restriction.

We next proceeded to determine the value of riss'/iiss' and (nss'Aw)^ foi' certain

selected values of r in order to build up equation (xvii) and solve it by inter-

polation. The values chosen were : 0-45, 0-50 and 0-55. These cover the range

within which we anticipate the solution of (xvii) for r will lie. We need also the

value of the numerator in (xvii), i.e.

vss- = Ti t/ -f 2 r ^, T,% T,' + 2r-% Ts %' +...,

for the same three values of r. These results are given in Table IV.
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TABLE IV. Values of {n^s'hhs')> ('nss'hhs')' o,nd v.

s' Function s = l s = 2 s = 3 s = 4 s=5 s = 6 s= 7

71 8' (a)

-

1-602,750 •879,954 -814,714 00

-

-388,000 00 00

1 -846,000 •902,000 705,571 00 -266,000 00 00

(c) 2-115,500 •916,409 •587,857 00 -174,000 00 CO

s7''d ')'(«) 2-568,806 •774 321 663 759 00 •150 544 00 00

1 3-407,716 -813^604 497^830 00 -070,756 00 cc

ic) 4-475,340 •839,805 345,576 cc -030,276 00 00

(«) + -018,462 + -011,177 - -014,603 - ^009,218 - -002,733 - -002,747 - -000,336

+ -020,480 + -008,113 - -015,910 - ^008, 382 - -002,154 - -001,929 - -000,218

+ -022,694 + -004,477 - ^017,013 - -007,243 - -001,519 - -001,228 - -000,168

(«) -867,348 -905,539 944,250 1-478,500

—
1-379,000 1-887,333 00

-894,565 -944,630 939,833 1-383,615 1-215,375 1 -544,667

(^; -915,130 -986,935 933,333 1 ^278,500 1 -043,500 1-213,333 00

('\ -752,293 -820 001 891 608 2 '185 962 1-901 641 3 -562,026 00

2 -800,247 -892',326 883,286 1-914^390 1-477^136 2-385^996 00

-837,463 -974,041 871,110 1-634,562 1 -088,892 1^472,177 00

(a) + •013,846 + -116,000 - ^005,963 - -046,943 - -025,552 - ^041,623 - -009,764

(^) + -011,084 + -125,051 - ^009,011 - -051,854 - -026,828 - ^040,529 - -007,913

+ •007,767 + -135,874 - 013,006 - -057,659 --028,171 - ^038,864 - -005,940

(n\
S' l^/l -857,750 1-075,552 M08,280 •812,500 -854,818 984,375 2-194,000

(^) 751,875 1-076,195 M38,747 -823,410 -844,773 930,333 1 -846,500
( n\
\<^) •635,750 1-075,448 1^175,027 -835,909 -831,636 866,000 ] -486,500

(«s ') v-') •735,735 1 -156,812 1 228,285 •660 156 •730,714 968,994 4-813,636
3 •565,316 1-I58,'l96 r296,745 -678/J04 •713^641 865,519 3-409,562

•404,178 1-156,588 1 380,688 -698,744 691,618 749,956 2-209,682

(«) - •016,095 + -002,075 + ^041, 770 + -013,402 - ^003,847 - ^023,749 - -013,555
- ^017,786 + -000,037 + ^049,827 + -015,435 - -005,038 - 028,268 - -014,205

(c) - -019,311 - -002,805 + ^059,278 + -017,601 - 006,601 - ^033,522 - -014,539

1 -634,000 1-155,897 1 078,222 -808,892 850,571 1-225,786 •671,833

w 1 -260,000 1 -096,966 r098,417 -837,135 •877,714 1-239,929 •627,333

•917,000 1-030,862 M21,944 -869,568 •907,429 1 -250,000 •570,000

') 2-669,956 1 -336 098 ri62,563 -654 306 •723 471 1-502,551 •451,360

4 ] -587,600 1 -203^334 r206,520 -700,795 •770^382 1 -537,424 •393,547

-840,889 1-062,676 1-258,758 -756,149 823,427 1 -562,500 •324,900

"lis' («) - -007,715 - -032,319 + 013,434 + -019,505 + •007,26] + -004,459 - -004,625
- -007,215 - -036,132 + ^015,696 + -022,370 + ^007,947 + ^003,430 - ^006,095

(0 -•006,471 - -040,720 + 018,237 + -025,717 + -008,735 + 002,185 - -007,680

Tig ' («) 00 1-114,278 1-028,556 -934,423 -960,545 935,111 -946,600

CO 1-006,167 1-027,185 -969,000 1 -008,273 978,944 -944,400

00 •890,389 1-024,148 1-007,692 1-061,727 1-025,111 -927,400

)2 (a) 00 1-241 615J. ^ t: JL ^ J.
1-057 927 -873 146 •922 647 •874,433 896,052

5 00 1-012,372 1-055,109 -938,961 1-016^614 •958,331 •891,891

(^•) 00 •792,793 1-048,879 1-015,443 1^127,264 1^050,853 •860,071

I'ss' («) - -004,797 - -037,653 - ^000,381 + -017,025 + -009,967 + -015,398 + ^000,440

(^') - -003,957 - ^040,252 - -001,134 + •018,995 + -011,095 + -016,166 - ^000,916
(c) - -002,988 - ^043, 158 - -002,230 + •021,305 + -012,465 + -017,113 - •002,508

' («) 00 1 •461,333 -867,077 1-216,474 1-604,286 -701,931 •906,500

X 1-224,000 -830,576 1-245,526 1 -693,714 -754,966 •969,125

00 •988,111 -786,077 1-273,789 1-791,000 -812,828 1-028,375

(«•) CO 2-135,494 -751,823 1 47'^) 804 2-573 734 -492,707 -821,742

6 (^) 00 1-498' 176 -689,856 1-551,335 2-868'667 •569,974 -939,203

(^) 00 -976,363 -617,917 1 -622,538 3-207,681 •660,689 1-057,555

(«) - -003,069 - -042,728 - -017,170 + •011,165 + •012,060 + ^029,542 + -010,202
(b) - -002,189 - -042,658 - -020,931 + ^010,905 + ^013,028 + -032,069 + -009,778

(0) - -001,381 - -042,197 - -025,479 + -010,572 + 014,219 + •035,116 + •009,152

nss7"ss' (") 00 -961,333 -747,556 r462,667 845,000 1-140,500 •870,286

[b) 00 -705,000 •648,556 1^411, 167 •805,000 1-235,000 1-003,143

(') oc -491,000 -542,000 1 337,333 •877,000 1^331,000 1-150,286

'/'hi )- («) 00 -924,161 •558,840 2-139,395 -714,025 1^300,740 -757,398

7 (^) 00' •497,025 •420,625 1^991,392 -748,225 1^525,225 1-006,296

(^•) oc •241,081 •293,764 1 ^788,460 -769,129 1^771,561 1-323,158

(«) - -000,633 - •016,551 - •017,086 - ^004,935 + -002,845 + •018,719 + -017,641

(i) - -000,417 - ^014,160 - ^018,536 - 007,468 + -001,950 + -019,060 + -019,571

('•) - ^000,309 - '011,471 - •019.787 - -010,293 + -000,873 + •019,302 + -021,685

Tlie values (a), (b), (c) refer respectively to /= 0-45, 0-50, 0-55.
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Having obtained (jIss'/'^w')" -md for the trial values of r, it is only a matter

of adding Vsg/inss'/nsn'}^ f<^i' values of s and s' on the machine in order to obtain

:

The values obtained were :

0-45 0-50 0-55

u — + -157,074 + -012,276 - -209,976

Whence by inverse interpolation* we find :

v = 0 for r,, = -5084,

which is "polychoric r" as based upon Equation (xvii). We shall compare later

the vahie for ? as found by other processes. But the above value is clearly well

in accord with the usual result for paternal correlation in man.

Table V gives the working values of Pss'/i^ss'/^ss'T-

TABLE V. Valiiesofvss'Knss'lnss'Tf-

s' r s = l s = 2 8 = 3 s=.4 s= 5 s = 6 s = 7

1

(«)

(b)

(0)

+ -007,186

+ 006,010

+ •005,071

+ -014,435

+ -009,972

+ -005,331

- ^022,001
- •osijgsB
- ^049,232

0
0
0

- -018,159
- -030,424
- -050,132

0
0
0

0
0
0

2

(a)

(0)

+ 018,405

+ -013,851

+ -009,274

+ •141,463

+ •140,141

+ ^139,495

- •006,688
- •010,202
- ^014,930

- ^021,475
- •027,086
- ^035,275

- -013,436
- -018,162

- -025,871

- •011,685
- •Ol 6,986
- ^026,399

0

0
0

3

{a)

(c)

-•021,876
- -031,462
- -047,779

+ •001,794

+ ^000,032
- ^002,425

+ ^034,007

+ •038,425

+ ^042,934

+ -020,301

+ ^022,755

+ •025,189

- -005,265
- -007,060
- -009,544

- ^024, 509
- ^032,660
- ^044,832

- •002,816
- •004,166
- -006,579

4
(«)

{b)

(c)

- -002,890

- -004,543

- -007,695

-•024,189
- -030,027
- -038,318

+ •Oil, 556

+ •013,001)

+ •014,488

+ ^029,810

+ ^031,921

+ ^034,0 10

+ -010,036

+ -010,316

+ -010,608

+ ^002, 968

+ ^002,231

+ ^001,398

- -010,247
- '015,487
- -023,039

5

(«)

(b)

(c)

0
0
0

- -030,326
- -039,760
- -054,439

- •000,360
- ^001,075
- •002,126

+ ^019,498

+ ^020,230

+ ^020,981

- -010,803

+ -010,914

+ •011,058

+ •017,610

+ •016,869

+ •016,285

+ ^000,491

- ^001,027
- ^002,916

6

(a)

(b)

(c)

0

0
0

- -020,008
- -028,474
- -043,219

- ^022,838
- ^030,341
- •041,234

+ -007,545

+ -007,029

+ -006,516

+ -004,686

+ '004,542

+ '004,433

+ '059,958

+ '0.56,264

+ •053', 151

+ •012,415

+ •010,41]

+ -008,654

7

(a)

(b)

ic)

0
0

0

- -017,910
- -028,491

- -047,576

- ^030,574
- ^044,067
- •067,356

- -002,307
- -003,750
- -005,755

+ ^003,984

+ ^002,606

+ •001,135

+ •014,:391

+ •012,497

+ ^010,895

+ -023,291

+ -019,449

+ -016,389

^ (a) = -(-•157,074, ;S' (6)= +-012,276, (c) =- -209,976.

* The formula used was Casus I or x^ = 5|, + |^ (Ar_i + Azu) + 2^-5%oi the solution of tlie quadratic

giving 6.

•f
The table suggests, a posteriori, that we should have got quite reasonable results from linear inter-

polation ; we have : from (a) and (/)) )-= -5042 ; from («) and (c) r=-49'28, and from (h) and (c) r= ^5025,

as against our '5034. It should be noticed that the values in Table V are not always in agreement in

the last figure with those obtained by dividing Vg^, in Table IV by the {ns.rlihs')' of that table, because the

somewhat more accurate process was adopted of multiplying by v^ss' and then dividing by n-g,,. . Still

the physical meanings of and {iiss'l":<s')' are so prominent in the work that it seemed desirable

to register their values.
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Before we consider the graph due to this solution, let us investigate the value

of r to be found from (xvi). The values of nss'jngs' are already provided in

Table IV, but we need a table corresponding to Table III giving the product

^sTjj^s'Tp instead of the product "^g r^,
t/. This is provided in Table VI.

Further if

K,,. = T, t: + r ^, T, t; + ^, T., t:+

Table VII (p. 143) provides «:.,,,' for the same three values of r, i.e. 0"45, 0-50 and
0'55. Finally Table VIII (p. 143) gives «:s,,y(7ij,,y/i.s,s'), whence by summing we obtain

v = r - 8,s' {Kss'/in.s'lns,')],

for the three cases.

Using the same interpolation formula as before in order to discover the value

of r for which v = 0 we find

:

r - -5204.

There is thus a difference of '0170 between the two methods. The probable

error found for the product-moment r is "0160 and the result by the usual product-

moment process may be given :

r= -5189 + -0160.

Thus either of the values reached by the methods of this paper differ by less

than the probable error from the true product-moment value.

(4) If we work out the results by mean square contingency we find

:

a = -480,690,

and the class index correlations are*:

For fathers : ?v,^= -962,329.

For sons : r,., = -964,523.

Hence correlation from mean square contingency

r=aj{r,^r,,)= -5179,

which is in excellent agreement with the product-moment value.

It would therefore be quite reasonable for such a table as the present to use

mean square contingency and class index corrections, and save the heavy labour

of Equation (xvi bis) or (xvii). At the same time we cannot assert that this

process would always be equally satisfactory for tables with but few broad

categories and with much higher correlation.

Our two processes seem to give values slightly in defect and in excess of the

true value of?', and we might use their mean, i.e. -5118, to obtain our graph. We
shall, however, first proceed to compare the actual results of solving (xiv) and

substituting in (xv) with the result of such approximative processes.

Table IX (p. 145) gives the products of ^4. '^s'V and will therefore enable us

by aid of Table IV (p. 140) which gives the values of nss'/rtss' to obtain hs. for any

value of r. Let

X,, = % n X' T„' + r T, t/ + X 1\ + (xxii).

* Using the values of and ;/s in Tables I and II respectively.
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TABLE VI.

Values of'^sT,,'^6'Tp'.

s' 7>1 s = l .5 = 2 .5 = 3 s = 4 s = 5 .5 = 6 s = 7 P s'

0 + •005,966 + •022,207 + •000,509 - ^007,686 - -005,120 •011,028 - •004,848 0

1 + •030,608 + •054,185 + •001,722 + ^010,633 + -011,536 + •037,126 + •025,890 1

2 + •054,736 + •014,342 - •000,976 + •OlOjlU + -000,145 - •029,528 — •048,833 2

1 3 + •035,199 - •033,825 - •002,246 - ^012,136 - -010,270 - •010,999 + •034.276 3 1

4 + •002,562 — •007,587 + •000,169 - ^000,915 + -001,407 + •007,853 — •003,489 4

5 + •005,180 — •004,622 - •000,915 - ^004,289 - -002^583 + •003,372 + •003,856 5

6 + •007,003 — •011,727 + •000,213 - ^000,013 + -003,287 + •008,380 •007,142 b

0 + •022,842 + •085,018 + •001 ,948 - ^029,426 - -019,601 — •042,222 - •018,559 0

1 + •056,787 + •100,528 + •003,195 + -019,728 + -021,402 + •068,878 + •048,033 1

2 + •017,375 + •004,553 - •000,310 4- -003,210 + -000,046 - •009,373 — •015,501 2

2 3 — •033,035 + •031,745 + •002,108 + -011,389 + -009,639 + •010,323 — •032,169 3 2

4 - •007,358 + •021,786 - •000,486 + -002,627 - -004,040 — •022,548 + -010,019 4

5 — •004,261 + •003,802 + •000,753 + -003,528 + -002,124 - •002,774 — -003,172 5

G — •011,913 + •019,949 — •000,362 + -000,022 — -005,591 — •014,255 + -012,150 b

0 + •001,324 + 004,929 + •000,113 - -001,706 - -001,136 - •002,448 - •001,076 0

1 + •002,378 + •004,21

1

+ •000,134 + ^000,826 + -000,896 + •002,885 + •002,012 1

2 - •002,423 - 000,635 + •000,043 - ^000,448 - -000,006 + •001,307 + •002,162 2

3 3 - •002,976 + 002,860 + •000,190 + ^001,026 + -000,868 + •000,930 — •002,898 3 3

4 + •000,365 - 001,080 + •000,024 - ^000,130 + -000,200 + •001,118 — •000,497 4

5 - •001,271 + 001,134 + •000,225 + •OO 1,052 + -000,634 - •000,827 - •000,946 5

6 + •000,475 — 000,796 + •000,014 - ^000,001 + -000,223 + •000,569 •000,485 6

0 - •005,329 - 019,833 - •000,455 + •006,865 + -004,573 + •009,850 + •004,330 0

1 + •006,217 + •011,006 + •000,350 + •002,160 + -002,343 + •007,541 + •005,259 1

2 •008,127 + •002,130 - •000,145 + ^001,502 + -000,022 - •004,385 — •007,251 2

4 3 - •007,217 + •006,935 + •000,461 + ^002,488 + •002,106 + •002,255 — •007,028 3 4

4 - •000,941 + 002,786 - •000,062 + •000,336 - -000,517 - •002,883 + •001,281 4

5 - •002,847 + 002,540 + 000,503 + •002,358 + ^001,419 - •001,854 — •002,120 5

6 •000,780 + 001 ,306 000,024 + ^000,001 - •000,366 - •000,934 + -000,796 6

0 - •007,289 •027,130 •000,622 + ^009,390 + •006,255 + •013,473 + -005,923 0
1 + •014,662 + •025,956 • •000,825 + ^005,094 + ^005,526 + •017,784 + -012,402 1

2 + •002,953 + •000,774 - •000,053 + -000,546 + ^000,008 — •001,593 — -002,635 2

5 3 - •013,673 + •013,139 4- •000,873 + •004,714 + ^003,990 + •004,273 — -013,315 3 5

4 + 001,057 — •003,128 + •000,070 - -000,377 + -000,580 + •003,238 — •001,439 4

5 - •004,116 + •003,672 + •000,727 + -003,408 + ^002,052 - •002,679 — -003,064 5

6 + •003,320 •005,559 + •000,101 - -000,006 + •001,558 + •003,973 — -003,386 6

0 •010,563 •039,314 •000,901

-

+ -013,601 + ^009,064 + •019,524 + •008,582 0
1 + •033,046 : •058,500 + •001,860 + -011,480 + ^012,454 + •040,082 + •027,952 1

2 •021,493 •005,632 + •000,383 - -003,971 - -000,057 + •011,595 + •019,175 2

6 3 •013,795 + •013,256 + •000,880 + -004,756 + -004,025 + •004,311 •013,433 3 6

4 + •006,142 •018,186 + •000,406 - -002,193 + -003,372 + •018,822 •008,364 4

5 + 001,134 •001,011 •000,200 - -000,939 - -000,565 + •000,738 + •000,844 5

6 + •008,563 •014,340 + •000,260 - -000,01

6

+ -004,019 + •010,247 •008,733 6

0 •006,952 •025,876 •000,593 + -008,956 + -005,966 + •012,851 + •005,649 0
1 + •034,867 + •061,193 + 001,945 + -012,009 + -013,028 + •041,927 + •029,238 1

2 •059,276 •015,532 + •001,057 - -010,953 --000,157 + •031,978 + •052,883 2

7 3 + •035,498 •034,111 •002,265 - -012,238 - -010,357 •011,092 + •034,567 3 7

4 •001,827 + •005,409 •000,121 + -000,652 - -001,003 •005,599 + •002,488 4
5 + •006,181 •005,515 •001,092 - -005,118 - -003,082 + •004,024 + •004,602 5

6 •006,668 + •011,167 •000,202 + -000,202 - -003,130 007,980 + •006,801 6
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TABLE VII. Values of k,

s' r s = l s = 2 s= 3 s = 4 s= 5 s=6 s = 7

1

(«)

(^)

(c)

+ -034,290

+ -039,786

+ -045,903

+ -045,918

+ -047,855

+ -049,468

+ -000,873

+ -000,831

+ -000,762

- -002,076
- -001,549
- -001,097

- -000,798
--000,541
- -000,350

- -000,849
- -000,496
- -000,251

- -000,094
- -000,036
- ^000,001

2
(«)

(c)

+ -048,425

+ •050,671

+ -052,617

+ -135,200

+ -142,180

+ -149,704

+ -003,506

+ -003,719

+ -003,946

- -018,688

--017,061
- -015,291

- -009,255
- -007,957
- -006,630

- -013,278
- -010,554
- -008,054

- •002,561
- ^001,722
- ^001,089

3
(«) + -001,628

+ -001,526

+ -001,386

+ -006,926

+ -007,188

+ -007,465

+ -000,205

+ -000,223

+ -000,245

- -001,317
- -001,252

-•001,175

- -000,633
- -000,545
- -000,444

- -000,765
- -000,509
- -000,235

- ^000,039

+ ^000,040

+ ^000,096

4
(«)

(6)

- -001,641
- -001,250
- -000,903

- -013,645

--012,657
--011,563

- -000,278
- -000,247

--000,211

+ ^008,425

+ -008,726

+ -009,071

+ ^005,826

+ •006,019

+ ^006,233

+ -012,401

+ -012,553

+ -012,663

+ ^004,608

+ ^004,294

+ ^003,892

5
(«)

ib)

(0

- -001,344
- -000,940
- -000,625

- -014,202
~ -012,484
- -010,689

-.000,165
- -000,085

+ -000,007

+ -012,270

+ •012,745

+ •013,278

+ •009,181

+ • 09,643

+ •010,160

+ -021,659

+ -022,682

+ -023,755

+ ^009,613

+ ^009,562

+ ^009,352

6

(a)

(c)

- -000,958
- -000,584
- -000,328

- -013,805
- -011,207
- -008,749

+ -000,109

+ -000,258

+ -000,419

+ ^018,295

+ •018,782

+ -019,263

+ •015,185

+ •016,036

+ ^016,957

+ •041,172

+ -044,362

+ ^047,837

+ ^023,419

+ ^025,040

+ ^026,557

7

(a) -'•000,047

- -000,076

+ -000,159

- -004,380
- -003,080
- -002,067

+ -000,263

+ -000,316

+ -000,348

+ -010,961

+ -010,574

+ •010,019

+ ^010,729

+ ^010,938

+ •011,027

+ •036,961

+ ^040,073

+ •043,208

+ •032,908

+ •038,215

+ •044,126

TABLE VIII. Values of

s' r s = l s = 2 s = 3 s= 4 s = 6 s = 6 8 = 1

1 (b)

(c)

+ -021,394

+ -021,552

+ -021,698

+ -052,182

+ -053,054

+ -053,980

+ -001,072

+ -001,178

+ -001,296

0
0
0

- ^002,057
- ^002,033
- ^022,011

0
0
0

0
0
0

2

(a)

(b)

(c)

(«)

(b)

(c)

+ -055,831

+ -056,643

+ -057,497

+ -149,303

+ -150,514

+ -151,686

+ -003,713

+ -003,957

+ -004,228

- •Ol 2,640
- •012,331

- •Ol 1,960

-•006,711
- ^006,547
- ^006,354

- ^007,035
- ^006,833
- •006,638

0
0
0

3
+ -001,898

+ -002,029

+ -002,180

+ -006,439

+ -006,679

+ -006,941

+ -000,185

+ 000,196
+ -000,209

- •001,621
- ^001,521
- -001,406

- ^000,741
- ^000,645
- ^000,534

- ^000,777
- ^000,547
- ^000,271

- 000,018

+ ^000,022

+ ^000,065

4

(a)

ib)

(^0

- -001,004
- -000,992
- -000,985

- -011,805
- -011,538
- -011,217

- -000,258
- -000,225
- -000,188

+ -010,415

+ -010,424

+ -010,432

+ ^006,850

+ -006,858

+ ^006,869

+ •010,117

+ •010,124

+ •010,130

+ •006,859

+ ^006,845

+ ^006,828

5

(a)

ib)

ic)

0
0
0

- -012,745
- -012,407
- -012,005

- -000,160
- -000,083
- -000,007

+ -013,131

+ -013,153

+ -013,177
j

+ ^009,558

+ ^009,564

+ ^009, 569

+ ^023, 162

+ •023,170

+ •023,173

+ ^010,155

+ ^010,125

+ ^010,084

G

(a)

ib)

('-')

0
0
0

- -009,447
- -009,156
- -008,854

+ 000,126

+ 000,311

+ -000,533

+ -015,039

+ -015,079

+ -015,123

+ ^009,465

+ ^009,468

+ ^009, 468

+ -058,655

+ -058,760

+ -058,853

+ ^025,835

+ -025,838

+ ^025,824

7

(a)

ib)

ic)

0

0
0

- -004,556
- -004,377
- -004,210

+ -000,352

+ -000,487

+ -000,642

+ -007,494

+ -007,493

+ -007,492

+ -012,697

+ -012,645

+ -012,574

+ -032,408

+ -032,448

+ -032,463

+ •037,813

+ ^038,095

+ •038,361

^' (a) =+-510,573, *S' (6) = + •517,476, *S' (c)=+ -524,735,

- -060,573, /•(,= - -017,476, + -025,265.
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TABLE IX.

Values of Tj, Tp.

s' P s = l s = 2 s = 3 s = 4 s = o s = 6 s = 7 V

0 — UU2,Doy - -010,007 •AAA ClilA000,229 + 003,464 1 .AA.T OA^+ 002, .30/
1 .AA i C\T\+ 004,9/0 1 .AAO lop;+ UUZ,1»0 A

1 -•013,450 - -023,810 _ •000,757 - 004,673 - ^005 ,069 -•016,314 - -011,377 1

2 - -023,007 - -006,044 + -000,411 - ^004,262 - ^000,061 + •012,444 + -020,579 2

1 3 - -013,496 + -012 969 000 861 + ^004 653
1 \_'\J^ tJ 'J + •OOS 938 + ^004 217 — -013,142 3 1

4 — -000,450 + -001 333 000 030 + OOO 161 — •OOO 247 — •OOl 380 + -000,613 4

5 — -003,007 + -002 683 000,531 4- '002 490 + •OOl 499 — -001,958 — ^002,239 5

g — -003,082 + -005,161 -000 094 4- OOO 006 — •OOl 446 - ^003,688 + ^003, 143 6

0 — Uz.J,oUiJ •AOQ r.AA— 088,090 •AACl AO/

1

002,030 + 030,662 1 .AOA /i^K+ 020,4zo 1 .A 1 0 AA^?+ 043,996 1 .A 1 A 0'3A+ uiy,.3.iy 0
1 - -051,494 - -091,158 _ 002,898 - ^017,889 - ^019,407 - ^062,458 - -043,556 1

2 - -002,940 - -000,770 + 000,052 - •000,543 - •000,008 + •001,586 + •002,623 2

2 3 + -036,379 - -034,958 -002 322 - 012,542 - ^010,614 - -011,368 + ^035,425 3 2

4 + -004,781 - -01 4,154 4- 000,316 - •OOl,707 + ^002,625 + -014,650 - ^006,510 4

5 + -007 797 - -006,957 001 378 - ^006,456 - ^003,887 + -005,076 + -005,805

6 + -009,448 — -015,822 -|- 000,287 - ^000,01

7

+ ^004,434 + -011,306 - -009^636 6

0 — UZZ,4oo — UOo,Oo (

•AA1 A1UUl ,y 10
1 •AOO AO!+ 028,9-3l

1 .Al 0 OTl+ UlW,z ( i
1 .All ,^11 1 .Al Q 0 1+ Uio,z4/ AU

1 - -002,986 - -005,286 _ 000,168 - •OOl,037 - •OOl, 125 - -003,622 - •002,526 1

2 +'-045,338 + •011,880 — •000,808 + ^008,377 + •OOO, 120 --024,4.59 _ ^040,449 2

3 3 + -003 681 — ^003,537 •000 235 — OOl 260 — •OOl,074 — -001 ,150 + ^003 584 3 3

4 - -007,651 + ^022,655 •000,506 + ^002 732 - -004,201 - -023,447 + ^010,419 4

5 + -001,548 — •OOl 381 •000 273 - OOl ,281 - -000,772 + -001,007 + •OOl, 152
« — -011,412 + ^019,111 •000 346 + OOO O^'l — -005,356 - -013,656 + •Oil 639 6

0 — UiU,o.i>5
•A/IA 000— U4:(J,OZZ • ( lAA An 1(juu,yz4 + 013,956 1 .AAA+ uuy,zyo 1 .AOA AOPi+ UzU,UZO 1 .AAO QAO+ UUo,oUZ AU

1 + -012,013 + •021,267 + •000,676 + 004,173 + -004,528 + -014,571 + •010,161 1

2 + 017,109 + -004,483 000,305 + 003,161 + -000,045 - -009,230 - ^015,264 2

4 3 - -014,068 + -013,518 000 898 + ^004 850 + -004 105 + -004 396 - •Ol 3,699 3 4

4 — -002,101 + -006,221 000 139 + '000 750 — -001,154 — ^006 439 + •002,861 4

5 — -005,604 + ^005,000 000 990 + ^004,640 + -002,794 — •003,648 — ^004, 172 5

— -001,988 + ^003,329 000,060 4- -000 00 4 - -000,933 - ^002 379 + ^002,028 6

0 •AAQ OAO— 0Uo,.i03 •AOA AA,1— UolJ,9U4 AAA ^7AO000,708 1 .Ai A /^no+ 010,690 1 •AA^ 1 il K+ 007,125 1 .Al K 'iA^+ U10,o4/ + UUd, / 4d AU

1 + -016,433 + -029,090 + 000,925 + -005,709 + -006,193 + ^019,931 + -013,899 1

2 + -003,809 + -000,998 000,068 + -000,704 + -000,010 - ^002,055 - -003,399 2

5 3 — -015,502 + •014,897 000,989 + -005 344 + -004,523 + -004,844 - •Ol 5,096 3 5

4 + -001 ,087 — -003,220 -j- 000 072 — -000 388 + -000 597 + -003,332 - •OOl, 481 4

5 — '004 744 + -004 233 -l- •000 838 4- ^003 928 4- -002 365 ~ -003,088 — '003,532 5

6 + -003,592 -- ^006,016 -f •000,109 — ^000,007 + -001,686 + -004 299 - •003'664 6

0 •AA^ 'TACi— 007,749 •AOO 010— 0zo,o4o •AAA C^O^000,661 + 009,983 + 006,650 1 .Til 1 00 1+ 0l4,.3Z4 I .AA^? OA"7+ uuD,zy/ A

1 + •023,811 + •042,152 + •001,340 + ^008,272 + -008,974 + -028,881 + •020,140 1

2 - •014,636 - ^003,835 + •000,261 - ^002,704 - -000,039 + -007,896 + ^013,057 2

6 3 - ^010,657 + •010,241 + •000,680 + ^003,674 + -003,110 + -003,330 - ^010,378 3 6

4 + ^004,372 - ^012,946 + •000,289 -•001,561 + -002,401 + -013,399 - •005,954 4

5 + ^000,442 - ^000,394 •000,078 - -000,366 - -000,220 + -000,288 + ^000,329 5

6 + •006,335 - ^010,608 + •000,192 -•000,012 + -002,973 + -007,580 - ^006,461 6

0 - ^003,242 - •012,067 •000,276 + •004,177 + -002,782 + -005,993 + -002,634 0
1 + ^015,673 + ^027,746 + 000,882 + •005,445 + -005,907 + -019,010 + -013,257 1

2 - •025,614 - -006,712 + 000,457 - ^004, 733 - -000,068 + -013,818 + -022,851 2

7 3 + •013,663 - -013,130 000,872 - ^004, 711 - -003,987 - -004,270 + -013,305 3 7

4 - ^000,037 + •000,111 000,002 + •000,013 - -000,020 --000,114 + -000,051 4

5 + -003,569 - ^003, 184 000,631 - ^002,955 - -001,779 + -002,323 + -002,657 5

6 - -002,893 + -004,845 000,088 + ^000,005 - -001,358 - -003,462 + -002,951 6
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TABLE X.

Values of ^sT^^^'^V-

s' P s = 2 s = 3 s = 4 s = 5 s = 6 s = 7 P s'

AU •009 7 1 ft •09-1 9QR •01 Q Ql Q •01 rSQi •nn^ 9nR AA7 fiTflUU / ,OZ i •009 1 U
1 "013 578 050 5'^5 •001 157 J_ •01 7 4.Q1 4_ •ni 1 f;^n 4_ •n9^ no

7

4. •01 1 0^^9 1

2 "023 244 1 •001 O-LQ _L •Oil -104. J_T •01 Q 9RR _i- •nnn 90ft m ft ft9fi •090 ORO 2

1 3 •01 'i90 t •O'^R 9RivyOO, iiol .1.
nr

•001 dRQ •090 '?Ofi •mn SS9 •nnft ^9Q 4_ •01 094 3 1

4 •000 3fi4- _1_ •00-L 5fi7 •007 Q04. •009 1 0H •nm '^Qi 4. •nn^i 9ft9 '000 8R4 4

5 •00-7 QCtQ 1 , •OOH 9Qr; 4- •000 5Qfi •007 ^^90 •nn9 4- •nm 7Q^ 4_ •009 985 5

(d
- •003,074 + •008,906 •011,032 - •000,956 + •003,290 + •006,016 •003,149 6

•010 3QC) •07fi^9fiO •051 QQ5 01 Q Q'^l •O90 175 •008 088 0u
1 •025 191 •009 1 4.7 _4_ •0*^9 J.51 4_ •021 614 4- •090 4fi7 1

2 •007 378 4- _L 01 171 4- •OOR I 9^^ 4- 000 005 005 07ft •OOR •^R7 2

2 3 A- •012 fi89 001 '^7 4_ •01 Q 057 4_ 000 800 4_ •008 004 •01 2 993 3 2
4 •001 044 _L •099 RCifi _(_ •OOf? 05J. •003 993 •01 5 1 R7 4- •009 480 4

5 _L
\

005! 4R7 •000 /IQO _1_ •OOfi 091 4_ 009 1 s•^\>\J^ , LOO •Of)l 477 •001 880 5

6 005,229 - •015,149 + •018,767 + 001,627 •005,596 - •010,234 + •005,357 6

AU •000 fi03 •005 "^(19 OO'i Ol -1 •001 15.5 •001 RQl •000 4R0 AU
1 •001 055 •00"^ Q97 -non OQo 4_ 001 "^5^ 4_ 000 005 4_ •001 050 •000 857 1

2 •001 09Q •000 OJ^fi •nm R*^7 000 H54 000 01 4- •000 8'^'^ •000 888 2

3 3 "001,143 •OO^^ 9'^7 •nnn 1 9fi _L 001 717 4_ 000 88"? 4_ •000 791 •001 101\y X , X \/ X 3 3

4 •000 052 •000 ft50 •nni 1 9^1 •000 ^OO 4- 000 1 08\J\J\J * L I/O 4- •000 759 •000 1 9S 4
5 4. •000 73fi •009 0'?5 •nnn i zifi _1_ 001 705 4_ •nnn h^si •000 440 •000 .5R1 5

6 •000,209 + •000,605 - •000,749 000,065 + •000,223 + •000,408 - •000,214 6

U _4_ •009 49(H -r
•091 f^QCX m 7 7Qn _L •m 9 1 '^nU i Z, i »5U 4. 004 fi50 •OOR 80R 4. •001 887 U

1 •009 758 •nnn 9*^>^ 1 _!_ 009 •^fift _1_ •005 O08 _1_ •002 241 1

2 •O0V45I 1 uuu, 100 i_ UUO^ i D i -4- •nn9 ftRj. 4_ •000 044 •009 705 009 070 2

4 3 J_ •009 779 •nnn '^n^ •nm 1 fi*^ 4- 009 141 _|_ •001 740 •009 fi70 3 4

4 _L •000 1 •^ J. 1

-r •nn9 on9UUZ,t7UZ 1
•AAA 77 1UUU, / / 4 000 511UUU, Oil •001 0"?0 4. •000 ^1 7 4

5 _4_ •001 fiJ.S UU4,0DU •nnn "^98UUUj»5ZO 1

-r •nnzi n9'^ J_ 001 450 •000 087 001 95R 5

6 + •000,342 - •000,992 + •001,229 + 000,107 •000,366 - •000,670 + •000j351 (j

0 4- •00*? 'i^f^ + 1+ •n9zi 1

.

•01 R fSQ9 4- OOfi •^fiO _1_ •000 ^10 •009 581\J\JJUy rJ\D 1. U
1 •OOfi 50-1 •nnn 1UUU,0(>4 4- •008 '^70 _L •005 581 J.. •01 9 099 005 984 1

2 •001 95J. 1+ •nn9 9*^Quuz,z»3y _L •001 OJ.1 4_ 000 01 fi •001 01 fi •001 089 2

5 3
_L •005 252 •m -1 ft 7 -7 •nnn ^7ft J_ •007 RSSV-'U / ,000 _L •004 05fi 4_ •00*^ "^1 •f)05 050 3 5

4 •000 1 50 + uu 1,000 •AAO 9r;Q 000 Sft(> _|_ •000 57^^ 4_ •009 1 78 •000 ^5fiWWW, (jtJU 4

5
J_ •002 383 uuOjOyz •nnn aia 005 81 fi 4- •009 100 •001 427 001 81 fi\J\f X ,0 X w 5

g •001^457 + •004,222 - •005,230 000,453 •001,560 + •002^852 - 001,493 6

U + 004,809 + •043,011 + •035,264 + 024,044 + •009,217 + •013,491 + •003,740 0

1 •014,659 •054,559 •001,249 + 018,884 + •012,578 + •027,096 + •011,910 1

2 + •009,127 •000,412 •016,293 •007,574 •000,117 + •007,392 + •007,876 2

6 3 + •005,299 •015,004 •000,583 + 007,958 + •004,092 + •003,342 •005,104 3 6

4 •000,872 + •010,946 •018,945 005,054 •003,333 + •012,661 •002,070 4

5 •000,656 + •001,815 + •000,130 001,602 •000,581 + •000,393 + 000,500 5

6 •003,758 + •010,889 •013,490 •001,169 •004,023 + •007,356 •003,851 6

0 + •003,165 + •028,310 + •023,211 + 015,825 •006,066 + 008,880 + •002,462 0

1 •015,334 •057,071 •001,307 + •019,753 •013,157 + •028,344 + •012,459 1

2 + •025,172 •001,136 •044,936 •020,888 •000,323 + •020,387 + •021,724 2

7 3 •013,635 + 038,608 + •001 ,501 •020,478 010,.531 •008,601 + •013,134 3 7

4 + •000,259 •003,256 + •005,635 + 001,503 •000,991 •003,766 -4- •000,616 4

5 •003,579 + 009,899 + •000,711 •008,734 •003,167 + •002,142 + •002,727 5

6 + •002,927 •008,480 + •010,.505 + 000,911 •003,133 •005,729 + •002,999 6
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We shall proceed to calculate X^s' three values of r which lie near the

probable value of r as found from each column. We will take these as •45, '50 and

•55 ; from these values we shall obtain h.^. for each column from (xiv) and inter-

polating the real between them find the corresponding columnar r, which will

be then substituted in (xv) by aid of Table X to obtain the columnar mean kg..

Table XI gives the values of X.^,,' for r — "45, '50 and '55, and Table XII the

resulting values of kg.

TABLE XT. Values of for r = -45, -50 arid -55.

s' r s = l s = 2 s = 3 s = 4 S — O s = 6 s = 7

1

(a)

(b)

- •014,742,01

-•017,038,00
-020,616,58
- -021,5.54,08

-•000,400,18
--000,383,88
— UUW,oOD,'±U

+ •000,974,70

+ •OOO, 731,59
1 -nnn i u
f- uuu,oio,yo

+ -000,377,97

+ -000,258,31

+ -000,168,60

+ ^000,409,54

+ •000,246,06
+ ^000,044,95

+ •000,015,95
•Ann nnQ oo— uuu,uuo,iiy

2

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

(c)

- •043,836,23

-•045,046,53
— '045 86C) 07

- -133,792,74

-140,080,50
— ^ 4fi 85C» 94

- •003,545,25

-003,775,08
- -OOd 0-?fi Q8

+ •021,169,83

+ ^019,705,30
-^-•018 OQO 5'^

+ -010,795,76

+ -009,504,62

+ "008 1 50 14

+ •015,963,45

+ •012,993,41
4- -01 0 1 41 'iO

+ •003,2.58,21

+ ^002,268,84

3

- -014,665,26
- -012,764,50

--010,711,23

- ^082,820,10
- 082,030,73
- ^080,956,49

- -002,204,29
- 002,275,94
-•002,360,54

+ 030,133,27

+ 030,479,17

+ •030,869,67

+ 018,460,19

+ -018,233,88

+ -017,938,38

+ -033,767,07

+ •031,794,16

+ -029,455,85

+ •009,791,12

+ •008,188,80

+ •006,551,72

4

(a)

(b)

(0)

- -003,450,60
- -002,645,25

- -001,920,26

--028,237,21
- -026,280,92

--024,106,94

- ^000,587,66
- ^000,528,69
- ^000,459,56

+ •017,032,32

+ 017,630,94

+ 018,316,53

+ -011,713,27

+ 012,084,98

+ -012,492,17

+ •024,762,-35

+ ^024,998,89

+ •025,139,70

+ ^009,092,34

+ -008,434,25

+ -007,601,99

5

(a)

(b)

(c)

- -001,562,59

--001,096,19
- -000,731,63

- -016,357,80

--014,410,34
- -012,372,26

-•000,196,08

-•000,106,48
- ^000,003,49

+ 013,951,10

+ 014,492,89

+ •015,100,01

+ -010,408,16

+ 010,926,94

+ •011,507,01

+ ^024,456,57

+ •025,583,17

+ -026,761,82

+ -010,780,30

+ 010,698,56

+ -010,435,95

6
(«)

ib)

(c)

- -000,728,92
- -000,448,58
- -000,255,73

- -010,344,20
- -008,432,81

- -006,613,75

+ -000,068,82

+ •000,177,88

+ -000,295,92

+ 013,421,77

+ 013,793,06

+ 014,164,31

+ •011,082,88

+ •011,705,64

+ •012,382,26

+ 005,018,14

+ •005,142,06

+ •005,217,99

+ -029,840,53

+ •032,119,62

+ •034,601,52

+ 016,766,62

+ •017,871,20

+ -018,889,99

7
(«)

(b)

(0)

- -000,090,63

--000,037,11
- -000,000,75

--002,150,92
- -001,530,11

- -001,037,56

+ -000,121,52

+ 000,149,03

+ -000,167,89

+ •005,185,57

+ -005,035,92

+ -004,808,83

+ •016,965,98

+ •018,430,12

+ •019,928,67

+ •014,51.5,02

+ •016,770,70

+ •019,271,47

TABLE XII. Values of h,. for Columns.

r
1

s= l

1

s = 2 s = 3 s = 4 ti = 5 s = 6 s = 7

•45

•50

•55

-2-19299
-2-18505
-2-17567

- ^92114
- ^91848

- -91485

- ^02549
- ^02538
- -02521

+ -56650

+ -56616

+ -56580

+ -98336

+ -98315

+ -98286

+ 1-45054

+ 1 ^44900

+ 1-44685

+ 2-30569

+ 2-29880

+ 2-28999

Actual Aj. -2-19667 -•91404 - -02553 + -56594 + -98333 + 1 -44723 + 2-29464

Extra- or

Interpolated r
•4229 •5599 -4167 -5309 -4585 -5426 -5249

10—2
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Wo have thus the values of' /' found from each coluuin*.

We now turn to Table X and calculate in exactly the same way the values of

x',s' = % To + /• Ti T,' + ... + rpX Tp X' t; +

for the /• peculiar to each column for that column. We thus obtain Table XIII.

TABLE XIII.

Values ofX'ss'for r of eadi Vertical Column.

s' S = l s = 2 s = 3 s = 4 s = 5 s= 6

1

2

3

4

6

6

7

- -013,707,54

-•021,315,40
- -000,771,58

+ -000,880,04

+ -000,759,52

+ -000,584,54

+ -000,127,47

- -044,362,34

-•15.3,841,07
- -008,202,77

+ -014,176,58

+ -013,488,41

+ -011,211,78

+ -002,739,83

- -013,376,98
- -074,192,36
- -004,826,27

+ 018,829,61

+ -024,318,82

+ 031,232,08

+ 015,206,16

- ^002,394,74
- ^029,418,02

-•002,225,87

+ •015,680,02

+ -022,680,28

+ -032,630,32

+ •017,131,65

- -000,770,04
- -009,240,63
- -000,633,67

+ •005,954,01

+ ^009,395,75

+ •015,-526,73

+ -010,878,46

- ^000,212,73
- ^006,036,02
- -000,217,60

+ -008,797,09

+ •016,257,72

+ -032,207,15

+ 028,515,80

- -000,006,10
- -000,641,41

+ -000,030,11

+ -001,837,83

+ -004,194.22

+ -011,205,66

+ -017,104,71

kg. - -963,72 - -507,66 - 010,29 + ^303,04 + •425,95 + -789,11 + 1-238,75

The values in Table XIII divided by ?!.sv/hss' froni Table XIV and summed for

each column give, on multiplication by Njiis., the ks. of the last row of the table.

To obtain Table XIV we must return to Equation (x), use the appropriate r for

the column and the values in Table III of ^j,. r.p t/. Taking ax and a-y as units

of the horizontal and vertical variates we can plot kg. in Table XIII to hg. from

Table XII and so obtain the regression line as formed by the means of each column,

and set against it the regression lines as found from polychoric r.p = -5034, or '5204.

TABLE XIV.

Values of for
"ss

columnar Values of r.

s' s = l s= 2 s = 3 s=4 s=6 s = 7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1 •481,160

•850,270

•910,673

1-846,116
00

00

00

•918,247

•995,746

1 ^075,087

r016,776
•866,469

•980,885

•454,171

•881,901

•946,290

1 ^090,803

1 ^066,432

1-028,801

887,677
808,851

00

1 •319,975

•830,945

•856,640

•992,395

1 •263,099

1 •368,315

•366,2.58

1^351,776
•853,291

•855,012

•968,288

r61 9,040
•848,918

00

1^261,565

•876,250

1 ^248,823

r018,112
•803,917

r316,691

00

00

1^668,232
•600,417

•937,952

•999,089

1^074,517

* The mean value of r weighted with the column totals is •SOaS which is in reasonable accord with

(i.e. within the probable error of) the results on p. 14'2.
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This is done in Diagram I. But what we actually desire is to compare the obser-

vations and the regression lines as given by the present polychoric method with

those obtained by product-moment methods.

-2

I

£ O

a

+Z

-2 -i O +1 +£

Stature of Father in Inches.

Diagram I.

Our actual data from which the table on p. 135 was obtained are given m
Table XV. The following are the values of the constants in inches :

Mean Stature of Father : x = 67"-878.

Mean Stature of Son : y = 68"-84.5.

Standard Deviation of Father :
— 2"'6576.

Standard Deviation of Son : o-,, = 2"-6885.

Correlation of Father and Son : r = -5189 ± -0160.

In Diagram II the regression line (slope, •524.5) with means of the arrays as

dark circles is given. Against this we have put as hollow circles the values of

hg- and kg. multiplied by their respective s.D.'s to indicate the result as worked

out in the present paper. The closeness of the polychoric coefficient "5204 and

the product-moment coefficient does not permit of two regression lines being

drawn. It will be seen that the fit to the observations by use of broad categories

and the polychoric method is I'eally quite as satisfactory as the fit by the product-

moment method. But the amount of arithmetical work is incomparably greater

by the former, even if it be less than Ritchie-Scott's process with 49 cells would be.

Accordingly we now proceeded to investigate the extent to which approxi-

mations shortening the arithmetic would introduce serious error. The first question

to be answered is: To what extent in finding the means k<,. of the arrays is it

needful to use the actual value of the correlation coefficient as found for each

column ? In order to test this we proceeded to find the for each columnar

cc
ul
I

IL
o

>\ —

^

1

1

1^^^

_j

MEAN OF SON

1 T 1
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TABLE XV.

Correlation of Stature in 1000 pairs, Father and Son.

Stature of Father.

1
1

00

1

00

i

1

00

J!

1
I

1

?^

1

1

00

1

1

5o

'5

1

00

e~

[

1

^1

=0

"o

1

1

"it)

?^
00

CO

1

1

?^
00

o

1
1

00

1

^°

1

1

?^
00

1

1

1

oo Totals

2

1

Gl"'875— 1 3 — 1 1 — — — —

—

6
62" '87

5

— 4 4 3 1 3 2 — 1 20
63"-875— 1 1 5 6 5 9 2 2 1 32
64-"'875 — 2 3 3 5 11 11 10 17 4 1 2 1 70
65"-875— 1 1 2 6 9 10 20 17 15 7 6 94
66"-875— 1 6 4 11 24 21 28 10 12 7 4 1 129
67"-875— 2 2 7 9 20 16 33 27 26 20 13 6 — — 181
68" -87

5

— 1 1 4 1 12 13 10 22 26 24 6 2 2 1 125
69"-875

*
5 11 15 18 18 23 18 13 4 4 1 1 131

70"-875 2 5 13 12 12 13 8 7 3 1 80
71"-875~ 4 7 7 9 9 9 7 3 1 57
7^'-875— 1 2 13 4 2 9 1 1 1 2 36
73"-875— 1 i 4 1 5 4 3 2 21

74"-875— 2 2 1 2 1 8

75"-87r)— 1 1

76''-875 1 1 2
77"-875 1 1 1 3
78"-875~- 1 1

Totals 7 6 17 3G 63 109 111 149 139 125 109 67 34 18 7
1

3 0 1000 •

array for the same correlation coefficient, and we took for the value of that

coefficient "5000, somewhat under the value found by either polychoric coefficient.

Table XVI gives our results. It involved finding a new series of values for

\'ss', but those for nss'/ngi,' have already been comj^uted under {h) in Table IV. The

results are given in terms of inches.

TABLE XVI.

Columnar Means by Different Processes.

s hg, X

kg. X ffif

Common base

Each column
its own ?•

Each column
for r=-50

Each column
assumed Normal

1 -5-8379 -2-5881 -2-6498 -2-4809 2'

2 -2-4292 - 1 -3633 - 1 -3531 - 1 -4357 3'

3 - -0678 - -0276 - -0176 - -0701 3'

4 + 1 -5040 + -8138 + -8087 + -7632 3'

5 + 2-6133 + 1-1439 + 1-1511 + 1 -0866 3' + 4'

6 + 3-8462 + 2-1192 + 2-1122 + 2-1744 4' + 5'

7 + 6-0982 + 3-.3267 + 3-3194 + 3-1109 5'
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An examination of the fourth column of Table XVI shows us that we have

not for practical purposes seriously modified the columnar means by using r = "50

instead of the individual value for each column. This is illustrated in Diagram III,

where except in the case of the first array there is hardly daylight between the

two series of points.

-2

c +1

+2

SI

i;

i;

1

-

1

1

1

1

1

1

• MEAN OF SON

1

1 r 1 1 1

-2 -1 O +i +2

Stature of Father in Indies.

Diagram III.

In Diagram III the hollow circles give the means with r obtained for each column, the nearly

superposed dark circles the means with / = -5000.

The solution of the problem therefore Mis back on Equations (x), (xvif) and

(xv). We should still have to calculate t^, t^', 7"^ and Tp, but we should

only need the three series of products Tp Tp, Tp Tp and ^g Tp ^g- Tp', and

to obtain A-g. it would be adequate to use a value of r for which riss'jngs' had been

found for the final interpolation. Still this involves very lengthy arithmetic, and

we natiirally crave for a still easier process. The present full working out of a

numerical example enables us for the first time- really to test the adequacy of an

easier method of dealing with such polychoric tables which has been long in use

as an approximate method in the Biometric Laboratory.

(6) It is clear that if we could find the means of the columnar arrays, we

could readily obtain the correlation and the regression line by aid of the correlation

ratio corrected for class index. The whole problem accordingly turns on a ready

means of reaching—at any rate—an approximate value of the mean of a columnar

array. This array is the slice between two parallel planes of a normal correlation

surface.

In the case of a surface of zero correlation
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the slice between A", and X„ has for its volume on dY

J x,

the slice is therefore given by the normal curve :

Ordinate = const, x e" '^^
•

It seems therefore not unreasonable after the surface of revolution is stretched

and slid into a correlation surface to assume the slice to be still approximately a

normal curve. Unfortunately the determination of the best mean and standard

deviation for normal material given in broad categories does not admit of very easy

solution. What we need is the difference between the means of a columnar array

and of a marginal frequency as a multij^le of the standard deviation of the latter.

We shall obtain results dififeiing more or less from each other according to the

individual broad category we take as the basis of comparison between as the

standard deviation of the sth slice and cr„ the standard deviation of the marginal

frequency. In fact the range of any broad category or of any combination of broad

categories, except the tail categories, can be made a means of linking up o-., and cr,,.

A little experience, however, shows (a) that it is undesirable to find the ag of

any array from a category of small frequency, and (b) that for arrays of small total

frequency symmetrical tripartite divisions as far as feasible are the best*. The last

column in Table XVI shows the system selected for each of our columnar arrays.

Take, for example, s = 5, the columnar array may be taken on the base of 3'

and 4' categories as

l' + 2' 9j (-335

3' + 4' 361 and compared with J 421

5' + 6' + 7' 24 244

Totals 69 1000

as the corresponding marginal distribution. The corresponding proportional

1304 '3350
frequencies up to the dichotomic planes are:

.q^^)-^
'T^nd .i^-'^qq • The distances of the

mcanf from the two dichotomic planes in the first case are

- 1-1245(7, and +-39 10 <r,„

and in the second case
-

-4261(7,, and +-6935(7,^,

where ctj is the standard deviation of the normal curve assumed to represent the

columnar array 5. Accordingly the range of 3' + 4' categories

= 1-5155(7, = l-1196(7y,

which gives (7, in terms of a,j.

The probable error of a standard deviatiou found in this way is discussed in Biometrika, Vol. xiii.

p. 129.

t Found from the Probability Integral Table.
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Hence the distance between the means is

•6935 o-j, - -3910(75

= {-0935 - -3910 X 1-1196/1-5155} ay

= -4046 o-y

= 1'0866, if we introduce the value of ay.

This and the corresponding values are recorded in the fifth column of

Table XVI. It will be seen that these values approximate to those in the third

column, the greatest differences being in the small first and last arrays.

Of course in actually working with material solely given in broad categories we

use the value '4046, treating ay as our unit of measurement. The means of the

columnar arrays can be found with great ease and with considerable approximation

by this method.

If we now proceed to take the mean of our means duly weighted with their

frequencies, we find it to be — '0510,—not a very serious divergence from zero.

However, we subtract it* from the means in the fifth column of Table XVI,

multiply the squares of the remainders by the corresponding frequencies, sum and

divide by the square of ay. Thus we obtain

r818,8034_
"7-211,9103

~

or: 7? = -502148.

If we divide by the class index correlation of the a^variate, i.e. '962,329 f, we

obtain

7) = -5218,

which correlation ratio we may take to be the correlation coefficient and compare

with our polychoric coefficient -5204 (p. 142). Clearly although our means as found

by the hypothesis of normal distribution of the columnar arrays agree only approxi-

mately with the polychoric means of the third column of Table XVI, they lie

practically on the same regression line, as Diagram IV indicates. We conclude,

therefore, that in this case as probably in many like cases, it is quite adequate to

obtain the means of the columnar arrays by treating them as normal distributions,

then determining their correlation ratio and correcting it for the class index. The

corresponding regression line with the means of the columnar arrays indicated

will be for many purposes an adequate graph showing the general nature of the

correlation.

The general purpose of this paper has now been fulfilled ; it has been shown

how a general polychoric coefficient covering all the data provided in a given

contingency table may be found, and how a graph may be drawn representing such

a table effectively. At the same time such a process is very laborious and probably

will not be lightly undertaken or only in cases of grave uncertainty. The method

* Correlation ratio without subtraction ='52'2'2.

t See p. 142.
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is one of fitting the " best " normal surface to the data subject to the limitation

that the marginal totals are exactly reproduced, and this limits the genei'ality.

An example has been given of the process, but it is seen from this example that

the heavy arithmetic does not lead us to any more accurate value for the correlation

than far simpler methods. Thus :

Correlation from product-moment = '5189 ± •0100.

Polychoric Correlation Coefficient " Best Fit " = -5034.

Polychoric Correlation Coefficient " Product Moment " = 5204.

Mean Square Contingency, Corrected for Class Indices = '5179.

Correlation Ratio from means of arrays = "5218.

The latter method, which has been long in use in the Biometric Laboratory, is

thus, when used with due precaution, seen to be justified by the theoretically

preferable polychoric method. If a method could be discovered of finding uniquely

the mean of a columnar array, i(sing all its cells at the same time, this method

woulfl still more effectively replace the polychoric correlation coefficient.

r



ON EXPANSIONS IN TETRACHORIC FUNCTIONS.

By JAMES HENDERSON, M.A., B.So.

(1) We define the tetrachoric function of order s to be t, (x), where

''^''^ = ^Ti\~dx)

Other writers have adopted various other vahxes for the external numerical

factor but this is immaterial. The factor was chosen because it gives an ex-
Vs

!

tremely simple expression for the volume of a quadrant of the normal bivariate

frequency surface, and because for tabulating the numerical values of the functions

it is necessary to have some reduction factor of this kind to keep them of manage-

able size. We can usually drop the argument x and speak of Tg. The values of t,

for s = 1 up to s = 6 are tabled to five decimal places in the book, Tables for

Statisticians and Biometricians*, for values of ^ (1 — a) (which is really To, when

the argument is negative) from "000 to '500 at intervals of •001. With a different

multiplier they have been tabled by Charlierf to four decimal places only for

s = 1, 4 and 5 {x = "00 to 3). '

The general form of the tetrachoric function of order s is

1 f ,
(6--l)(s-2) ,

(6--l)(s-2)(s-3)(s-4)
. ^ ]

Ts =^ 1^-' - ^

2711 * 2kY\
^

" * ~
''^^•J

X 7^ e (ii),

V27r

that is, the ordinate of the normal curve of errors multiplied by a polynomial of

degree (s — 1). Tj is simply the ordinate of the nonnal curve, while T(, is the area

of the tail of the normal curve up to a given abscissa x, with the addition of an
r.r

arbitrary constant. This constant may be so selected that = I dx, and

will be found from the tables of the probability integral. It will be equal to

1(1 + a), if X is positive and ^(l — a), if x be negative in the usual notation.

Accordingly the expansion of a function of x, f{x) in a series of tetrachoric

functions, is really the expansion of the difference of the function and a multiple

of the probability integral in terms of

' X X-
C„ + C'l - + C.2 — +

k (T a-

where a and Co, Cj, ... are at our choice.

* Cambridge University Press, p. 1, and pp. 42—51.

f Vorlesungen ilber die Grundzilge der tnathematischen Statistik, 1920.
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The real reason for adopting

Co't,, + c/ti + C./to + c/to + . .
.

,

instead of the above expression, is that the calculation of the constants Cq', c,', c.^ ...

is more direct than that of Co, Cj, c.... because the tetrachoric functions are semi-

orthogonal functions*. It will be seen that the problem of expansion in tetra-

choric functions is closely related to a theorem of Laplace. If U he a. unimodal

function of x within the range under discussion and the integral I = judx be

required, Laplace transfers to the mode 7n as origin so that x = m, + ^ and writes U
in the following form :

U = U„, e - ^"'^^
( 1 + p + a,t + ...).

He extends the limits to oo in both directions by supposing U—0 outside the given

range and in the integration applies the well-known values of I c'^^-'^'d^, i.e.

zero if s be odd, and again if s be even (= 2?-),

[ e-i^>^prf^=:(2r-l)(2r-3)...3.1.\/2^a-'-+i.
J — CO ,

It will be seen that Laplace is really proceeding by expansion in tetrachoric

functions as the process is precisely the same whatever be the limits of the integral

of U. Following Laplace we develop our function in " incomplete normal moment

functions," i.e. I — dx-f; it is better to use tetrachoric functions. The series in
-'-00 v27r

tetrachoric functions seems to converge slightly better than that in incomplete

normal moment functions.

If we have
F{x) = a„Ti + (tiTo + aoT;j . . . 4- a^-iTg +

then, assuming we may integrate the right-hand side of this equation term by

term (i.e. assuming uniform convergence) between x and oo
,

smce

jF(x)dx=a,n + -^- + -^ + ...,

T
T^dx:^^ (iii).

Jx Vs

* A series of functions /i (a;)
, /2 («) .../s (x) ...f^,(x) is orthogonal if

J/^
(.r) /,/ (.r) rf.r = 0 when s and

s' are not equal, the integration being throughout the range. They are semi-orthogonal if

/
(p (x) being a function of x peculiar to the series. In other words a system is orthogonal if the sums of

the products of different order functions vanish without weighting for x. A system is semi-orthogonal

if we require to weight the values of x to obtain the vanishing of the product sum. This weighting is

the great disadvantage of semi-orthogonal functions. In our case of the tetrachoric functions the weighting

factor is f^'"" or the tails of series are excessively weighted.

t Discussed Biometrika, Vol. vi. p. 59. Tables of these functions up to s = 10 are given in Tables

for Statisticia7is, pp. 22— 3.
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Let Ts- - -7= e~**', where is the polynomial in x of degree (s — 1)
V6'I v27r

in (ii).

Let Tg- be another tetrachoric function and suppose s' is greater than s. Then

r - 2 7 1 1 1 r / dY'-'e-i"^'

J
=

^7^] VT"! Vl^ i-. dj WJ""-

Now since Ts(x))and Ts (— oo ) will always be zero owing to the exponential

factor (s > 0) we can integrate by parts transferring the ^ from the exponential

to the polynomial, therefore

-Jr2^

77^ - »

The integrated part at every step vanishes at the limits and ultimately

1 If" d/- — A.l-

Vs ! V*' ! V27r i -* dx"'-'^^' V27r ''
"

Since p^-i is a polynomial of degree (« — 1) and s is > s the differential of the

polynomial vanishes, i.e.

f
oo

r^T^'e^'^'' dx = 0, s^ s' (iv).

J — oo

If s = s then the differential of reduces to — 1 ) ! so that

r . ' 7 1 1)! r e-^-^'

J -00 \/27r s
! J - ^ V27r

=7^^ ^•>0 (V).

These equations (iv) and (v), which give the fundamental properties of the

tetrachoric functions, enable us to expand any function F{x) in terms of tetra-

choric functions if we can find the value of the integral

, „ 1 /"^ 1F {x) Tg e^-'^'' dx = ,-=^ -j= jJs-i F{x)dx ( vi ).

J -co v27ri Vs !

Since ps-i is an integral function of x, this amounts to saying that we can

expand any function of which we are able to determine the successive moment-

coefficients.

The practical value of the functional expansion when obtained is, however,

a very different matter. That depends on the convergency of the series and our

experience has shown us that in the most common cases the convergency is so

slight or non-existent as to render the expansion idle.
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The matter is a very important one for Thiele*, Edgeworthf and Charlier|

have proposed to treat skew frequency distributions by a process, which amounts

to the same thing as the expansion by tetrachoric functions.

An attempt made many years ago§ to expand Incomplete V- and B-functions

by Laplace's method in Incomplete Moment Functions convinced Professor Pearson

that little was to be gained by a series expansion in the form of a polynomial

multiplied by the ordinate of a normal curve. A variant of this method, that of

expressing Incomplete F- and B-functions in a series of tetrachoric functions, was

tried a year ago and it was found that except for a small distance round the mode

this method of expressing a frequency distribution was quite ineffectual. The

matter is of considerable importance because quite recently a Scandinavian actuary

in America
II
has been analysing mortality curves by tetrachoric functions and

asserts not only that they give a good fit but apparently believes that each function

of the series has some natural physiological meaning ! It is quite possible to re-

present the survivors of 100,000 persons born in the same year of life by a Fourier's

series from 0 to 100 years but one would hardly claim any special physiological

significance for the individual periodic termsH. Such a series however is far

easier to deal with in later treatment, such as differencing, than a series in tetra-

choric functions.

For the numerical calculation of the tetrachoric functions the difference

equation of these functions is invaluable, i.e.

where x is the argument of the functions and

vs Vs(s-l)

Tables of and 7^ are given in Tables for Statisticians (p. 1 of introduction)

to five decimal places for a' = 7 to s = 24 (the first six tetrachoric functions being

given on pp. 42—51) and in Biometrika, Vol. xiv. p. 130 to 7 decimal places. -

For our work /3g and 7,, were required to 7 places (sometimes to 8) to obtain

the requisite accuracy. The procedure consists in calculating Ti, which is equal to

^-^=, directly to the required degree of accuracy and then by means of the tables

\/27r

referred to above the higher tetrachoric functions are obtained in rapid succession

on the machine for a given value of the argument. In the testing of our tetra-

choric series seven-place accuracy was aimed at so that it was necessary to calculate

Ti to eight places, which was done with the help of Vega's ten-figure logarithms.

* Vorlaesninrjer over Almiuddig lagUagchedacrc
,
Kjobenhaveii , 1889.

t Boyal Soc. Proc. Vol. lvi. p. 271, and in many papers, Journal of li. Statistical Society.

J Vorlesungen ilber die Grundziige der mathematischeii Statistik (Hamburg, 1920), p. 67.

§ Biometrika, Vol. vi. p. 68, 1908.

II
Arne Fisher, Casualtij, Actuarial and Statistical Society of America. Proceedings, Vol. iv. Part i.

No. 9.

H A normal curve, for example, is quite adequately represented by two or three periodic termg; see

Phil. Trans. Vol. clxxxvi. A, p. 355, 1895.
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(2) It is well known that a wide range of frequency distributions can be

adequately represented by one or other of the curves

y = y/„e-v.'-/«(i +
a

(vii).

By a change of origin and the appropriate stretch or squeeze these may be

reduced to

y = y^x>^'~^e~'^ .....(a)!

y (vii) bis.

and 7/ = ^„.*'™ -1 (1 - xY'-^ {}))]

Now, generally, it is not the ordinates of these curves which are required but

the areas of certain portions, or in other words the probability integrals of these

skew curves. The total range for (vii) bis(o) is 0 to oo and for (h) is 0 to 1 ; since

/. 00

/ n

and A-™' "Ml - *')"'^ '
^ dx = B

( m, ,
ia.^,

we may take these probability integrals to be

1

I(p,v) = „^ v''-'e-"dv

1 r*'
and B(v, m,, 7n..) = ~

\
v"'-Ul- vy''-'^dv,

B(?».j, ??io) jo

which are the ratios of the incomplete to the complete V- ami B-functions.

The equations on p. 158 show us that if either of the frequency functions (vii) is

expressible in a series of tetrachoric functions their probability integrals (assuming

convergence) will also be. Now there is no doubt that a large mass of material does

not differ practically from the forms in (vii) and accordingly if the above probability

integrals cannot be adequately expressed in a series of tetrachoric functions, we

may be certain that tetrachoric functions do not furnish a suitable method of

representing skew frequency. Accordingly our problem reduces itself to the

following one : Can / (j:), v) and B {v, m^, m.^), or the Incomplete F- and B-functions,

be represented with adequate convergency by a series of tetrachoric functions ?

After examination of the numerical and gi'aphical results obtained, we are obliged

to conclude that the answer to this question is in the negative.

(3) Let us first consider the expansion in tetrachoric functions of the function

y = xP-' e-^7r(jL)) (viii).

In expanding this expression thei'e are at least two methods, which we ought

to corjsider, and one may have advantages over the other as far as convergency is

Biometrika xiv 11
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concerned. It may be expanded with regard : (i) to the mean and the standard

deviation, or (ii) to the mode in the manner of Laplace*.

(i) The mean of the function (viii) is easily found to be at x = p, the mode is

Sit X = p — 1 and the standard deviation is "Jp.

Referring to the mean as origin the function becomes

y=— v(^)
—

Let y = (f)
(- D) -

, where D = -j- and z = (x).

V27r dz

Except for a numerical factor the right-hand side is a series of tetrachoric

functions.

Let (j)(-D) = c,-c,D + c.,D' ...{-iyc,D'+ ....

The function 0 (— D) has to be determined, i.e. we require to find the succes-

sive c's:

= c„T,4-Ci\/2! T.,4-c,,\/3!T,-t-... + c,_iVs! Ts + ... (xi).

To determine the c's. With the origin at the mean the function y must be

taken as zero from — oo to — p, while from — p to + cc it is given by (ix). The

c's will be obtained most easily by multiplying both sides of (x) by e*^ and equating

the coefficients of powers of 6 on both sides of the equation, i.e. we make all the

moments of the two expressions for the curve the same, for the coefficient of 6^ on

either side is the sth moment f. Thus

J —CO J - cc V ZTT

but ^ = 0 from x = — <x> to - p.

Accordingly
/__^
^^-^ = m^= dl.

. Now x = p i- ^ and z = ^j*^p.

r'^ pe{x-p) ^,p-\o-x Q-hzi

Thus -—
,

dx = \/« e^'^" 0 (- D) -= dz.

The left-hand side is equal to

e-^* ' - p^-— dx

, f " uP-' e-" du T i. /-. n^

= e-''^(l - d)-P.

* Laplace's method is really an expansion in incomplete normal moment functions but as we have

seen (p. 158) these may be replaced by tetrachoric functions.

f We owe this elegant method of determining the c's to Mr H. E. Soper. Originally the c's were

determined by use of the fundamental property of the tetrachoric functions but that method, while

leading to the same result, is more laborious.
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To find the value of the integral on the right-hand side, consider the term

Cs (— Dy in the function cf) (— D). Its contribution to the integral is

where 6' = 6 ^f]).

On integrating by parts the term between limits vanishes owing to the factor

e-iz^_ Hence the integral

and ultimately

J -QO V Ztt

J — 00

dz
IT

dz
V27r

Therefore the whole integral on the right is

i.e. . e-J'« ( 1 - = 'Jf cf) ( ^/pd) eii'^\

or (/) (\/p9) = e-i'fl-^^'f-
( 1 - 0)-i\

and (f){'^p9) = Co + Ci{\^pO)-i- c.i'Jpdy + ... +c,{'JpdY + ...

^co + c,'0 + c.:6'+ +c;e'+...,

where = (Vp)* or c, = c/ (Vjj)-".

Now e-pe-^pe'^(l _

= g-?)9-^/)9--/>loga-e)

= e
-/ifl- ipfl- + iiJ^^+ +ipeH .

.

= h, + b,e + b,e' + h,0' + h,e' + ...,

where

b, = l, b, = h, = 0, b,^ ip, b, = Ip, br, = Ip, h = ii/> + kW -=i^PiP + 3), etc.

But v'jJC,,' = bn, therefore

Co = ^ ,
c/ = c.; = 0, c; = ^Vp, c/ = c,' = iVj), etc.

so that Co =~ , Ci = c, = 0, c-j = X -
,

c^ = |- —'7= ,
c, = ^ -„ , etc.

vp ' P 2) Vp P'

For numerical purposes these coefficients are much more usefully obtained in

the following way:

Let e-"'-ip'' {l-0)-p = bo + he + b£- + ... etc.

Take the differential of the logarithms of both sides ; then

{-p-pe + pjl-O) (b, + b,d + M-' + . + bfi^ +...) = 6i + 2/;J + . . . + shO'-' + . .
.

,

i.e. pd-' {b,+ b,e+ ...+b,e'+ ...) = {l-e) (b, + 2b.fi + . .. + sb.e^-' +...).
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Equating coefficients of 6^ we have

^6s_2 = (s + l)6,.+i-s6s,

i.e. =
g
~ jA-sl (xii).

By this difference formula successive 6's can be found very quickly if 60. ^i, K
are known and we have already found these.

Now Cs = {'^i^ycs

or h^{^/pY+'Cs. ^

Substituting in (xii)

11,, , ....

or c,,+j = ~ sc, + c.,_, (xm).
(s + 1)

This formula gives us very readily the coefficients uf c6 (— D) and thus the

expansion is obtained.

We had, Equation (xi),

xP~^ e-?-/2p

and all the c's are known since Cq = ^ , Cj = c, = 0.

To find the area under the curve (xi) up to abscissa x, remembering that the

left-hand side is zero from ^ = — 00 to — p,

= "^P j (CoTi + Ci V2~! To + . . . + c,_i Vs ! T, + . ..) cZ^.

Now
I T.dz = -

therefore

a; g—x

0 ro9^)"«^^
= ^/~'

-<x. \/27r ' V2 ' VS "'" Vs

1

h (1 + «',)- {ciTi + C2 V2 ! T2+ ... +Cs_i v'(s- 1)! T,_i + ...j since Co =
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Therefore finally

I „ r (p)
f^*' = 1( 1 + - UsTs - (xiv),

(since Cj = Co = 0) where «s = V^j c, Vs !

.

Now Cs+i = ^ ^—r {sc,+ from equation (xiii),
\/p s + L

i.e.
"'^+' = 2, ^fz^ j

^(s 4- 1 )
(s + 1) I ! V(s - 2) U'

therefore =^
^^-L

^^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^^ ^ >,/^sTTH.^jJi^)

= \/ pT^TT)
"^^'""^^ "^-^5

where (/„ = ] , = a.o = 0.

The argument of i (1 + a) and of the tetrachoric functions is which equals

w — p—T_- = z, say.

Since the terms Tj and To do not appear one might hope that only a few terms
of the expansion (xiv) would be required to obtain a sufficiently accurate result.

^ (1 + a^) is the ordinary probability integral at z.

Note that if x is less than /), i.e. z is negative, |(1 - a,) must be used instead

of 1 (1 + «z) and the tetrachoric functions of even order must be taken of opposite

sign to those for positive z such as are given in the tables. The odd order functions

are the same for positive and negative z :

(2) = - T.,, (- Z), T2,,+i (Z) = T.^,_^ ,{-z).

Obviously we could get the area of any portion of the curve between x = a;,and

X = Xo by subtracting two expressions like (xiv) for 2, and z.,.

The general expression for
, ^ is

^ r(^) ^
^p-1q-x ^ 1 1 \/4! 1 V5I

1 Ve"! 1 VtT /j9 + 3\

lV8l(7jo + 121 ]_ V9! j47p + 60)
"^p^ 7 1^ 12 r^+^3Vp 8 I 60

iVlOljy 19 1 ^ 1 Vn!f5 „ 15.3 ,

+ ^ tl8 + 20^^ + V-+^^ 1 36 + r40 + 1 ^

1 Vi2T f 341 „ 341
I

+ 11440^' + 280^ + ^r'-^

_^ 1 \/l3l f , 493 „ 3349 J
"12- il62 + 1440 ^" + 2520 ^ + n ^'^ +
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and

r^-'e-^ ^ 1 V4! 1 V5!
,

= i (1 + Of,) T.. T4

_ ^_ _ \/7 ! /jj + :3 \ _ 1 VSl / 7j)+ 12

_ 1^ Vol
J47^+60 ) _ 1 \/l0Tfjt)2 19

I

p'sVot 60 pH/p9'vToll8 + 20^ +
^r''

Vlll 153
I

1 VIY] (341 , 341

2^^10Vll|36^ +140^+'r- pM/^ UTTI (1440?^" + 280^ +
^

_ j, V137
[ jj« 493 3349

|

I2VT3 [162 1440 ^' 2520 ^^"^ r
, ,

-8164,9658 1-2247,4487

\/p ' p

2-1908,9023 1-4907,1198

,

7= T5 ^ ( + 3) To

•8451,5425.^ -4183,3001 ,,^j^Hp + 12) T, Y + 60) Ts
p- 'Vp p'

•3718,4890,,^
„ -1511,8579,,^, „— (10jj=+ 171^j + 180)tc, '- (I75p2 + 1377^ + 1260) Ti,

jf Vj; p

-0569,8743

•0201,0408

(2387^= + 12276J9 + 10080) t,i

(560// + 31059^-+ 120564^+ 90720) r,.- ....
p.

(ii) Laplacian Form of Expansion.

This is an expansion with regard to the mode or maximum ordinate as origin.

The mode of ?/ = '-^^—r at x= (p — 1), so that it will be easier to deal with y

in the form

y^r(p- + i)'

where p' = (p — 1).

Let x = p' + ^, i.e. take the mode as origin. Then as before we require to find

4>{-D) so that

{p +^Ye-^v'+^^ r,.e-^^'ip' .

r(/ + i) -^^-^^Vlg^

where D = ^ and z = "7=;

.

0,2 yp

The introduction of Vp' in the denominator simplifies the integration a little.
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Proceeding as before

:

Tip + 1)

I.e.

or

and

Jo r(p'+l) V27r

(1 - ^^)^^ j \/27r

— X V27r

therefore

Now if

where :

= d>(e Vw') e^p'^ —— dz
i-oo \/27r

V/) = e-f'«-i'^'»'(l - e)-¥+^) (xvii).

0 (0 V/) = c„ + Ci \/p') + a, {0 s/p Y + ... +c,{0 \/p'Y + . .

.

= c„ + c[0 + c.:0'+ ... +Cs'0' +

c/ = Cs ( Vjj' or Cs = c/ (V
p'

g-2ye-ip'e^ (I _ = g-^3'fl-b'«--(p'+i)ioK(i-8)

= g-?j'e-ip'9-+(p' + i) +1'+-
)

= Co + c,'0 + +

where

:

and generally by differentiating

Co = 1, Ci = 1, Co = 1, C, = i + ^^-g— + 1 =

or

thus

where

Therefore

{p'j- ^Ye-(r^i^
~ r(^^ + i)

Co

'p
C,,_i + - Cs-,

s
.(xviii),

Co=l, Ci=—. C2=-^.

{co - c,D + cJ)' -...(- 1
X' c,!*-^- - . .

.

;

VV27rp'

=^ (CqTi + V2 ! CiT, + V3 ! C,T:, + . . . + V(S + 1) ! CsTs+i +
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To find the area up to abscissa x we have

r (i''±i)L!^'"^f/^ = _L[^ [c,T, + V2!c,T,+ ... + \/(7Tiy!c,T,+,+ ...}cZ^
; _y I {p + i) ^/p' J -00

=
J"

{c,T, +\/2]ciTo+...+V(s+l)!e,T,+i + ...](^^

=
I (1+ a,) -CiTi - V2 ! c.,T2 - Va ! C3 T;j - ... - Vs ! c,t,- ... as c„ = 1,

i.e.
/ -

,
-,
.dx = l{l +a,)- a/xi - a/r^ - cl/t; - ... - a/x^ - . .

.

,

Jo T{p +1)

where a/ = !

.

Substituting in (xviii) to obtain the difference equation for the a"s we have

Vs ! V/ (V(s - 1) ! s V(s _ 3) ij

'

therefore a,' =^ ^ {sa',_, 4- V(s - 1) (s - 2) a',.,] (xix),

and a.o = 1 ,
a/

V2
(to

By this formula the a's are i-eadily obtained numerically. It is to be noted

that in this case the terms in Tj and T2 do imt vanish, as they did in the expansion

from the mean. The argument of J (1 + 0(2) and of the teti'achoric functions is 7^,
VjO'

and the remarks with regard to sign made above must be again observed.

Coefficients in the expansion from the mode

:

1 ,
\/2"i

a-o = 1, ch =—
, (u = —^ ,

V/ P

' "pV?? ("3"}' '
V' \^^' r I

" 60

,
V6l(p'-

.
19 , ,

V7~! [5
,

153

, VsTfSM 341 , ^ , V9"! fp'^' 493 „ 3349
,

=7^il440?^'" + 280?^ +^}' |l62 + 1440^^ + 2520^

We note that the coefficients of powers of 6 in the functions

ff! e-^

' o 4and (f)'(d) = e

(in the expansion from the mode we had p for |) in cj)' (0)) are closely related.
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Then if Cn is the coefficient of 6'^ in <^ {6) and c,/ is the coefficient of O"- in (/>' {6),

n

(4) In the last expansion it might seem possible to get rid of the terms in

Ti and T.2 by breaking away from Laplace and expanding with regard to g-^^V? in-

stead of e~''^"'P' ; then choose q to give us the desired result. In Laplace's form of

4 /—
the modal expansion the exponential term is e \dx'/m«\ where u = \ogy and

means the value of at the mode.

Now y r(y + i)'

u = log,, y =p' logg x-x- log, r {p + 1),

du p
J

cl?u _ p\
dx- X'

'

therefore f-7-;) = —^ = - -7 •

VofWMode P' P

If . ,
—7T = <i>{— D) where D= -r- and ^ = , we have to find q, so

r(/ + l) V27rg
^

that either the Tj or T2 term or both will vanish.

By proceeding as before equation (xvii) becomes

_ tp'+i) log (i-e)_

The term in will vanish if q=p' + 1 which is the square of the standard-

deviation from the mean, but Ti will still be left. However, it does not seem

likely that any advantage will be gained by departing from Laplace's form of the

exponential term.

Having found the two expansions from the mean and the mode respectively we
shall now proceed to examine the behaviour of the series by numerical calculation,

but before doing so we shall endeavour to find a similar series for the Incomplete

B-function.

(5) To expand '

—

=f^, r— dx in terms of tetrachoric functions about
Jo B(p,q)

the mean.

The mean is at x = p/(p + q).

^pqThe standard deviation is o-= —
{p + q) + 9 + 1

Take origin at the mean ; then x =p/(p + q) + ^- Let

xP-^{l-xr-^ _

where D = ^ , y
dy
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As in the case of the Incomplete F-function multiply each side by e^^ and inte-

grate. The limits of the integral on the left-hand side will be x - 0 and a; = 1, as

we take the value of the integral outside these limits to be zero.

The ^ limits will therefore be —p/(p + q) for x — O and q/ip + q) for

Then

J -Pip+q ^yP><l) J -'X, v27ro-

I.e. ^-^dx=\ e^^"^^ (b{- I)) ~==du,
Jo ^(P,q) J— ^ V27r

and e-^p/y^+s —^ —L— dx= 6 {0(t)
\

^,_^ ~dy

= 0(^cr) ' — dy
,

J - co v Ztt

Now
= <j>{da)ei'''^' (xxi).

1 xP-" (1 - a;)'^-!
,

^ ^l + 0x + ~- + , +... + ——-{- ...\ dx

But

B(p, ?)

"/o B(p,9) ' 2! 8! ,s'!

_B{p,q) B{p + l,q) lM£+2^
, ,

e^ B{p + S,q)

^{p,q) ^{p,q) 2! B{p,q) ^-^^s! B (p,

B{p + s,q)_ p{p + l) ...jp + s-l)
B(/^, g) (^ + <?)(;;>^-f 1)... {p + q + s-iy

therefore ^.-^

—

-\ dx^l + 0 1- ^ , —

—

Jo ^(P,q) P + q 2\ (p + q){p + q + l)

+ + p(p + l)...(p + s-l)
_^

si {p + q)(p + q + l) ...{p + q + s -1)
From equation (xxi)

1 + 2 ! (p-|-g)(p-|-g + l)

+ p(p + l)...{p + s-l)
I^•^s! + ... + g + j ^

^"

Let ^ (- i)) = a„ - ttiD + a.,D' - ...{-If asD" +

4> (da) = a„ + tti (^0-) + {day + a, {Oaf + a, {Oay + . .

.

= c„ -t- c^e + c.^Q'' -f- . . . -H c,^-^- -t- . .
.

,

where Cs = «.,cr''.

By equating coefficients of powers of 6 in equation (xxii) the coefficients in

<\> (da-) can be obtained in terms of p and q, for
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Obviously

ci = - pliv + q) + pliv + ?) = f*.

1 1 pq
Co
— +

pi

2l{p + qf 2 ip + qfip + q + l) 2 I {p + q) {p + q + 1) {p + q}

P p + l P
2 {p + q\ Kp + q + l) p + q {p + q){p + q+l)

2 {p + q\ \{p + q){p + q + i) + + 2 +

= 0.

Similarly the other c's can be determined but the work becomes more and more

laborious as we go on.

Unfortunately, as far as the numerical work is concerned, we have failed after

many attempts to find a relation connecting successive c's, similar to that found

in the case of the Incomplete F-function. At first it was thought that the

following treatment would facilitate the numerical calculation of these coefficients.

Let e P+1 =K + h,0 + h,d-+ ...+b,0' +...,

then - pKp + q)d- ^a'd'' = log, [b, + b^d + h^O- + ... + b.d" +...].

Diff'erentiate this and then equate coefficients of powers of 6 :

{bo + b,d + bS' + ...+ b^e^ +...) i-pKp + 2) - a'd)

= b, + 2b,d + ^b,&' +... +sb,d'-' + ....

Equate coefficients of 6^~^

:

sb, = - p/{p + q) - o-' bs-.;

therefore
s

P

P+q
.(xxiii).

This formula enables us to calculate the b's very rapidly on the machine when

p/(p + q) and have been determined.

From equation (xxii)

Co + c,0 + c.,6- + ... +0,0' + ... =(6o+ b,0 + bn0"- + . . .)

1 + P +
0' p(p + l)

p + q 21 {p + q){p + q + l)
+ ... + ...

Equate coefficients of 0':

c^ = b^l. p{p + 'i-)---{p + s--l)

s \ {p + q){p + q + 1} ... ip + q + s - I)

I p(p + l)...{p + s-2)
+ k + +h^,

I.e.

(s ~ 1)1 {p + q){p+q + l)(p + q + s- 2)

. i ^^._J p{p + l)...{p+s-r-l)

I P
II p + q

r=o {s-r)\ {p + q){p + q + l),,,(p + q + s-r-l)
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The 6's, having been calculated previously by (xxiii), this last formula gives a

fairly rapid way of calculating the c's, at least the earlier c's. Then

„ _ 1 I _J p{p+\) ...{p + s-r-l)
<j\Zq

'' {s-r)\{p + q){p-\-q + l) ...{p + q + s-r-\)
(ao = 1) ...(xxiv).

What we require generally is the area represented by I —x)i~'^ dx

<^{-D)
V'27ro-

I.e.

y p-hi-

<f>(-D)'~dy,

dx
0 B(p, 5)

-7= - ail*
V27r v27r ^^-rr \/27r '

^

-00 V 27r .\/27r.

D
V2 TT

= ^(1 +a)-rt,\/l i Ti-a,\/2! To - a, Vs ! T3

= + a) — a/xi — a2'''"2 — «:/t3 — ... — a^T^ —

-
. . . + a,

. — ttj Vs ! T, —
V27r_

(«o=l)

where a/ = a^. !
•

pi:P + l)...{p-Vs-r-l)
Then a/ = S 6^ ,

—^——; 7- w t x / i x
. ..(xxv).

Now Ci and Co are equal to zero, so that a/, a.,' are zero. Thus there are no

terms in Tj and To. The argument of the tetrachoric functions and of J(l + a) is y,

which is equal to - = ^~—pK^P '^ 9 )
_ applying the above formula for a/, we were

greatly disappointed to find, that with the h's to 8 decimal places the expression

under the summation sign in the examples used commenced with 4 or 5 zeros

after the decimal point. As Vs! and (-^ both increase with s f~ being in our

case > 1
j
accuracy to the seventh place in our a"s could not be obtained. Accord-

ingly the formula i^ctually used was of a different type.

Let = S C,T,,

where the argument of the tetrachoric function is again - = ——-^——
.

Multiply both sides by t,, weighting by the factor e^^''"^', and integrate from

— 00 to + 00 , the left-hand side being taken as zero outside x=0 and x=l.

Then
~plp+q B {p, q)

T, e^^-'"^- d^
-00 1
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Since
I

TgTj.'ei^^/'^'fZ^ = 0 only the term in will be left on the right-hand

side, i.e.

T, *S' c, T, e«'/--d^= c, T,- e^^'i'^' d^.
J - 00 1 J — CO

Putting ^ja = y, = crc^y,

we have —
".-^—^ T.,e^^-/'^ rff = cJ T,"e^y'ady

S V'277-

I.e. c,= — ~ - T^e ' ' ax
a Jo B

V27r 1 ri r/a;-_p/(^ + (/)Y^i (g-l)(g-2)
f
x-j^/ip + q)

o- Vs! \/27rio IV o- y 2.1!

2% 2! I o- )
) B(p, 9)

^ g j/^j: +
'7)Y-^ _ {s^lHs -2) /x- p/(p + qy

a^slKK <r
"

/ 2.1! I

(5-l)(g- 2)(^-3)(g-4) /^'-y/Cy

+

ry)y---- _ )
a-^'-i

( 1 -

2^2! A o-
] dx

(xxvi).

The integral for any particular value of s reduces to a series of B-functions and

so is found.

The area up to abscissa x is generally required :

xP-Ul - x)i'^
,

I.e. —
-r^; — dx.
B ip, q)

But r ""^(^^rA':' dx = Sic.rjd^
Jo B (p, q) J -r. \

V
= o-

I

S (c,T,) dij.

-00 1

[y 1
Now "^sdlj =

Jo B(p,q)
dx = aj_j.r,dl^-a\c...^.r.

nj e-W
= o-Ci -iir^dy -a,T,- cioT. - ... - ft,T, - . .

.

,

J -00 V27r

where = Cj+i ,

^— ,
= ac^ ^ (1 + a) - Tj - aaXg - agTs - . . . . .

Vs-l-

1
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If we put s = 1, s = 2, 5 = 3 in the above formula (xxvi) for Cg

1

1 /m- pKp + q)\ -a;yj-'
B(p,q)

dx

cr-

= 0,

o- \/2 ! i 0

Cs =
cr VG ' 0

3

1 2 1- - 2x;p/(p + 5) + 2)7( /J + g)^} -

1

xP-'^ (1 -

q)
dx

B(p + 2,g)-2^-^B(;, + l,5)

+
pi

Z \ p{p + l)

a' lip + q)(p + q + l) " {p + qf ^
{p + qf (p+qf (p + q + 1)|

= 0,

as obtained before by the other method.

The terms in Ti and To do not exist, so that the expansion becomes :

(p + q)

p-

:^B(p, q)-a^B(p, q)

pq X

Bip, q)
dx = ^{l + a)-a3T3-a,T,- ... -«,t,.- ...

,

where a, =
Vs + 1

'

(s + l)

Vs + 1
" V(s + 1)

+
s - 1 )

(s - 2) - 3) - + ?) xP-^{l-x)i-^

2^2! V a J B(p, g)

J_ r \{^-p/(p+q)y s{s-i)
i
x-p/{p + q)

\'~'

Vnio [V o- J 2.1! I a- y

xP-' (1 -g(s-l) (g -2) (s- 3) /a;-j;/(jj + ry)Y-^

2-^2! V o- B ip,q)
(xxvii),

dx

The argument for the tetrachoric functions and for |(1 + a) is ~ . If

this is negative then we must take \{1 - a).

From the above expression (xxvii) the coefficients of the expansion can be

determined both algebraically and numerically, but for the higher coefficients the

algebraic work becomes exceedingly heavy. It is to be remembered that

2^ pq
{p + qfip + q + iy
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Suppose (p + n) — m : then a'- =
.,

,

—— .

^ 'm-{in +1)

The coefficients a^, a^, ... etc. are given below:

= 0, a., = 0, (Is = ^=2 ! a/ ,

V 3 ! ^ (//i, + 2)

^4 = -7= 3 !
. „, \

—^ {bm + o)K

a.
-V ^pg (,^ + 2)(m + 3)(m + 4)| pq

V + >

1 1 fmn'H+l)--^
a,i = -7= 5 !

;

V6~! + 2) + 3) (ni + 4) (m + 5) (

+ ^«l^JLll(„,2 _ g2/yi - 60) - f (2»i^ - 41m- - 154m - 120)}-

,

Vfi V ~pq (m+ 2) (7H + 3)(/>i + 4)(m + 5) (m + 6)

(wi + 1)2 ('Ht + 1 ) -, ^ , , ^„

,

-
f\ (7™=* - .59m- - 342?H - 360} [ ,

1 1
«8 = -7^ 7 !

VS !
' (wi + 2) {m + 3) (m + 4) (m + ,5) (m + 6) + 7)

m« (m + 1)3
_^ {47m-^ - 853m - 2100}

+ — {- 251m3 + 1503»i^ + 9974ni + 10920}
60pq ^

+ oV,
{127bM^ - 1 6^7 - 44512m= - 104364^ - 65520}

An additional coefficient was calculated for one of our examples, but it was not

considered worth while woi'king it out algebraically.

The coefficients in the tetrachoric expansion obtained by this latter method,

that is, by using the property of tetrachoric functions as semi-orthogonal functions,

are identical with those obtained from the first method, which consisted in equating

moments of the functions on both sides of the equation. Thus we are led to the

same expansion in both cases.

(6) The numerical results are certainly interesting but from the utility point of

view they are not very satisfactory. Tables I—VIII contain these results in a

convenient form ; the values of the coefficients dg and a/, the tetrachoric functions,

the successive terms (— ajT., and — a/xs) and the values of the series up to the term

containing are given. It is to be noted that the coefficients do not appear in

Tables II and IV but as these are the same as in Tables I and III respectively it
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was not necessary to repeat them. In all these tables, in the row s = 0 we have

placed 1(1 — a) in the column containing the tetrachoric functions and it is only

necessary to draw attention to the ftxct that in the next column the negative sign

in —a^Tg does not apply to the first term ^(1 — «). The tables will then be easily

TABLE I.

/•29 -t ^.48g—

X

Jo r(49)

as
Tetrachoric Terms in Value of Series

s
Functions r. Series - a^Tg up to term Tj

0 1 00000000 + •0025551 + -0025551 •0025551

1 0 00000000 + •00791545 — —
2 0 00000000 — •01567180 — —
3 0 11664237 + •02210325 - •0025782 - ^0000231

4 0 02499479 — •02189644 + •0005473 •0005242

5 0 00638743 + •01259137 •0000804 •0004438

6 0 03228531 + •00159776 •0000516 •0003922

7 0 01785148 •01140536 + •0002036 •0005958

8 0 00840223 + •01000967 •0000841 •0005117

9 0 01470566 + •00006659 •0000010 •0005107

10 0 01282194 •00849985 + •0001090 •0006197

11 0 00895618 + •00711870 •0000638 •0005560

12 0 01042333 + •00164419 •0000171 •0005388

13 0 01079260 •00754632 + •0000814 •0(106203

14 0 00962776 + •00418464 •0000403 •0D05800
15 0 01015854 + •00374438 •0000380 •0005419

16 0 01102777 •00640271 + •0000706 •O0OG125

17 0 01128126 + •00094254 •0000106 •0006019

18 0 01209893 + •00523425 0000633 •0005386

19 0 •01345974 •00422873 + •0000569 •0005955

20 0 •01483350 •00218561 + •0000324 •0006279

21 0 01660082 + •00525599 •0000873 •0005407

22 0 01901932 •00110396 + •0000210 •0005617

23 0 02196131 •00426227 + 0000936 •0006553

24 0 •02561864 + •00346981 •0000889 •0005664

25 0 •03033429 + •00205905 0000625 •0005039

26 0 •03631783 •00439701 + •0001597 •0006636

27 0 •04391748 + •00042653 •0000187 0006449
28 0 •05371111 + 00393217 •0002112 •0004337

29 0 •06638572 •00244866 + •0001626 •0005963

30 0 08285325 •00248099 + •0002056 •0008018

True value •0005850.

understood, but, in order that a better appreciation of the results uiay be obtained,

the value of the series up to a certain term has been plotted against the number
of that term. A line, drawn across the paper and corresponding to the true value

of the integral, shows how much the value of the series is in excess or defect of the

true value of the integral. The various points have been joined by continuous

wavy lines but, of course, these lines have no real physical meaning. However, by

joining the points, the graph will, we think, convey a better idea of the variation
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of the values of the series than a set of isolated points would. Figures 1—7 corre-

spond to the data given in Tables I—VII.

Now in the case of the Incomplete F-function we obtained two expansions, with

respect to the mean and the mode respectively, and the graphs tell us which of

these two gives us the better approximation. Figs. 1 and 3 (Tables I and III)

show the variations in the values of the series for ^ .^,dx from the mean
r(49)

and the mode respectively, while Figs. 2 and 4 give us similar information fir

OOiOO l-J I I I I I I II T—

r

Ml-a)T3 \ % \ T? \ S '•'lO % Tl2 Us \H 115 fl6 \l fl8 T19 fjO ^21 % % \\ \i \b \i% Tjo

NUMBER OF TERMS

FiK. 1.

•16100

•16000

•15500

z(,l-ti)T3 '5 '6 '7 '8 '9 '10 '11 \2 % T14. T,5 T,7 Ijg \^ T20 \\ T22 1^3 T24. 125 "^Zb "^11 ts \^ \o

NUMBER OF TERMS

Fig. 2.

It will be seen that in Fig. 1 the points are much closer to the ' true value
'

line than in Fig. 3 (and .similarly in Fig. 2 they are closer than in Fig. 4) so that

the expansion from the mean seems to give a better approximation than that

from the mode and it has the additional advantage that the terms in Ti and t._> are

missing. Besides, it seems more natural to expand these normal curve functions in

terms of the mean and standard deviation. For comparison purposes the graphs are

all on the same scale. The graphs for the mode and the mean behave in a very

Biometrika xiv 12
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•00400

•00300

•00200

•00100

ooooo

OOlOO

00200

-jO

On Expansions In Tetrachoric Functiom

TABLE II.

42 rf^g-X

3 IW)
dx, Z

~ . , .

i- Gtrjicnoric ierms in tnG Value 01 Series
s

± LillL/UiUlio Tg up to term Xg

0 + ioobooo + 1586553 '1586553

1 + 2!419/U/4 00000(10

2 — 171U9910 0000000
3 UUIJUUUUU •AAAAAAA0000000
4 + U9o/o4i

/

AAi) i i?A 1— UUz4b!Ji 15bl8bz
e
0 + UOOzozz 15b4b84
£jD — Oo41UboZ + 001 /4d8 • 1 r om Til1582152
7 + U040o4U4 •AAAA^O R -1572417
o
O 1 -/AO 1 1 AAQT .AAAOAO,"^ 15/0392
9 •ACiOAi) I AA 1 •AAA^TA'"+ 000779/ 1578189
10 — UU<i00bb4 + 000045b 1578b45
1

1

+ U4b£) / 1 oo — 00<j417z
1 o •Al A'}-1 QQ'> 1 .A/lAI A^A 15/5553
1 o — UoOl404o t .AAA /I 1 1 T+ UUU4 11/ J5/9b69
14 1 .AT rtOAA^? 1+ uiyo9yb4 . 1 AA1 0/?0— lUUlobo -1577802

15 1 .AOnO 1 A^T .AAAOAf7— 000z9b7 1574834
lb • AO 1 Q O 11 1— Uz4oo41

1

1 .AAAO^OA+ OOOz / 39 1577573
17 - UzU044zy 1 .AAADO 1 O+ 000z318 15/9891
18 + OzToo /Oo — 0003334 157b55b
19 + •01256341 - -0001691 -1574865

20 - -02825493 + -0004191 -1579057

21 - -00548187 + -0000910 -1579967

22 + -02745951 - -0005223 -1574744

23 - -00060803 4- -0000134 -1574878

24 - -02558848 + -0006555 •1581433

25 + -00568862 - -0001726 •1579707

26 + -02297227 - -0008343 •1571364

27 - -00978859 + -0004299 •1575663

28 - -01987296 + -0010674 •1586337

29 + -01296514 - -0008607 •1577730

30 + -01649808 - -0013669 •1564061

True value -1577387.

-0-'

I I I I m I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

NUMBER OF TERMS

Fig. 3.

^ _.r-ff_ 42-49
1.
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similar manner
;

for, if we regard the graphs as a wave, it will be noticed that at

first the amplitude of the wave is big, decreases gradually up to a term in the

neighbourhood of T20 and thereafter increases more and more rapidly. This can be

explained fairly easily ; as s increases the tetrachoric functions t^. do not increase or

decrease steadily but vary in sign and remain of the same order of magnitude. The

coefficients vary in much the same way (except that they are all positive) up to

a certain point and then begin to increase very fast. In equation (xv) we had

(Vsa, + \/(s- l )a.

i.e. Ug+i is of order ^ - [ug + rts_2}, so that as s increases there comes a time when

1
^/s overcomes the reducing effect of and then the coefficients will continually

•1630O

•I6200

•I610O

•160001-

15900 -

•15800

•15700

• 15600

15500

I5400

15300

19324-

,-0. ..

P Q

•--er -o---

'©•'

"1—

r

I I I I I I I ~r
'''2{l-a)% T2 T3 % % Tg Tg Ttj Tio T|| 1]2 T|j T|4, T|5 T|5 T,, Tjg Tjo T21 '^22'^23'^2A-'^Z5'^26'^27'^28'^2^'^30

NUMBER OF TERMS

Fig. 4.

increase. For higher values of this turning point will not be arrived at so soon

and the points will hang closer to the ' true value ' line for a greater number of

terms, but it does not seem likely that the values of the series will tend to a definite

limit. The equation for the modal expansion coefficients is a similar one and these

coefficients behave in the same way.

Turning our attention to the expansions from the mean, Fig. 1 (and Fig. 3 to

a less extent) would seem to suggest that the tetrachoi'ic series gives quite a good

approximation to the value of the integral. Although some of the points are very

12—2
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TABLE III.

4r/rn. dx, z = - 2-6846788 *.
Jo r(49)

Tetraclioric TeriBs in Value of Series
s Functions Tg Series - Os'rg up to term Tj

Q _i_ -00*^(190^ 1 •00'^fi9Qf! •On'^ft9QRyjyjoy)^o\}

~\- -01 08'iQ7C) — \'\J ±K}yj i O •0090R91

2 — -09081 ^7"^ 1 -000^074 -009fif;Q'S

4- •09759n8Q — '00'^44fil — •00077fifi

4 4- -OOl ^440 •0007R7'S

5 — '000*^07 *^
yjyjyjoyj t o •0004R01

Q n-049'^fi'^m -4- 00'^'S70fi^ _ •0009'^fiO -0009941

7 — '01 4(^0*^70 1 •OOOfSO'S'^^ yjyjyjoyjoo -00079Qfi

-4- •00Q*^Q'S04yjyjtjtjtjoyj^ — -00091 50— yjyjyj^Loyj -00051 44

9 — 'OOOOQl •0004.99Q

10 0'09-LS8ftS4 — '01 1 01 974 1 -0009741 -OOORQRQ
0-091 '^fi9ftQ 4- '005700^5 — '0001 9*^7— yjyjyj L I

•000'i7'^9

12 A- OO^OQ7'^7 — -0001 1 05— yjyjyj L 1 ij'j •0004fi97

13 0-09979779 — '0071 *^41 Q 1 -0001 R91 -000R9d.Q

14 0-02256727 + -00058475 - -0000132 -0006117

15 0-02351439 + -00599464 - -0001410 •0004707

16 0-02546065 - -00455186 + -0001158 •0005865

17 0-02739094 - -00248832 + -0000682 •0006547

18 0-02996700 + -00573797 - -0001720 •0004827
19 0-03360181 - -00124666 + -0000419 •0005246

20 0-03803862 - -00454994 + -0001731 •0006977
21 0-04355963 + -00382135 - -0001665 •0005312

22 0-05068120 + -00204641 - -0001037 •0004275

23 0-05968962 - -00471305 + -0002813 •0007089
24 0-07107603 + -00066657 - -0000474 •0006615

25 0-08566837 + -00406751 - -0003485 •0003130

26 0-10443752 - -00276906 + -0002892 •0006022

27 0-12866399 - -00240728 + -0003097 •0009119

28 0-16018283 + -00383980 - -0006151 •0002969

29 0-20147298 + -00036667 - -0000739 •0002230

30 0-25589543 - -00382481 + -0009788 •0012017

True value •0005850.

near to the ' true value ' line, the approximation is not really a good one. The

important question for us is : To how many decimal places does the series give the

result correct ? On going through the tables it will be found that there is no value

of the series up to the ^th term giving the result correct to more than three or four

places. We now come to the real trouble. Suppose a frequency function is expanded

in tetrachoric series, how are we to know at what term to stop so as to obtain the

most accurate result ? If the value of an integral is required, the true value is

wanted. In our work we chose integrals of which the value was already known.

From Figs. 1—4 it is easily seen that we have as good an approximation at the
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TABLE IV. l

'^"

^'^dx, 0=--866O254*.

i Tetrachoric Terms in

1

Value of Series
s

Functions Tj Series — agWg up to term

Q
4- •974.1 RST'S

2 1 •nn4.Qj.7n

3 "1621 134
4 — nnfi79J-ft— 'JL/U / Zi'-tO

5 •1 'ifir)in9

g — -071 '^ if<'VA •1 'iQ0-?98

7 ~~ UUi.'+U'dbD

8 — \J\J L\Jx<jO

9 — •nj.7n'ins'^ -\- yjyj L I Ool7 •1 'i77fi'?J.

10 — 09J.fi'sn'?Q ^ \J\JKJ\J i 0*J 1 OOO i »jO

IX 'J'iUO J- i / i •oni nnnn— uuiuuuu 1 '\'!V7(\RlO 1 O i uo
12 — "0009 1 1 J. • 1 fi71 ftfSJ.

i X yJO^

13 I •nnnQQn9

14 4- '001 4nftR9 — UL/UWfJ 1

0

15 •OnOQ 117 •1 ^791 99

16 1 fS74'i«-?

17 — •ns'?9'?i fin 1 'OnnQi 09 X tJOO'XOU

18 + 01562623 - -0004683 -1579003
19 + -02744360 - -0009222 -1569781
20 - -01974338 + -0007510 -1577291
21 - -02171195 + -0009458 -1586749
22 + -02237974 - -0011342 •1575407
23 + -01622818 - -0009687 -1565720
24 - -02382475 + -0016934 •1582654
25 - -01111122

1 + -0009519 -1592173
26 + -02431475 - -0025394 •1566779
27 + -00643169 - -0008275 -1558504
28 - -02404492 + -0038516 -1597020
29 - -00222729 + -0004487 -1601507
30 + -02317774 - -0059311 •1542196

True value -1577387

TABLE V. ]^'^^^^dx, 3/ = - 2-6457513, p = 15, q = 5, m = 20t.

a.
Tetrachoric Terms in Value of Series

s
Functions Series - a^Ta up to term Tg

0 1 -00000000 -0040751 0040751 -0040751
3 - -19638608 + -02950904 + -0057952 -0098703
4 + -01452267 - -02602453 + -0003780 -0102482
5 + -03818545 + -01099737 - -0004199 -0098283
6 + -05515045 + -00712711 - -0003931 -0094352
7 - -01389639 - -01561177 - -0002170 •0092183
8 - -03609105 + •02031787 + -0007333 •0099516

True value -0096054.

X - p 42-48

Vis
= — = - -8660254. t (/ =

p + q -75

09449112
2-6457513.
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TABLE VI.

dx, 1/ = - 1-3010412, p = 4, q = ^, m = 5i*.

s as
Tetrachoric
Functions

Terms in

Series - a^Tg

Value of Series

up to terms t.

0 1 -00000000 -0966212 -0966212 -0966212

3 - 28327885 + -04839695 + •0137098 1103310
4 - -01400852 + -05941568 + -0008323 -1111633

5 + -16688842 - -06703628 + •0111876 •1223509

6 + -05349154 - -00778490 + -0004164 •1227673

7 - -05325140 + -05554783 + -0029580 •1257253

8 - -09445982 - -01930950 - -0018240 •1239013

9 - -00063525 - -03745046 - -0000238 •1238775

True value -1188790.

TABLE VIL

B(4, f)

- dx, 2/ = - 3-59087385t.

Tetrachoric Terms in Value of Series
s

Functions Tj Series - a^rg up to term

0 1 -00000000 -0001648 -0001648 •0001648

3 - -28327885 + -00307042 + -0008698 -0010346

4 - -01400852 - -00458580 - -0000642 •0009704

5 + -16688842 + -00530458 -- -0008853 0000851
6 + 05349154 - -00442734 + -0002368 •0003219

7 - -05325140 + -00191632 + -0001020 0004239
8 - -09445982 + -00111687 + -0001055 0005294
9 - -00063525 - -00291 774 - -0000019 •0005275

True value -00023603.

5th or 6th tena as at the 15th, say, and better than at the 30th. Of course, one

might calculate the various terms till the sums became more or less steady, take

the mean of these sums after the steady stage is reached and use that as the value

required. This process, however, will not give a greater accuracy than three or four

decimal places correct and very likely the result will not be so good as that. Besides

which it is difficult to give such an arbitrary weighting of terms a theoretical

justification. Thus it seems that the tetrachoric series is not at all suitable for the

representation of the Licomplete F-function.

P

p + q

•17408520
-= - 1-30104] 2.

P

ti/ = _-lii= /J 1^ --3-59087385.
a •17408o2b
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When we consider the tables and graphs for the Incomplete B-function, the

results are certainly no better than in the case of the Incomplete F-function.

Unfortunately, owing to the lack of a difference formula connecting the successive

coefficients, we only calculated a few terms, but the behaviour of the graphs is

similar to that of the graphs of the Incomplete F-function. Fig. 5 is very like

Figs. 1—4 but Figs. 6 and 7 are rather different. In Fig. 5 the integral is

-( dx, where p is of high value and q is of moderate size. In Figs. 6 and 7
.' 0 o (15, o)

r x^ (1 — x)^
the integral is

| ^
dx, where the upper limits are '5 and "1 respectively.

Here p is 4 and 5 is f . It seems in the incomplete F- and B-functions that the

points come nearer the ' true value ' line for the tail of the integral than if the

upper limit is near the mode.

•izeoo

•12500

•12400-

'h \ % % "^7 Is ^9

NUMBER OF TERMS

Fig. 6.
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•0080

0060-

0040

•0020

T3 'k- % % "^7 %
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Fig. 5.

00200

00100 -

•00000

^l-cl)-rz T4 % % T7 Tg T,
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Fig. 7.
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ri^ gpiSg-x x — p 49 — 49
Table VIII gives the results for L, .

.

dx and, since z = —; - = --^ = 0
" 'o r(49) v> 7

for the expansion from the mean, all the tetrachoric functions of even order vanish.

It will be observed that the values of the series vary in a similar fashion to the

others and not one of these gives the result correct to more than four decimal places.

TABLE VIII.

Jo f(49)^^"' ' =
^

(Expansion with regard to the Mean.)

Tetrachoric Terms in Value of Series
s

Functions Series - OgTs up to term

0 1 -00000000 •5000000 -5000000 -5000000

3 •11664237 - -1628675 + -0189973 -5189973
5' •00638743 + -1092549 - -0006979 -5182991

7 •01785148 - -0842920 + -0015047 -5198041

9 •01470566 + -0695373 - -0010226 -5187815

11 •00895618 - -0596711 + -0005345 •5193160

13 •01079260 + -0525526 - -0005672 •5187488

15 •01015854 - -0471442 + -0004789 •5192277

True value -5189993.

After a careful study of the tables and graphs we are forced to the conclusion

that a tetrachoric series is of no practical utility as a representation of skew

frequency curves such as y = y„xP~^ e"'^ and y = yaX™~^(l —x)"^ ~\ and although it

may be rash to generalise from our results on these two types it would seem

that such a series cannot be generally suitable to represent skew frequency dis-

tributions. Moreover, the types, which have been discussed, are of common occur-

rence and for these the expansion is certainly futile.

The true values of the incomplete F-function were taken from Tables of the

Incomplete r-fiinction which will be shortly issued by H.M. Stationery Office. The

values of the incomplete B-function were determined by direct calculation ; the

power of (1 — x) was expanded and the result readily obtained with the help of the

relation

In his Vorlesimgen ilher die OrundziXge der mathematischen Statistik (Hamburg,

1920) Charlier, when dealing with skew frequency curves, gives as the general

equation for the skew frequency curves of his Type A
17 = 4- /S3 (/)„"' <^„i^ + (/>o^ + . .

.
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where = -7= and ^„"', 0o'^ <^>o^. ••• are the third, fourth, fifth, etc. dift'er-

ential of coefficients i-e. 1^ is really expressed in a series of tetrachoric functions, or

F= 5 [t, - ySj V4! T, + /3, VF! T5 - /3, V6! Ts - ...j.

ySs, /34, jSs, etc. along with M (the mean) and a Charlier calls the 'characteristics'

of the distribution curve. Now he seems to think that generally the coefficients

/Ss and will only be required and so he has tabled <^o{x), '^^^ , for x= 00
CLOG QjOO '

to 3-00 at intervals of -01 and also for « = 4 (Tables III, IV and V on pp. 123—125)

to four decimal places. With the series up to (84 the theoretical F-coordinate will

be found, according to Charlier, but from our experience of tetrachoric functions

we are exceedingly sceptical about the accuracy of such a result. In fact, we feel

certain that the approximation will not be a good one. If the frequency curve

be little different from the normal then possibly the approximation would not be

very bad.

The above investigation was undertaken by me at the suggestion of Professor

Pearson and I am indebted to him for several hints. My grateful thanks are due

to Miss I. M'^Learn for her assistance in the preparation of the diagrams.

* Charlier defines the ' skewness' <S to be S= 3;83and the 'excess' E to be E = Spi.



MISCELLANEA.

I. On the *6st of Goodness of Fit.

By KARL PEARSON, F.R.S.

In a paper published in the Philosophical Magazine for July 1900, pp. 157^—^175, I dealt with

the following problem : A very large population is sampled, say, the population Wi, W2, ••• ««) ••

with total N, and any individual sample is Wi, m-i, ... ... m^, total M. The " probable constitu-

tion " is given by :

,
M

,
M

,
M , M

If a large number (jf samples of size M are taken, what is the distribution of variations from

the "probable constitution" in these samples?

I showed that if the distribution of categories were such that no category contained a few

isolated units, then the distribution depended on the calculation of x^— '^i
'^^ '^^^^

> V^^'

vided a value for the probability P that samples would not diverge more than any given sample

from the "probable constitution." This process is now familiar to statisticians as the x^i P test.

The sole limiting conditions were that the samples should be random, and each should be of

the same size M.

In some cases the " probable constitution " {m' series) can be found at once because the dis-

tribution of the sampled population is known a friori. In other cases the values of the m' series

have to be approximated to, and such approximations are the general rule in all discussions of

probable error.

We say for example that the standard deviation of the mean of a sample taken from an

indefinitely large population of size N and standard deviation a is o-/v'n, where n is the size of

the sample.

We say that the standard deviation of second moment-coefficients of samples of size n is

where /i2 ( = o"^) s-i^d /X4 are the second and fourth moment-coefficients of the population sampled.

In fact every constant of the sample has a probable error determinable in terms of the constants

of the sampled population. All these distributions of deviations from " probable constitution
"

are true for perfectly general but random samples of size n drawn from our indefinitely large

population.

But unfortunately in a considerable number of cases that sampled population is unknown to

us ; we have no direct means of finding fi^, H-i> ^^c. What accordingly do we do ? Why we replace

the constants of the sampled population by those calculated from the sample itself, as the best

information we have. And the justification of this proceeding is not far to seek, fx^ as found for

the sample will only differ from the fi^ of the sampled population by terms of the order l/s/n;

for example if we are not dealing with small samples, and a' be the standard deviation of the

sample, a' differs from a- by terms of the order (r/yf^n and accordingly the standard deviation of

the mean is written (r'/Jn when it is really o-/v'". This method of treating probable errors is

univer.sal in the case of fiiir sized samples to-day and .scarcely needs justification. In writing the
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sample values of the constants for those of the sampled population, we do not m any way alter

our original supposition that we are considering the distriVjution of random samples of size 11.

We have still p—\ degrees of freedom, if we have p categories of frequency.

The process of substituting sample constants for sampled population constants does not mean
that we select out of possible samples of size w, those which have precisely the same values of

the constants as the individual sample under discussion. Cleai'ly the given sample has definite

moment-coefficients, and if there be p frequency categories the first p—\ moment-coefficients

together with the size n of the sample would suffice to fix all the frequencies of the. p categories*.

Hence no deviations from the " probable constitution " would be possible if we confined our

attention to samples of ii tied to the constants of the given sample ! In using the constants of

the given sample to replace the constants of the sampled population, we in no wise restrict the

original hypothesis of free random samples tied down only by their definite size. We certainly do

not by using sample constants reduce in any way the random sampling degrees of freedom.

What we actually, do is to replace the accurate value of which is luiknown to us, and

cannot be found, by an approximate value, and we do this with precisely the same justification as

the astronomer claims, when he calculates his probable error on his observations, and not on the

mean square error of an infinite pojDulation of errors which is unknown to him. The whole of this

matter was very fully discussed (pp. 164—7) in my original paper dealing with the
x^.,
P test.

The above re-description of what seem to me very elementary considerations would be

unnecessary had not a recent writer in the Journal of the Royal Statistical Societi/\ appeared to

have wholly ignored them. He considers that I have made serious blunders in not limiting my
degrees of freedom by the number of moments I have taken ; for example he asserts (p. 93)

that if a frequency curve be fitted by the use of four moments then the n' of the tables of

goodness of fit should be reduced by 4. I hold that such a view is entirely erroneous, and that

the writer has done no service to the science of statistics by giving it broad-cast circulation in

the pages of the Journal of the Royal Statistical Society.

What he would obtain if he placed this restriction on his samples is not the for the distri-

bution of samples of size k, but of samples which give definite moments. The absurdity of this

manner of approach is at once obvious, if as I have suggested, we consider the p first-moments,

as there is no reason why we should not do,—for these are just as much "fixed" as the first four

—

and the conclusion must be that we can learn nothing at all about variation from our sample
;

for we have p frequency groups and ^-tying conditions.

When we wish to find the probable error of a mean or a standard deviation, we do not start

by fixing down these characters to their values in the individual sample; we suppose them
to take all the possible values they could take by sampling, and after we have reached our

measure of variation we then put into our formula the sampled values, to give an approximate

value to the functions reached, because we are in ignorance of the I'eal values in the sampled

population.

The writer in the Journal of the Royal Statistical Society speaks as if I applied x^ to a con-

tingency table starting by fixing the marginal totals. As far as I am aware I am not gviilty of

this. My conception of contingency is very different from my conception of x^. I started my
conception of contingency with the idea not of a random sample, but with the idea that some
function of frequencies alone without regard to their relation to the measured characters would

lead to the value of the correlation. Naturally I started from the deviation of the individual cell

contents from the same cell contents on the basis of independent probability, as determined by

the marginal totals. There was no questif)n of sampling in the matter. In now fairly usual

notation I termed

* This is Thiele's method of representing frequency distributions,

t Vol. Lxxxv. p. 87, 1922.
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the oell contingency and after playing about with such cell contingencies for a time succeeded in

finding a function of them which for indefinitely fine grouping for a bi-variate normal frequency

distribution gave the correlation r as :

where <^'=i/S
M

•(«)•

M
I see no reason for confusing this 0^ as a measure of correlation with the

x''
which is a measure

of variability in the samples of constant size drawn from an indefinitely large poi)ulation. It was
different in its origin, as far as I am concerned, and different in its use. It is only when we come
to consider the probable error of </)-' that we have to distinguish between (n) the actual marginal

totals of the sample and {h) the probable constitution of the marginal totals as deduced from an
indefinitely large sampled population.

There are, as those who have read Biometrika* will I'ecognise, considerable difficulties about

determining the probable error of (^", where

l+rf)''= *S'

m
m

and the determination of the mean
(f,-

and of the standard deviation of involves very trouble-

some analysis.

So lal)orions is the arithmetic involved that for t)rdinary statistical use it became doubtful

whether it would not be better to define as the mean squared contingency measured not from

the marginal totals of the sample, but from the " probable constitution " of the marginal totals

of the sample as deduced from the sampled population. In this case if

M
,
_M

,
_M

M
tr 111 si.m,

.

•(/3)

with this change of definition the probable error and mean of are more easily obtainable, and

in this case for the first time, i/i^^ can be looked upon as equivalent to a x^.

The form (n) from my standpoint cannot be treated as a x^, because it is not the deviation-

measure of a given sample from the sampled population. Nor again is (/3) the deviation-measure

of the sample from the sampled population, iniless we assume that population to have zero

contingency, i.e. m'gsf = m'g,m',g>/M.

But
x'^
may in the form (jS) be treated as a deviation-measure of the actual samjile from an

artificial sam^jled population, which differs from the actual 2)02Julation in having no correlation

or contingency, but having the same marginal distributions of the two characters.

The moment, however, we assume form (/3) for our contingency we are giving, what we clearly

must give, absoKite freedom to the marginal totals of-our samples. The sole limit on our sample

is its total size 31. But when we come to actually calculating cj)'^ for the individual sample, or the

mean value or the standard deviation (i.e. probable error) of cfy^ for a series of samples, we have

only one course open to us, if we do not know the constants of the sampled population, we must

insert the marginal totals of the individiial sample of which we have cognizance in place of the

* Vol. V. p. 191, Vol. X. p. 570, Vol. xi. p. 570, and Vol. xii. p. 259.
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unkuovvn values of the sampled population. Thus (a) and {^) provide ultimately the same (^^^

but the probable error of and the mean value of will be different in the two cases. In the

first case we vary our marginal totals with the sample as they obviously would vary in practice.

In the second case we define our to be a deviation from the indejiendent probability of an

artificial population, we do not keep the marginal totals of the sample fixed any more than in (a).

But if we think in terms of (and not (^-) we ap2)ear to do so because ultimately we have to take

our marginal probabilities as those of the sample in default of a knowledge of any better values.

This point seems to me well illustrated in what my critic in the Journal of the Royal

Statistical Society has to say on p. 90 of his paper about Messrs Greenwood and Yule's use of ^
for a fourfold table. He asserts that they ought to have entered the table of goodness of fit with

n'= 2. The problem before them was whether their fourfold tables could possibly be samples of

bi-variate independent probaliility distributions. Each sample from such a distribution would

have perfectly free cell frequencies mn, nivii »i3i, m^-i^ subject to the sole binding condition that

mil + '"12+ "'21 + '"22 = ^I-

The proper is given by

?ftl2
— m i,m. ,

M
m 1,9)1

,

m 2. Wi.

,

m 2,w .2

-(y),

and this has three degrees of freedom and is what Messrs Yule and Greenwood desired to find,

and they properly used the value of P for ?i'=4.

Then like the astronomer, who finding the pi'ol)able error of his mean to be •67449o-/^i/' and

not knowing the o- of his sampled population, \)\\t» it equal to the o- of his observations, so

Messrs Yule and Greenwood very properly rej^laced the marginal totals of their unknown
population by those of their sample, but vei-y properly did not rei^lace /i,' = 4 by n'= 2 !.

But says my critic*, if they had, they would have got the same measure of improbability as if

they had compared the difference of percentages ! Quite so, and obviously so ; for in taking-

percentages they have actually fixed their marginal totals taking 100 of each class and thus for

the first time confined their attention to a limited class of samples, not the random samjjle of

size i/, which has not its marginal totals fixed. We have, indeed, reduced our degrees of freedom

by two in taking ratios.

When we consider generally the f*^!" ^ fourfold table to measure the improbability of a

sample we are really comparing the special sample

a h a+ b with a' b' «' + b'

c d c+ d c' d' c' + d'

a + c b + d M a'+ c' b' + d' M
the general population, where in the latter case a'd'= c'b'.

Now the mean square contingency of the first of these tables is

// (a+ 6)(a + t.)y / {a + b){b + d)y ( {^a ^ c) ic + d)\^ (, (c + d)(b +d)y

M {a + b) {a + c)

M
{a + b) {b + d) {a + c) {c + d)

M M
{c + d) {b + d)

M

\{a + b) {a + c) {a + b) {b + d)
+

_ {ab - cdY
"

{a + b) {a + c) {b+ d){c+ d)'

d''

{a + c) {c + d) {c + d) {b + d)

Loc. cit. p. 90.
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But the is

(a' + 6')(«' + c-
)y

(a' + 6')( 6' + c^')y / (ft- + c')(c' + (^')y ic+d')ih'+d')

y
+

{a' + b'){a' + e') {a + b') (b' +d') {^a' + c') {c' + d') (c +d') (b' + d')

M M M JI

(
«2 fe2 g2 ^2

l(a' + 6')(a' + cO («' + 6')(&' + c^') (a' + c') {c' + d') (c'+ d') (b'+ d')

there being i^ree degrees of freedom or we must take n'= i in calculating the probability P, this

may be written

M[p.ipi. p.iPu P.2P2. J

where p'.2, p'l. and are the four percentage numbers of the marginal categories in the

sampled population. Now we do not know these percentages in that population and we do what

every physicist, every astronomer, and—till I saw the jjaper by my critic in the Journal of the

Statistical Society I should have said—every statistician does, supply the unknown constants

from the sample, which leads us to

2=— M{ab-cdY ^
^ {a + b){a + c){b + d){c+ d)

as used in my memoir of 1912*.

The problem I had and still have in view is the variability in samples of definite size—with

no other restriction than sample size. The solution of that problem is absolutely comparable

with that of any discussion of the probability of an observed result in the theory of probable

errors. We have in the bulk of such cases constants involved which concern the distribution in

an unknown population, and we supply those constants from the sample itself.

As I have already noted the probable error of a mean is

•67449 J^^P

By this we understand that the means of samples restricted solely by their size M from an

indefinitely large population of moment-coefficients fx^' about a fixed origin will have a

variability determined by the above formula. But when we proceed to give both /xj' and (12 the

values determined from the sample we know, we do not add in the manner of my Royal Statistical

Society critic, " but in doing so the type of samples is reduced to those having the mean and

standard deviation of the sample." If we did, this selection of samjjles would clearly have no

variation of mean or standard deviation at all ! In fact probable errors would be meaningless,

unless we drew our samples from a population already fully known to us, in which case we should

not in 99 of cases want to sample it at all.

In the same way when we use the marginal totals of the sample in formulae like (S) we do not

thereby reduce our samples to those having constant marginal totals, we m«rely take the best

approximation available to the proper value of x^, and the fact that x,\ as found from the sample,

is only an approximation to the true was fully r'ecognised and discussed in my original memoir

in the Philosophical Magazine.

It only remains to say that the following sentence of my critic's paper seems to me based

upon a fallacious principle and apparently flows from a disregard of the nature of probable

errors in general.

" It should be pointed out that certain of Pearson's Tables for Statisticians and Biometricians,

namely Tables XVII, XIX and XX, together with XXII (Abac to determine rp) are all calculated

* On a novel method of regarding the association of two variates classed solely in alternative

categories. Drapers' Company Research Memoirs, Cambridge University Press.
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on the assumption that w'= 4 in fourfold tables, and consequently should not be used when, as is

almost always the case, the marginal totals are obtained from the data" {loc. cit. p. 91).

I hold those tables are quite correctly calculated for n'= A, and those who attempt to modify

them by assuming ?i' = 2 will be dealing with an entirely different problem. Namely, they will

be considering not the improbability of the given sample as one of all possible samples of the

given size, which it really is, but one of the indefinitely smaller number of samples that have

fixed marginal totals. We do not find the probable error of r for a tetrachoric table* on the

assumption that the marginal totals are fixed. We find it on the assumption that the marginal

totals also vary from sample to sami)le, and when we have found it, then we substitute in the

result the values of not only the marginal totals, but the cell-contents, «, 6, c, d of the sample

itself for those of the unknown population. With we go through an exactly similar process of

reasoning. If by this pi'ocedure we in some mysterious manner tied our degrees of freedom down

to the values of the cell-contents used in our formula and adopted from our sample there could

be no probable error for r, for the values of «, c, and d are all required and used. I trust my
critic will pardon me for comparing him with Don Quixote tilting at the windmill ; he must either

destroy himself, or the whole theory of probable errors, for they are invariably based on using

sample values for those of the sampled population unknown to us. For example here is an

argument for Don Quixote of the simplest nature : In the sth category of a population N the

frequency is 71^, a sample shows in a total M. The standard deviation of this frequency is

But we don't know the population sampled and accordingly obtain an approximate value of the

above standard deviation by writing for ^ and taking for the standard deviation of

tils - . In doing this it is not a question even of using a marginal total, we have used

a cell frequency found from our sample. We have therefore according to our critic reduced our

possibilities of freedom by selecting out of all possible samples those with 7n, in the sth cell—this

is exactly parallel to our reducing our freedom by "fixing" marginal proportiou.s or moment-
coefficients. But if nig be fixed, it is ridiculous to talk ofa variation of the Wg frequency. There-

fore either ^1^=0 or mg= M, or the usual theory and practice of probable errors are wholly at

fault. I think this will illustrate what I mean by Don Quixote and the windmill.

II.

Is Tuberculosis to be regarded from the Aetiological Standpoint as an acute disease

of Childhood ? By Dr Kr. F. Andvord (Christiania). Tubercle, Vol. ill. No. 3,

December, 1921.

This paper is, we must confess, unconvincing. The author holds that in a community that

has long been subject to tuberculosis the time of infection should be fixed in the infantile years

for the great majority of cases and consequently we should protect children for the first three or

four years from infection.

As evidence of his views he takes a graph of what he calls a "population frame" which is

really the well-known " number living in a stationary population " (l^,) and represents within this

graph the numbers dying from tuberculosis and the numbers who have suffered from it at each
age. We are doubtful if his graphs for deaths are correctly drawn. They are made to rise

suddenly for about a year and then fall till age 7 but we suspect that they should fall from birth

till age 7. We cannot justify his chart (No. VIII) which gives the whole population and the

* Phil. Trans. Vol. 195 A, p. 14.
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tubercular population. The non-tubercular found by this chart actually increase aftei- age 17 for

many years so that the non-tubercular not only have no mortality but are increased by some

process of resurrection ! Admittedly the chart is hy2Jothetical but as it stands it calls for

amendment.

Dr Andvord's remark that "one would hardly gather from these per-thousand curves," i.e.

from rates of mortality for various ages, " that, as is really the case, more persons die from

tuberculosis in the first and second years of life than in any subsequent age period " seems to

betray an inexperience in matters related to a life table : this weakness is shown elsewhere, e.g.

p. 102, where deaths are stated without populations and without reference to age distributions.

Dr Andvord may have other evidence in support of his views but the article under review

does not justify them statistically ; we think every point he brings out could be explained as

well on other hypotheses. lie cannot, moreover, completely prove his case till he has studied

communities which become subject to infection after having been kept free from it. For if his

theory be correct, the measures he proposes would necessarily produce such a community.

W. Palin Elderton.
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(Pedigrees of physical, psychical, and patho-

logical Characters in Man). Part III.

(Angioneurotic Oedema, Hermaphroditism,
Deaf-Mutism, Insanity, Commercial Abili-

ty.) Price 6s. net.

X. The Influence of Parental Alcoholism
on the Physique and Intelligence of the
Oftspriug. By Ethel M. Elderton, as-

sisted by Karl Pearson. Second Edition.
Price 4s. net.

XI. The Treasury of Human Inheritance
(Pedigrees of physical, p.sychical, and patho-
logical Characters in Man). Part IV.
(Cleft Palate, Hare-Lip, Deaf-Mutism, and
Congenital Cataract.) Price 10s. net.

XII. The Treasury of Human Inheritance
(Pedigrees of physical, psychical, and patho-
logical Characters in Man). Parts V and
VI. (Haemophilia.) Price 15s. net.

XIII. A Second Study of the Influence of
Parental Alcoholism on the Physique and
Intelligence of the Offspring. By Karl
Pearson, F.R.S., and Ethel M. Elderton,
Price 4s. net.

XIV. A Preliminary Study of Extreme
Alcoholism in Adults. By Amy Barring-
ton and Karl Pearson, F.R.S., assisted

by David Heron, D.Sc. Price 4s. net.

XV. The Treasury ofHuman Inheritance.
Dwarflsm, with 49 Plates of Illustrations

and 8 Plates of Pedigrees. Price 15s. net.

XVI. The Treasury ofHuman Inheritance.
Prefatory matter and indices to Vol. I.

With Frontisi)iece Portraits of Sir Francis
Galton and Ancestry. Price 3s. 7iet.

XVII. A Second Study of Extreme Alco-
holism in Adults. With special reference

to the Home-Office Inebriate Reformatorj'
data. By David Heron, D.Sc. Price 5s. net.

XVIII. On the Correlation of Fertility with
Social Value. A Cooperative Study.
Price 6s. /tet.

XIX—XX. Report on the English Birthrate.
Part I. England, North of the Huniber.
By Ethel M. Elderton, Galton Research
Fellow. Price 9s. net.

XXI. The TreasuryofHuman Inheritance.
Vol. II (Nettleship Memorial Volume). Ano-
malies and Diseases of the Eye. Part I.

-
. [Just ready.
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Vol. I of The Treasury of Human Inheritance (VI + IX + XI + XII +XV + XVI of the above memoirs) may
now be obtained bound in buckram, price 57s. Qd. net. Buckram cases for binding can be purchased at 3s. 'dd. with
impress of the bust of Sir Francis Galton. An engraved portrait of Sir Francis Galton can be obtained by sendino-
a postal order for 3s. Qd. to the Secretary to the Laboratory, University College, London, W.C.

LECTURE SERIES. Price Is. net each {Nos. Ill, X, XI, XII excepted).

I. The Scope and Importance to the
State of the Science of National Eugenics.

By Karl Pearson, F.R.S. Third Edition.

II. The Groundwork of Eugenics. By Karl
Pearson, F.R.S. Second Edition.

III. The Relative Strength of Nurture and
Nature. Much enlarged Second Edition.

Part I. The Relative Strength of Nurture

_ and Nature. (Second Edition revised.) By
Ethel M. Elderton. Part IL Some Recent
Misinterpretations of the Problem of Nurture
and Nature. (First Lssue.) By Karl Pear-
son, F.R.S. Price 2s. net.

IV. On the Marriage of First Cousins. By
Ethel M. Elderton.

V. The Problem of Practical Eugenics.
By Karl Pearson, F.R.S. Second Edition.

VI. Nature and Nurture, the Problem of
the Future. By Karl Pearson, F.R.S.

Second Edition.

VII.

VIII.

IX.

X.

XI.

XII.

XIII.

The Academic Aspect of the Science
of National Eugenics. By Karl Pearson,
F.R.S.

Tuberculosis, Heredity and Environ-
ment. By Karl Pearson, F.R.S.

Darwinism, Medical Progress and Eu-
genics. The Cavendish Lecture, 1912. By
Karl Pearson, F.R.S.

The Handicapping of the Pirst-born.
By Karl Pearson, F.R.S. Price a.'j. net.

National Life from the Standpoint of
Science. (Third Lssiie.) By Karl Pearson,
F.R.S. Price Is. Qd. net.

The Function of Science in the Modern
State. (New Issue.) By Karl Pear.son,
F.R.S. Price2s.net.

Sidelights on the Evolution of Man.
By Karl Pearson, F.R.S. Price 3.s. not.

The Chances of Death and other Studies
in Evolution

By KARL PEARSON, F.R.S.

Galton Professob, University of London

Vol. I

1. The Chances of Death.

2. The Scientific Aspect of Monte {^arloThe Scientific

Roulette.

3. Reproductive Selection.

4. Socialism and Natural Selection.

5. Politics and Science.

6. Reaction.

7. Woman and Labour.

8. Variation in Man and Woman.

Vol. II

9. Woman as Witch. Evidences of Mother-
Right in the Customs of Mediaeval
Witchcraft.

10 Ashiepattle, or Hans seeks his Luck.

11. Kindred Group Marriage.

Part I. Mother Age CiviHsation.

Part II.
_
General Words for Sex and

Kinship.

Part III. Special Words for Sex and
Relationship.

12. The German Passion Play: A Study in the
Evolution of Western Christianity.

Reissue. Price 30/- net.

The following works prepared in the Biometric Laboratory
can he ohtained from H.M. Stationery Office.

The English Convict, A Statistical Study. ]3y Charles Goring, M.D.
Te.vt. Price Qs. Tables of Measurements (printed by Convict-Labour). Price 5s.

The English Convict. An Abridgment, with an Introduction by Karl Pearson, F.R.S. Price 3s.

Tables of the Incomplete P-Punction. Edited with an Introduction by Karl Pearson, F.R.S.
Price £2. 2. Od. or hy Post £2. 2s. 9c^.



The Life, Letters, and Labours of

Francis Qalton
By KARL PEAKSON, F.R.S.
GALTON PROFESSOR, UNIVERSITY OF LONDON

Vol. I. Birth 1822 to Marriage 1853
WITH 5 PEDIGREE PLATES AND 72 PHOTOGRAPHIC

PLATES, FRONTISPIECE AND 2 TEXT-FIGURES
Price 30s. net

" It is not too much to saj of this book that it will never cease to be memor-
able. Never will man hold in his hands a biography more careful, more
complete."

—

The Times

"A monumental tribute to one of the most suggestive and inspiring men of

modern times."

—

Westminster Gazette

"It was certainly fitting that the life of the great exponent of heredity should

be written by his great disciple, and it is gratifying indeed to find that he has

made of it, what may without exaggeration be termed a great hook."—Daily
Telegraph

Vol. II is noiv in 2^'^'eparation.

Tables for Statisticians and
Biometricians

Edited by KARL PEARSON, F.R.S.

GALTON PROFESSOR, UNIVERSITY OF LONDON

Price 15s. net

'"To the workers in the difficult field of higher statistics such aids are invaluable. Their
calculation and publication was therefore as inevitable as the steady progress of a method which
hi'ings within grip of mathematical analysis the highly variable data of biological observation.

The immediate cause for congratulation is, therefore, not that the tables have been done but
that they have been done so well The volume is indispensable to all who are engaged in

serious statistical work."

—

Science

" The whole work is an eloquent testimony to the self-effacing labour of a body of men and
women who desire to save their fellow scientists from a great deal of irksome arithmetic ; and
the total time that will be saved in the futui-e by the publication of this work is, of course,

incalculable To the statistician these tables will be indispensable."

—

Journal of Education

"The issue of these tables is a natural outcome of Professor Karl Pearson's work, and apart

from their value for those for whose use they have been prepared, their assemblage in one

volume marks an interesting stage in the progress of scientific method, as indicating the number
and importance of the calculations which they are designed to facilitate."— Post Magazine

(Copies of the Coi^rigenda to these Tables can be obtained

by former purchasers on sending a stamped and directed

envelope to Mr C. F. Clay)

Just issued, Cambridge University Press

:

Mounted Charts of Weight and Health

of Male and Female Babies
Price 7s. 6d. net the pair

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
C. F. CLAY, Manager

LONPON: FETTER LANE, E.G. 4
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DEPARTMENT OF APPLIED STATISTICS
/ The Biometric Laboratory

(assisted by at grant from the Worshipful Company* of Drapers)

Until the phenomena of any branch ofknowledge have been submitted to measurement

and number it cannot assume the status and dignity of a science. Francis Galton.

Under the direction of Professor Karl Pearson, F.R.S. Assistants : Dr Julia

Bell, E. S. Pearson, B.A.; Crewdson Benington Student in Anthropometry:

G. MoRANT, B.Sc, Hon. Research Assistant, J. Henderson, M.A.

This laboratory provides a complete training in modern statistical methods and

is especially arranged so as to assist research workers engaged on biometric problems.

The Francis Galton Eugenics Laboratory
National Eugenics is the study of agencies under social control, that may improve

or impair the racial qualities offuture generations, either physically or mentally.

The Laboratory was founded by Sir Francis Galton and is under the supervison

of Professor Karl Pearson, F.R.S. Galton Research Fellow : Ethel M. Elderton
;

Reader in Medical Statistics': M. Greenwood, M.R.C.P., M.R.C.S. Medical Officer:

Percy Stocks, M.A., M.D. Assistants: E. C. Rhodes, M.A., M. Noel Karn,
M. Moul and J. 0. Irwin, B.A. Secretary: M. B. Child.

It was the intention of the Founder, that the Laboratory should serve (i) as a

storehouse of statistical material^ bearing on the mental and physical conditions in

man, and the relation of these conditions to inheritance and environment ; (ii) as

a centre for the publication or other form of distribution of information concerning

National Eugenics
;

(iii) as a school for training and assisting research-workers in

special problems in Eugenics.

Now Ready Cambridge University Press

New Series, TRACTS FOR COMPUTERS
This series will endeavour to supply a gap in statistical literature, namely "first aid"

to the professional computer.

No. I. Tables of the Digamma and Trigamma Functions. By Eleanor Pair-
MAN, M.A. Price is, net.

00
J

Tables for summing 6" = S ,
—; —:

^ -,—:
^ where the p'?. and ^'s are

i =i(/i2+?i)(A^ + ^'2)...(/n2 + ?n)
numerical factors.

No. il. On the Construction of Tables and on Interpolation. Parti. Univariate
Tables. By Karl Pearson, F.R.S. Price is. gd. net.

No. III. On the Construction of Tables and on Interpolation. Part II. Bivariate
Tables. By Karl Pearson, F.R.S. Price is. gd. net.

No. IV. Tables of the Logarithms of the Complete F-function to Twelve Figures.
Reprint with Portrait of A. M. Legendre. Price is. gd. net.

No. V. Table of Coefficients of Everett's Central-Difference Interpolation For-
mula. By A. J. Thomson, B.Sc. Price is. gd. net.

No. VI. Smoothing. By E. C. RHODES, B.A. Price is. gd. net.

No. VII. The numerical Evaluations of the Incomplete B-Function or of the

Integral I (1 — c?ic for Ranges of x between o and i. By H. E. Soper,
Jo

M.A. Price is. gd. net.

No. VIII. TTable of the Logarithms of the Complete F-Function (to ten decimal
places) for Argument 2 to 1200 beyond Legendre's Range (Argument i to 2).

By Egon S. Pearson, B.A. Price is. gd. net.
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